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Abstract 
Water resource management has become a pertinent issue of global environmental concern in 
response to the conditions of a growing global population, increasing development and a limited 
freshwater supply. It is against the backdrop of such conditions that effective water resource 
management has gained popularity in seeking to ensure that the needs of the growing population 
will be met and secured for future generations. The notion of integrated water resource 
management (IWRM) is a perspective on water resource management that has evolved out of the 
global opinion that social and ecological systems are linked and therefore cannot be managed 
separately. The department of water affairs (DWA) in South Africa highlights the importance of 
approaching management of water resources from a catchment perspective which forms the basis 
for a particular integrated approach to management called integrated catchment management 
(ICM). ICM recognizes the catchment as the correct administrative unit for management. It 
integrates water resources and the land that forms the catchment area in planning and 
management. Researchers have described the implementation of ICM as being complicated and 
difficult. This is no exception to South Africa. Principles of ICM have received widespread 
prominence in South Africa as they have been incorporated into national water policy. Actual 
implementation however is still in its infancy.  
 
The study is therefore a case study of ICM with respect to factors influencing implementation 
amongst different stakeholders. The study aims to explore the theme of implementation of ICM 
within the context of the Gamtoos River Catchment with a view toward identifying and 
addressing challenges that may be more broadly applicable.  
 
The study adopts an inductive, exploratory approach to the connection between theory and 
practice. A systems-based framework characterized by sequential steps similar to that employed 
in a case study conducted by Bellamy et al. (2001) in Queensland Australia is used to facilitate 
the evaluation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. The evaluation is achieved through a 
three step process of exploration in the current study. Triangulation is applied to the choice of 
methods of analysis which involves the use of a global analysis method, the use of learning 
scenarios and a grounded theory method. Findings reveal seven core themes which help to 
provide a detailed, contextual understanding relating to the status quo for ICM in the catchment. 
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Results from a grounded theory analysis summarized the main challenges to implementation into 
five broad categories. Based on this analysis method and the application of the three learning 
scenarios for the Gamtoos River Catchment, the extent to which these challenges exist was 
discovered. The state of ICM in the catchment was classified as falling within a condition of a 
level of success being achieved with room for improvement to a condition of optimal ICM. The 
study concludes that based on the context of ICM being an example of a Complex Adaptive 
Systems (CAS), this state of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment is subject to change. This 
therefore necessitates the consideration of approaches to implementation that are adaptive to 
change. Findings may serve to inform decision making on how ICM can be effectively 
implemented elsewhere in a South African context.  
 
Key words: ICM, IWRM, Inductive approach, Implementation, Challenges, Complex Adaptive 
Systems, South Africa 
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Chapter One 
 Introduction to the study 
 
1.1 The significance of Integrated Catchment Management  
The importance of managing global water resources has become an issue of increased concern 
worldwide. This concern is amplified as the world‟s population continues to grow at an alarming 
rate and the earth‟s fresh water reserves remain limited and under great strain in attempting to 
meet this demand. Effective water resource management therefore falls within an important 
framework of sustainability in order to ensure that the needs of the growing population will be 
met and secured for future generations (Adams, 1990).  
 
The need to adopt integrated approaches in order to effectively manage water resources has been 
widely advocated for over the past few decades. According to Pollard and du Toit (2008) it is 
increasingly evident amongst practitioners and academics alike that the management approaches 
of the past which did not emphasize the consideration of socio-economic systems in parallel to 
environmental systems have failed to adequately deal with the challenges posed by complex and 
rapidly changing systems. The current notion of Integrated Water Resource Management 
(IWRM) is a perspective on water resource management that has evolved out of the global 
opinion that social and ecological systems are linked and therefore cannot be managed separately 
from each other (Medema & Jeffrey 2005).  
 
IWRM relies on the recognition that components of the hydrological cycle are intimately linked, 
and each component is affected by changes in other components for example, biotic components 
will be affected by structural components such as riparian and in stream habitat and vice versa 
(Ashton 1998).  The South African National Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) 
(2003) further expands on this and defines IWRM as “a philosophy, a process, a management 
strategy to achieve sustainable use of resources by all stakeholders e.g. land and water users, land 
and water managers, planners and policy makers etc. at catchment, regional and international 
levels, while maintaining the characteristics and integrity of water resources at the catchment 
scale within agreed limits.” This definition highlights the importance of approaching 
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management of water resources from a catchment perspective and this forms the basis for a 
particular integrated approach to water resource management that is gaining popularity in the 
environmental arena namely integrated catchment management (ICM). Based on DWAF‟s 
definition, IWRM can be viewed as being inherent in ICM, which according to the international 
water association (IWA) provides a broader scope for the management water resources (IWA, 
2005).  
 
According to the IWA (2005) ICM recognizes the catchment as the smallest complete 
hydrological unit of analysis and management. ICM therefore becomes the practical operating 
approach to IWRM. Defined by Falkenmark (2004), ICM can be understood as a systems 
approach to the management of water resources within the bounds of a geographical unit based 
on the catchment area of a river system. ICM recognizes the need to integrate all environmental, 
economic and social issues within a catchment into an overall management philosophy, process 
and plan (Falkenmark, 2004). What makes ICM unique is its inherent recognition of the intrinsic 
link between land and water and therefore seeks to take action with regard to the water resource 
as it relates to land use (Ashton, 1998). In its entirety ICM aims to strike a balance between the 
use of resources for livelihoods and its protection for future generations, whilst promoting social 
equity, environmental sustainability and economic efficiency (DWAF, 2004). This is done in an 
attempt to provide a holistic approach to managing the water resource.  
 
Falkenmark (2004) argues that ICM should be viewed as a conceptual framework rather than a 
mere approach to addressing water problems and concerns. This viewpoint requires 
consideration of the theoretical underpinning that supports ICM in order substantiate its claims. 
From another perspective du Toit (2005) suggests that in order for the implementation of the 
principles of ICM to be a success it is fundamental that responses should be context specific, 
locally-driven and reflect the socio-political and economic realities of a particular catchment. 
Given these considerations, the current study is set to be a case study of ICM within a local 
context. It aims to explore the theme of implementation through an investigation of issues 
surrounding the transition from concept to implementation.  
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1.2 Rational of the study  
According to Pollard (2002), the principles of ICM have received widespread support in South 
Africa but actual implementation is still in its infancy. As yet, no management plan under the 
institutional umbrella of a Catchment Management Agency (CMA), as propagated in the 
National Water Act of 1998, has been implemented in South Africa. Despite this context 
numerous local equivalents exist throughout the country and these pave the way for providing a 
model for the development of a strategy for implementation. Although the concept of ICM has 
been recognized by DWAF since the 1980s, it was only with the advent of the first 
democratically elected government in 1994 that important elements concerning implementation 
such as integration and stakeholder participation were given real effect as they were explicitly 
incorporated into what would later become national legislation (Macleod et al.,2007).  
 
Researchers have described the implementation of ICM as being complicated and difficult 
(Bellamy et al. 2001). This is no exception to the South African situation against the backdrop of 
the prevailing socio-economic, political, climatic and even environmental circumstances (Pollard 
and du Toit, 2008). In light of this, the need for research into factors that impact upon 
implementation becomes fundamental. This study looks at ICM with respect to factors 
influencing implementation amongst different stakeholders. It is motivated by the international 
advocacy for integrated approaches to water resource management and is founded on the 
principles that underlie such approaches. The principles of ICM as outlined by the Global Water 
Partnership (GWP) are listed in Box 1.1 to serve as guidelines to refer to throughout the study 
wherever principles of ICM are mentioned. The Gamtoos River Catchment which is the chosen 
study area was primarily selected due to the fact that it is known to have many water users thus 
necessitating a close consideration of how the management of the water resources is taking 
place. This provides a good background for an investigation of the implementation of ICM as the 
very nature of the catchment situation requires an integrated approach to management. The 
Catchment was also selected on the grounds of its relative proximity to Port Elizabeth where the 
researcher is based, making it more easily accessible. 
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Box 1: Principles of Integrated Catchment Management (GWP, 2004)  
 
1.3 Research Aim and Objectives 
1.3.1 Aim 
The aim of the current study is to explore the theme of implementation of Integrated Catchment 
Management within the context of the Gamtoos River Catchment with a view toward identifying 
and addressing challenges that may be more broadly applicable. In order to accomplish this aim, 
the following objectives were set: 
 
1.3.2 Objectives  
  To provide an in depth understanding, grounded in literature and the current discourse, 
of what ICM is and why the issue of the challenge of implementation which emanates 
from literature is significant within a South African context. This objective was addressed 
through discussion of the literature review in chapter 2.  
 
 To utilize available information on the Gamtoos River Catchment in order to describe 
and develop a holistic and contextual understanding of the research situation of the 
catchment.  
1. The river basin (catchment) is the correct administrative unit for managing water. 
2. Water resources and the land that forms the catchment area must be integrated, in other words, planned and 
managed together. 
3. Social, economic and environmental factors must be integrated within water resources planning and 
management. 
4. Surface water and groundwater and the ecosystems through which they flow must be integrated within water 
resources planning and management. 
5. Public participation is necessary for effective water resource decision-making. It requires good public 
awareness and understanding so that participation is informed participation. (Because water is managed for the 
sole purpose of providing water to the people and the environment in which they live). 
6. Transparency and accountability in water management decision-making are necessary features of sound water 
resource planning and management. Transparency means the people need to be informed about the options in 
water management to be able to respond to decisions made about their water. Accountability means the public has 
the right to question and complain to responsible organizations and those organizations need to answer to their 
clients – the public.   
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 To determine whether or not implementation of ICM is a challenge in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment and if so, to what extent is this the case 
 
 To identify and explore existing management practices and trends. This was addressed 
using the following methods: 
 
 Semi-structured interviews with key informants 
 The use of secondary data on the catchment and activities taking place within it 
 
 To select a set of methods that can be applied in order to evaluate the implementation of 
ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. This was addressed using a global analysis 
method and the development of learning scenarios.  
 
 To identify what are the main problems influencing implementation in the catchment 
area and to establish to what extent these problems exist. This was addressed through the 
application of a grounded theory analysis method to the learning scenarios that were 
developed as part of the preceding objective. 
 
 To establish how these factors are being addressed if they are at all in order to identify 
successes-that is, opportunities that may serve as lessons in a broader context. This was 
addressed through the discussion of results and the inclusion of a synthesis as the final 
chapter of the thesis. 
 
1.4 Introduction to the study area  
Since the Gamtoos River Catchment has been identified as the focal point of investigation, the 
following section will expound on the chosen study area to provide a concrete contextual 
background for the rest of the study. This description is presented in a hierarchical order under 
three main sub-headings starting from the broader catchment area to the Gamtoos Valley and 
finally to the drainage system that makes up the catchment area which includes a look at the 
Kouga Dam.  
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1.4.1 The Gamtoos River Catchment  
The focus of the study is the Gamtoos River Catchment (see Figure 1) situated in the Eastern 
Cape Province of South Africa (GPS Coordinates: S 33.9687°, E 25.0340°) approximately 645 
km long with a catchment area of 34,635 km² (Murrey, 2009).  The name Gamtoos is probably 
derived from a Khoikhoi clan whose name was given by early Dutch settlers as "Gamtousch". 
Although the rainfall in the catchment area is low it supports a commercial irrigated agriculture 
community in the lower catchment in which oranges, tobacco, citrus fruit and vegetables are 
grown. Where the Gamtoos River enters the Indian Ocean between Jeffreys Bay and Port 
Elizabeth there is the Gamtoos River Mouth Nature Reserve. The towns of Hankey, the oldest 
town situated in the Gamtoos river valley and Patensie are situated in the lower catchment. 
Further inland are the towns of Steytlerville, Joubertina, Uniondale, Willowmore and 
Murraysburg; tributaries include the Loerie River, Klein River, Hol River, Kouga River and the 
Groot River. 
 
1.4.2 Overview of the Gamtoos Valley  
A number of sources provide useful overviews of the Gamtoos Valley, its history and its present 
state (Haigh, 2006; Raymer, 2008 and WIN-SA, 2011). Much of the background for this section 
on the Gamtoos Valley has been gathered from these sources. These have been used to review 
the Gamtoos Valley in its entirety as it relates to the current study.  
 
The Gamtoos Valley is one of the most scenic valleys in the Eastern Cape Province and falls 
within the Kouga Local Municipality in the Cacadu District Municipality. The valley is part of 
the Baviaanskloof „Valley of Baboons‟and lies south of the Groot Winterhoek Mountains in the 
western region of the Eastern Cape Province. The Eastern boundary of the valley stretches 95km 
north-west of the coastal city of Port Elizabeth. The Gamtoos River starts at the confluence of 
the Kouga and Groot Rivers, which make up a combined catchment area of 34 000km
2
. The 
Gamtoos Valley is approximately 70km in length and is surrounded by the Baviaanskloof 
Mountains. The valley is situated in an intermediate zone between summer and winter rainfall 
zones of the country.  Water from the Kouga Dam, located in the Valley, only flows into the 
Gamtoos River during flooding events.  
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Figure 1.1: Map of the Gamtoos River Catchment and its quaternaries (Compiled By: Fenji 
Materechera) 
 
The river has a history of periodic floods, the most notable of which were those of 
1938,1971,1983,1996 and 2007 (Murrrey, 2009). The valley also has a history of periodic water 
shortages (Haigh, 2008).  
 
There are about 250 farms in the Gamtoos Valley area (WIN-SA, 2011). Presently 38% of 
irrigation lands (estimated 3200 hectares) are occupied by citrus production. Approximately 10% 
are planted with grain, maize and lucerne and the remaining 52% with vegetable cash crops. The 
citrus industry in the study area is well structured and organized. The industry is experiencing 
growth due to the higher financial returns relative to lower capital and management inputs. 
According to the Murrey (2009), the gross income from the valley per annum is R6 million and 
this is derived from 250 000 tonnes of vegetables and 180 000 tonnes of citrus of which 110 000 
tonnes are exported abroad. Dairy farming is practiced in the estuarine environment moving 
towards the coast. Haigh (2006) documents that there are roughly 24 000 people employed in the 
valley off season and this number often doubles during harvest season.  Given this situation, 
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irrigation becomes crucial and thus necessitates the functioning of an efficient irrigation scheme. 
This is managed and facilitated by the Gamtoos Irrigation Board (GIB) which is discussed in 
further detail at a later stage in the chapter.   
 
1.4.3 The Gamtoos River system  
Haigh (2006) provides much of the detail about the River system that is documented in this 
section.  According to Haigh (2006) the Gamtoos river system is comprised of three main rivers. 
These are from north to south, the Groot River, the Baviaanskloof River and the Kouga River, 
which join in the region of the present Kouga Dam to form the Gamtoos River, known 
colloquially as „the roaring lion‟ due to its ferocious and unpredictable nature. The Gamtoos 
drains into the sea northeast of Jeffrey‟s Bay after passing through a long and winding floodplain 
below the town of Hankey. The flow regime in this river system has been considerably altered as 
a result of extensive dam construction. The Beervlei dam and the Kouga Dam built at the 
confluence of the Kouga and the Baviaanskloof Rivers have altered the natural flow pattern, 
especially the flood regime. Only the Groot River delivers a freely flowing albeit reduced 
volume of water to the Gamtoos River system on a daily basis Haigh (2006). The Kouga Dam is 
a double curvature arch dam with a gross catchment area of 388 700 ha. The dam has no flood 
outlet valves and water supply to the Gamtoos River is only during flood events from overflow. 
Its spillway capacity is 4250 m³/s and the surface area of the dam at full supply level is 555 ha. 
The Loerie Dam further reduces the water volume in the Gamtoos River system by trapping the 
water from the Loeriespruit and the Geelhoutboom Rivier, (with a mean annual rainfall of 37.7 
million cumecs) which would have contributed not only to the health and extent of the wetland 
but also the estuary. The Kouga Dam is recognized as an important water resource for the 
economy of the Eastern Cape (Jansen, 2008).  
 
1.4.4 History of the Kouga water scheme  
According to Raymer (2008) after the start of irrigation in the Gamtoos Valley in 1843, it slowly 
expanded and by 1957 5600 ha was being irrigated. The farmers however had to contend with 
frequent water shortages, periodic floods and the saline flows contributed by the Groot River 
catchment. In 1909 engineers investigated the possibility of an irrigation scheme from the 
Gamtoos River. The scheme was subsequently constructed and became known as the Van 
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Reenen Scheme. It was officially opened on the 25
th
 of February 1916 (Raymer, 2008). The first 
water board was formed at the same time and was soon followed by others.  
 
As early as 1931 a site on the farm Kruisrivier, immediately below the confluence of the Kouga 
and Baviaans Rivers, was surveyed with the intension of building a dam. A topographical survey 
of the Gamtoos Valley was carried out in 1952-53 with the purpose of constructing an irrigation 
scheme. The dam site was originally called the Tweerivieren Dam, referring to the Kouga and 
Baviaans Rivers. According to Raymer (2008) the issue of a large irrigation scheme and a supply 
of water for Port Elizabeth and other smaller local authorities was discussed with the government 
from time to time and in February 1952 a meeting was held in Port Elizabeth, chaired by the 
Mayor, with all local role-players and the government on the possible need for a water supply 
scheme. In a statement made in Humansdorp in November 1955 by Mr PO Saur, the then 
Minister of Lands, it was disclosed that a start would be made with a dam on the Kouga River. 
Following this statement, the City and Water Engineer, Mr WM Moffett recommended to 
council that an approach be made to the Irrigation Department for the allocation of a water 
supply to the city from the proposed Kouga Dam and that consultants be appointed to report on 
this scheme. In March 1961 it was resolved to proceed with the Kouga scheme on the basis of a 
supply drawn from the end of a canal system at Loerie; this made allowance for improved design 
and catered for a supply to Port Elizabeth.  
 
In 1963 Council negotiated an agreement with government for a water supply from the scheme 
which was redefined as dual purpose, namely for irrigation and urban usage. The agreement 
provided for the supply by government to council at Loerie of a quantity of water not exceeding 
an annual average of 140Ml/day (Raymer, 2008:110). Council agreed to supply up to 23 Ml/day 
of the allocation to other local authorities within the Port Elizabeth metropolitan area and to 
construct a water treatment works at Loerie having and initial capacity of 91 Ml/day. Parliament 
approved the Gamtoos River Government Water Scheme in 1957 and construction of the project 
commenced in 1958.  Supply from the scheme to the city came on line in 1971 after the 
following works were completed:  
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 The 133 000 Ml, 82 m high concrete arch Kouga Dam on the Kouga River (for many 
years called the Paul Sauer Dam) 
 A 97km long canal system (72 km canal, 17 km siphons and 8 km tunnels) from the 
Kouga Dam to the Loerie Balancing Dam. 
 The 3055 Ml earthwall Loerie Balancing Dam 
 The 90 Ml/day capacity Loerie Water Treatment Works, including the raw water pump 
station built 21 m below ground level and the high lift final water pump station 
 The 45Ml Summit Reservoir 
 A 4,9 km 1065 mm diameter rising main from the Loerie Treatment Works to the 
Summit reservoir and a 5 km gravity pipeline from the Summit Reservoir to the Churchill 
Pipeline 
 Upgrading of the Gamtoos Booster pump station on the Churchill Pipeline to 140 Ml/day 
capacity  
 
The Paul Sauer Dam, today the Kouga Dam, was officially opened on the 6
th
 of May 1970. Later 
that same year the South African Institution of Civil Engineers awarded the Kouga Dam as the 
“Outstanding civil engineering achievement” for 1970 (Raymer 2008:110).  
 
The department of Water Affairs and Forestry operated the Kouga and Loerie Dams and the 
canal system. The Gamtoos Advisory Committee which was comprised of irrigators elected from 
wards, one representative from the Port Elizabeth Municipality and Department of Water Affairs 
and Forestry provided assistance to the management of the scheme. In July 1991 the Department 
of Water Affairs and Forestry handed over the operation and maintenance of the Loerie Dam to 
the Port Elizabeth Municipality, but retained ownership. On the 24
th
 of February 1991 the 
Gamtoos Irrigation Board (GIB) was formed to operate the Kouga Dam and canal system 
Raymer (2008). 
 
1.4.5 The Gamtoos Irrigation Board and its role in the catchment  
Since the establishment of the GIB in 1991 when it entered into an agreement with the 
Department of Water Affairs (DWA) for the maintenance and operation of the Gamtoos 
Government Water Scheme, the board has in more recent years entered into a new agreement 
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with the government for the maintenance of the Kouga Dam and main siphons WIN-SA (2011). 
Today the GIB provides water for about 7 400 ha of farmlands in the Eastern Cape 
(approximately 250 farms). In addition, 28% of its water allocation is supplied to the greater Port 
Elizabeth area/ Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality WIN-SA (2011).  The board also operates as 
an implementing agent for a number of government assisted initiatives aimed at water 
conservation and demand management; these include preforming conveyance system audits, 
managing water distribution losses and the removal of alien invasive plant species in 
collaboration with Working for Water(WfW). 
 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 1 consists of an introduction to the study which is characterised by a brief discussion of 
the study‟s significance and rational. The chapter also introduces the study area in order to 
introduce the context of the study. Chapter 2 is comprised of a review of the relevant literature 
and discourse surround ICM. Chapter 3 describes the methodological considerations behind the 
study. It details the process undertaken in conducting field work and analysing the findings in 
terms of the selected analysis methods. Chapter 4 provides a more qualitative analysis of the 
findings obtained and describes the generation of theory about the implementation of ICM in the 
Gamtoos River Catchment. Lastly, chapter 5 provides a review of the significant findings of the 
study and examines their implications to ICM at large. Recommendations for further research are 
presented in this chapter.  
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Chapter Two 
Understanding Integrated Catchment Management: Theory and Application 
 
2.1 Introduction  
This chapter consists of an exploration of the available literature on ICM in general and ICM 
within a South African context in particular. A review of key themes surrounding ICM such as 
its definition, its theoretical origins, its implementation, and its short comings are addressed 
throughout the course of the discussion so as to inform the current study. As the chapter 
progresses ICM is discussed under four different labels with which it has been identified. The 
researcher draws from each of these four perspectives in order to ground the current study. The 
purpose of the chapter is to aid in the establishment of a contextual framework within which the 
present study can be considered.  
 
2.2 The relevance of water resource management: an overview  
Despite the fact that water covers most of the Earth‟s surface, only two percent of it is 
freshwater. Of that percentage, only ten percent of existing freshwater is accessible to humans 
(Cylke, 1993). Of this 10 percent, it is documented that only one-third of one percent is available 
for human consumption and industrial purposes (Wallace et al.,2003). In an age of increasing 
development, a limited freshwater reserve and a growing global population, the value of water as 
a life supporting resource and the need to manage it easily becomes an issue of global 
environmental concern. According to Cylke (1993) the two central areas of water related 
environmental concern are water availability and quality. Falkenmark (2003) is in agreement to 
this by suggesting that the question of water generally tends to be thought of with a strong 
technical bias. According to the same author water resource management is taken as various 
ways of controlling and governing direct water use and related waste flows as opposed to 
managing water‟s various functions in the landscape. This technical viewpoint fails to address 
the needs that arise in water-scarce regions relating to competition between different groups of 
water users, between land use and water stakeholders and between humans and ecosystems (UN-
WATER, 2007). In line with such a view, it is important to understand the interrelatedness of 
land and water when managing the water resource as the functions of water in the landscape are 
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not independent of land use. The needs of human society and the environment must be taken into 
consideration when managing water resources as water forms an integral component of both. 
Hunt (2004) stresses that human demands and nature have to be carefully integrated. In view of 
this important need for the consolidated consideration human and environmental needs it is thus 
important to adopt an approach to water resource management that will include all of these 
considerations. 
 
According to Barrow (2006), if the current population, development and climatic trends continue 
there will be serious problems at a global scale. It is in light of this threatening crisis that various 
authorities and lobby groups have been trying to stimulate concern for water resource 
management. One of the most influential is the World Water Council established in 1996 as an 
international non-governmental organisation (NGO) to raise awareness and act as an 
international „think-tank‟ (WWC, 2011). Other groups include the Global Water Partnership also 
established in 1996, and the World Commission for Water in the twenty-first century (Abu-Zeid, 
1998). A recurring theme amongst these interested parties is the need for holistic approaches and 
integrated management of water which creates an ideal platform for the introduction of 
integrated catchment management.   
 
2.3 Towards a definition for Integrated Catchment Management  
ICM has been the rallying call for water resource managers since the publication of Agenda 21 
following the UN Conference on Environment and Development in 1993 (Rowntree, 2006). It 
has been coined variously from different perspectives as a management tool, a process, an 
approach, a conceptual framework and a goal with the intention of achieving sustainable 
management of land and water resources. Given this regard ICM is therefore aimed at deriving 
the greatest possible mix of sustainable benefits for future generations and the communities in 
the area of concern whilst protecting the natural resources upon which the communities rely 
(Ashton, 1998).  ICM recognizes the need to integrate all environmental, economic and social 
issues within a catchment (or related catchment) into an overall management philosophy, process 
and strategy or plan (Fallenmark et al, 2004). It also seeks to grow a sustainable society through 
stakeholder, community and government partnerships in the management process (Rogers et al., 
2000).  Ashton (1998) suggests that in an ideal sense, ICM needs to be simultaneously 
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understood as a philosophy or approach to resource management, a people oriented management 
process and a product or implementation strategy which seeks to achieve a sustainable balance 
between the utilization and protection of all environmental resources within a catchment. As 
stated by Görgens et al. (1998), the dynamic and complex nature of the field of ICM has resulted 
in inconsistencies in the use and definition of the term. In view of the above perspectives that 
have been presented, the researcher has derived a definition for ICM from the guidelines 
provided in literature which can be utilized in the context of the current study. That definition is 
as follows: ICM is a unique way of viewing the management of water resources from a 
catchment context. It is an integrated approach, that is to say it integrates all environmental, 
social and economic issues in a catchment with the overriding intention of achieving sustainable 
management of land and water resources. For the purpose of this discussion ICM will now be 
explored under four different labels with which it has been identified.  
 
2.3.1 Integrated Catchment Management as a research approach for the implementation of 
water resource management  
As a research approach, ICM recognizes that the environment is a complex system of interacting 
resources, an 'ecosystem', operating within a landscape context (Falkenmark, 2003). The 
landscape context that is most often considered is the catchment, also known as the watershed. 
This catchment context recognizes the central role of water as a critical resource and of 
catchments as a source of water. According to Rowntree (2006), in spite of the close land-water 
interactions that exist within a landscape, the conventional approach to water resource 
management addresses land and water separately. If ICM is to be adopted as an approach to the 
implementation of water resource management it must be that which is deemed an ecosystem 
approach. Macleod et al. (2007:593) explain this as being “a strategy for the integrated 
management of land, water and living resources that promotes conservation and sustainable use 
in an equitable way.”  
 
Maclead et al. (2007) highlight that ICM requires a spatially explicit understanding of how land 
and water use, ecology and bio-physical resources interact; and of the relevant socio-economic 
and environmental driving forces governing these interactions. Swatuk (2005) points out that it is 
increasingly being realized by policy makers that the traditional natural resource approach to 
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analysis requires greater consideration of the societal choices facing natural resource protection. 
Taking this into consideration, catchment management therefore has to link land use and its 
drivers to the quality of water bodies. Bellamy et al. (2001) argue that although there has been 
considerable public and private investment into this sort of integrated approach, the translation of 
the concept of such an approach into practice has proven difficult when it comes to 
implementation. Implementation has been discovered as being largely experimental and often 
falling far short of community expectations. In light of the viewpoint with regard to 
implementation suggested by Bellamy et al. (2001) which is generally widespread (Johnson et 
al., 1996; Fuggle and Rabie, 1999; Pollard, 2002; Falkenmark, 2003; Swatuk, 2005; Macleod et 
al, 2007), the current study assumes that implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River 
catchment is likely to be a challenge and thus incorporates an exploration of current challenges 
experienced by various stakeholders as part of the scope. The researcher is aware that there is a 
possibility that the case study of the catchment being investigated may be exceptional to the 
widespread trend of difficulty in moving from concept to practice. The study therefore makes 
this one of the central objectives for exploration, that is to say is the implementation of ICM a 
challenge in the Gamtoos River catchment.   
 
2.3.2 Integrated Catchment Management as a people oriented management process  
Humans and ecosystems share the same water. In social systems, water has fundamental societal 
functions for human life-support. These functions include food production, energy production, 
acting as a transport medium, as a mobile dissolvent, as a microclimate moderator and even as a 
global-scale energy carrier amongst others (Falkenmark, 2003). It is a matter of fact that basic 
societal needs for water cannot be met without causing unavoidable impacts on local ecosystems. 
At the same time there are some impacts on ecosystems that are principally avoidable in a sense 
that they are due to different forms of mismanagement. Examples of this include irrigation 
mismanagement, waste flows and leaching of agricultural chemicals and other contaminants 
amongst others. Given this inextricable link between human needs for water and the multiple 
impacts that they will have on ecosystems, it is of primary importance that any form of 
management of the water resource will make this a matter of careful consideration. Human needs 
for water must be met in such a way that will minimize the negative impacts on local 
ecosystems. In order for this to be accomplished human agency needs to be well organized.  
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According to Ashton (1998), in practice, effective implementation of ideal ICM requires 
appropriate overarching, statutory provisions which direct attention towards the achievement of 
sustainable resource use. The activities of various bodies that can affect or influence water 
resource utilization and protection must be coordinated in such a way that all water and 
associated land based resources can be managed in harmony so as to gain the full benefits of 
multipurpose use (Rogers et al., 2000).  Rowntree (2006) argues however that the potential of 
ICM lies not in legislation, but in reality through grassroots movements that promote public 
stewardship of land and water. In line with this view, Ashton (1998) suggests that in viewing 
ICM as a people-oriented process, it is necessary to recognize the importance of involving 
individual citizens and land owners as well as government agencies in a participatory process to 
define all decisions around conservation and use of natural resources. Macleod et al, (2007) 
stress that different stakeholders need to work in partnership and determine common objectives; 
it is imperative that the roles, responsibilities and accountabilities of each participating agency 
and individual in the decision making process need to be clearly defined.  
 
The aforementioned partnership of different stakeholders which must be unified by common 
objectives can be understood as integration. This is viewed as a precondition for ICM (Swatuk, 
2005; Macleod et al, 2007). Motteux and Pollard (2001) suggest that integration is about 
behavior changes which are sought through social processes that is to say through participation. 
These two preconditions for ICM namely integration and participation are intimately linked in 
that integration requires participation which in turn requires knowledge of and judgments 
regarding risk-value systems (Falkenmark et al, 2004). In light of this understanding, it can be 
gathered that in order to effect behavior changes participants do not only need to develop a 
common set of objectives but they also need to understand the status quo, its problems and 
challenges from multiple perspectives. Pollard (2002) highlights the point that people-oriented 
processes are time consuming but in the longer term more likely to lead to sustainability. It is 
thus beneficial for any effort towards ICM to be managed as a people oriented process in order to 
achieve the most desirable outcome, that being sustainable management of land and water 
resources as stipulated in the definition of ICM derived for the current study.  
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2.3.3 Integrated Catchment Management as a conceptual framework: the sustainable 
development context 
Falkenmark (2004) argues that ICM should be viewed as a conceptual framework rather than a 
mere approach to addressing water problems and concerns. In light of this view, literature reveals 
that some researchers have subscribed to the notion of ICM as falling within the context of 
sustainability and sustainable development (Bellamy et al., 2001; Mog, 2004; Macleod et al., 
2007). The concepts of Sustainable Development (SD) and sustainability have gained 
widespread popularity on the international agenda from the time that they supposedly emerged in 
the 1970s to the present day and they are now key goals for environmental management. The 
link between these concepts and goals for environmental management presents a premise from 
which the implementation of ICM can be understood.  
 
There are numerous definitions of SD that exist as there has been much debate around the 
ambiguity of its meaning. This dilemma is summarized in Steyn‟s (2002:15) expression that 
“Sustainable development is notoriously difficult to define in unambiguous terms”. One of the 
most well-known definitions that exist is that published in the Brundtland Report of 1987 which 
came about as a product of the United Nations Commission on Environment and Development 
(Bell and Cheung, 2002).The Brundtland Report provides a definition for SD which has 
generally been viewed as a standard definition due to the frequency of its citation.  According to 
this definition, SD is defined as: “Development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987:43). 
Despite the contention with regard to definition, a broad consensus exists amongst academic 
commentators about the virtue of intergenerational equity (Castells, 2000).  The same academic 
commentators also agree over the so called „three pillar‟ approach encapsulated within this 
definition. In light of this three pillar approach, SD draws together environmental,economic and 
social objectives in an integrated fashion (Vitalis, 2001). These are the only areas of accepted 
common agreement.  
 
The notion of SD was established as a key development concept against the backdrop of the 
particular growth and development path of humanity. This is typified by general environmental 
degradation, increasing loss of bio-diversity and natural habitats, as well as famine, poverty, 
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social inequality and distributive injustice (Reid, 1995). According to Kates et al. (2005) it is in 
response to a concern expressed under the broad banners of peace, freedom, development and 
environment that characterized the late 1960s and early 1970s that the concept of SD was born. 
This concern was proliferated through successive milestones such as the 1977 United Nations 
conference on the Human Environment (Stockholm) and the 1981World Conservation Strategy 
of the World Conservation Union (USNRC, 1999). With the considerable popularity that SD has 
gained since its inception as a key development concept to date, SD is to a large extent 
institutionalized in development thinking, policy and planning practice (Koning, 2001).   
 
It is important to understand that sustainability and SD are not the same though they are often 
used as if they were. Barrow (2006:35) explains sustainability as being “the ongoing function of 
an ecosystem or use of a resource. It is the quantification of status and progress whether it be 
environmental or social, and the ultimate goal of the sustainable development process.” In the 
context of water resources as they relate to ICM, Ashton (1998) suggests that the concept of 
sustainable resource use is one where with effective management, the rate of resource 
withdrawal, use, consumption, or depletion should always be balanced, or preferably exceeded 
by the rate of resource replenishment. In the process, the selected or agreed characteristics of the 
resource, for example water quality, biological diversity, degree of resilience to external change 
etcetera should also be maintained. If these objectives are not achieved the end result will be a 
collapse in the resource base. If sustainability is to be understood as the ongoing function of an 
ecosystem or use of a resource as Barrow (2006) suggests, then the concept of sustainable 
resource use outlined by Ashton (1998) can be understood as being characteristic of 
sustainability. The implementation of ICM can thus be understood within the context of 
sustainability. Since sustainability is viewed as the ultimate goal of SD, effective implementation 
of ICM can also be viewed as being synonymous with SD.  
 
2.3.4 Integrated Catchment Management as an environmental management goal 
Building on the establishment of implementation of ICM as being synonymous with SD, it is 
possible to draw some important links between the two concepts. The researcher has chosen to 
narrow in on one of these links for the purpose of this discussion so as to inform the current 
study. Since SD has become a key goal of environmental management (Koning, 2001), it 
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becomes apparent that the implementation of ICM can be viewed in like manner. Some academic 
commentators have subscribed to the idea that ICM is more of a goal to be achieved than 
anything else (Ashton, 1998; Macleod et al., 2007). In view of the standpoint that equates the 
implementation of ICM to SD and recognizes SD as a key goal for environmental management, 
the perspective of ICM as a goal is substantiated. Moving from this viewpoint it is necessary to 
consider what environmental manage entails so as to understand the significance of the 
perspective of ICM as a goal towards it.  
 
According to Burgman (2005) the compass for environmental management is broad. It 
encompasses a variety of general goals and specific outcomes which must be formulated with 
due regard to ethnical, social and political norms. In an attempt to establish a simplistic 
understanding, environmental management can be broken into its two composite words so as to 
derive its definition. In this regard, management is defined by Randolph (2004:5) as “the 
execution of planned controls so as to achieve a desired outcome”. The environment is a broadly 
understood term. However for the purpose of informing this discussion the definition provided 
by the UNDPI (1994:6) is used. According to this definition, the environment refers to “the 
surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal or plant lives or operates.” Fuggle and 
Rabie (1999) explain that when management skills and techniques are applied to care for the 
environment so as to achieve the goals inherent in the principals for building a sustainable 
society this becomes environmental management. According to Mog (2004), it is generally 
accepted that although SD is a prime objective of environmental management, it remains a 
challenge to find effective and workable strategies towards achieving it. Barrow (2006) suggests 
that strategies designed to achieve sustainability and sustainable development will frequently 
overlap and interact. It is therefore vital to ensure that they do not interfere with each other and if 
possible are mutually supportive. Given this reality, ICM by its very definition provided in this 
chapter, is no exception to the challenge of meeting the goal of environmental management. 
Provided the complexity in achieving a balance between the legitimate competing demands 
placed on the water resource, which amongst other things ICM fundamentally requires, it 
becomes sensible to view ICM as overarching, long term goal that must be continuously 
consulted.  
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2.4 The Policy context for Integrated Catchment management 
2.4.1 International context in which integrated catchment management has developed 
Five hundred participants, from a hundred countries and representatives of eighty international, 
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations attended the International Conference on 
Water and the Environment in Dublin, Ireland, on January 26-31, 1992 (UNDPI, 1994). This was 
one of the numerous lead-ins to the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development also referred to as the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992 (INPIM, 2011). 
The participants identified the emerging global water resources scenario, in which scarcity and 
misuse of fresh water pose a serious and growing threat to sustainable development and 
protection of the environment. Overconsumption, pollution and rising threats from droughts and 
floods where identified as prevailing trends and major threats which required concerted action to 
reverse (Mog, 2004). At its closing session, the Conference adopted the Dublin Statement and 
the Conference Report.  Conference participants called for “fundamental new approaches to the 
assessment, development, and management of freshwater resources, which can only be brought 
about through political commitment and involvement from the highest levels of government to 
the smallest communities. Commitment will need to be backed by substantial and immediate 
investments, public awareness campaigns, legislative and institutional changes, technology 
development, and capacity building programs” (INPIM, 2011:5). Underlying all these must be a 
greater recognition of the interdependence of all peoples, and of their place in the natural world. 
Bell and Cheung (2002) explain that in commending this Dublin Statement to the world leaders 
assembled at the Earth Summit, conference participants urged all governments to study carefully 
the specific activities and means of implementation recommended in the Conference Report, and 
to translate those recommendations into urgent action programs for water and sustainable 
development. The Conference Report set out recommendations for action at local, national, and 
international levels, based on the following four guiding principles (from INPIM, 2011): 
 
Principle 1: Fresh water is a finite and vulnerable resource, essential to sustain life, development 
and the environment  
Principle 2: Water development and management should be based on a participatory approach, 
involving users, planners and policy-makers at all levels 
Principle 3: Women play a central part in the provision, management and safeguarding of water 
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Principle 4: Water has an economic value in all its competing uses and should be recognized as 
an economic good 
 
These guiding principles provided the basis for conference participants to develop 
recommendations which would enable countries to tackle their water resources problems on a 
wide range of fronts. Such is the case in Southern Africa as Swatuk (2005) suggests that these 
four principles inform, if not underpin the character and content of current water reforms in 
Southern Africa. According to the WWC (2011) it was at the same conference where the concept 
of ICM, which anticipated the concept of integrated water resources development and 
management, was endorsed and thus staged the platform from which many countries employed 
their respective water legislation and management processes.  South Africa is an example of one 
such country. ICM is said to encapsulate each of the four Dublin principles (Macleaod et al, 
2007). 
 
2.4.2 Agenda 21 as it relates to Integrated Catchment Management in South Africa 
Agenda 21 has been variously described as either a „blueprint‟ or guide for SD. In came about as 
an outcome of the Earth Summit in 1992 and to date is one of the most widely accepted 
development protocols in the international arena having been signed by 180 countries (Skill, 
2008).It was one of five documents adopted at Earth Summit and consists of four main areas 
namely social and economic issues, conservation and management of resources, strengthening 
the role of major groups and lastly implementation (Selman, 1998). According to DEAT 
(1998:4)), Agenda 21 reflects a global consensus and political commitment at the highest level 
on development and environment cooperation. Its successful implementation is first and foremost 
the responsibility of governments. National strategies, plans and processes are crucial in 
achieving this. 
 
South Africa, as one of the global partners for SD, accepted Agenda 21 as the fundamental 
program of action for achieving SD in the country. It is documented by (DEAT, 1998) that the 
post-apartheid government committed South Africa to the development of a national strategy for 
SD by the year 2002. This was proliferated into much of the environmental legislation that 
formulated under the newly elected democratic government. Barnard et al., (2011) state that 
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environmental law is not static. This can be seen in how a number of important new amendments 
and additions have been made to the 300 odd South African legal measures that regulate 
environment related decisions and environmental governance (Barnard et al. 2011:3) post 2002. 
Debates surrounding the effectiveness of Agenda 21 as discussed years later at the World 
Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in 2001 argued that in order for SD to be 
achieved it must be at the local level if it is to be achieved at the global level (Moser, 2001). This 
move was necessary in light of a common view expressed well in the words of Jörby (2000:201): 
“although Agenda 21 has been drawn up in a top-down environment, it is supposed to be carried 
out at local levels with a broad participation from the whole society on order to be effective”.  
Revisiting the standpoint established earlier in the discourse of this chapter which identifies the 
implementation of ICM, drawing a parallel between it and SD, as an environmental management 
goal, the move by the South African government to adopt Agenda 21 will also have a bearing on 
ICM in the country. The National strategies, plans, policies and processes employed to 
operationalize Agenda 21 can also be viewed as directed towards implementing ICM 
successfully based on the understanding that both SD and the implementation of ICM are 
environmental goals. Any South African water policy and legislation can thus be considered 
within the framework of this internationally recognized action plan for SD.  
 
2.4.3 Policy Environment for Integrated Catchment Management in South Africa  
In a South African context, in the early 1990s the country formally began its transition from 
apartheid governance to a constitutional democracy. In the initial momentum, the State made 
strong political and institutional commitments to redress past injustices and redistribute resources 
and power along more equitable lines.  According to Francis (2005) water policy reform was a 
primary focus during the period of transition, as apartheid policies had left water inequitably 
distributed, and access to a sanitary water supply was seen as a crucial precondition to improving 
standards of living among the millions of impoverished but newly enfranchised citizens. 
Recognizing that the existing laws were incapable of permitting such change, the newly elected 
democratic government radically restructured the underlying policy framework for access to 
water in South Africa. The Water Services Act of 1997 (hereon referred to as WSA) was a 
prelude to the National Water Act (NWA) of 1998. The WSA codified the Constitutional right to 
access basic water supply and sanitation, mandating the construction of sufficient pipes to bring 
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piped water within 200 meters of every household (WSA, 1997). The National Water Act of 
1998, which according to Francis (2005) is widely considered to be one of the world‟s most 
progressive water policies on paper, is the “principle legal instrument relating to water 
resources”(NWA, 1998:13) and has fundamentally transformed the nature of water management 
in the country. The recently adopted National Water Resources Strategy (NWRS) is a legally 
binding document, required by the NWA, which concretizes the policies, theories, and standards 
articulated by the NWA and the WSA (DWAF, 2004). 
 
Among these various policy instruments, the NWA in particular serves as the engine for legal 
change. The Purpose of the Act reflects the human rights principles embedded in the 
Constitution, including “meeting the basic human needs of present and future generations,” 
“promoting equitable access to water,” and “redressing the results of past discrimination” 
amongst others  (NWA, 1998:10).  The Act disconnects water rights from land ownership by 
replacing riparian rights with an administrative permit system, to be overseen by the reorganized 
Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) which according to the act is the national 
agency responsible for formulating and implementing water policy. The Act recognizes a single 
national water right called the Reserve, which is designed to satisfy the Constitutional mandate 
to protect basic human needs and the needs of the environment by setting aside enough water to 
sustain functioning ecosystems and to provide each person with sufficient water for drinking, 
food preparation, and personal hygiene (Barnard et al., 2011).This amount has been quantified as 
a minimum of 25 l of water per day (NWA, 1998). An important characteristic of the act, 
highlighted by Francis (2005) is that it abolishes private ownership in water, thereby erasing the 
previous division between private and public waters, and bequeathing ownership of water on the 
nation, to be held in custody by the State. Finally the act recognizes the unity of the hydrological 
cycle, abandoning the antiquated legal distinction between surface and ground waters and 
including all „water resources‟ within its scope, including wetlands and estuaries (NWA, 
1998:13).  It is within this backdrop of democratic transition and the reality of globalization that 
South Africa‟s water law was formulated, qualifying its reputation as one of the world‟s most 
progressive water policies. The principles ICM, stipulated in chapter 1 of this thesis, are 
embedded in the various policy instruments pertaining to South African water resources which 
have been discussed.   
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 2.5 Integrated Catchment Management within a South African context 
Until thus far a foundation has been laid in order to provide a better understanding of what ICM 
is; the global context in which it has developed as well as its local, South African policy 
environment. The discussion will now explore what South Africa‟s experience with ICM has 
been both in the past and to date in order to provide a background for the study which was 
undertaken within a South African context.  
 
The National Water Act of 1998 states that national government is the public trustee of the 
nation‟s water resources (RSA Act 36 of 1998). Ashton (1998:4) documents that “the relatively 
narrow segmentation of functions and responsibilities between different government departments 
and the lack of effective inter-departmental collaboration in the past had the result that many 
land use activities which affect water resources and water quality were outside the influence of 
Department of Water Affairs and Forestry.” It is necessary to note that the time frame referred to 
as „the past‟ by Ashton (1998) is in reference to the time of governance under the apartheid 
regime prior to the democratically elected government of 1994. This situation of poor inter-
departmental collaboration confided the department‟s focus purely to that of water resource 
management. Rogers et al. 2000 suggest that since there was no coordinated administrative or 
management system that allowed the catchment processes and activities which affect water 
resources to be addressed, the process was often ineffective. This would have negative 
implications on the implementation of ICM. One such implication is evident in the approach 
employed to manage water resources.  According to Ashton (1998), within the department, the 
earlier lack of shared understanding of exactly what ICM is, or could be, resulted in a rather ad 
hoc approach which focused on specific hydrological issues, water quality modeling on a small 
scale and assessments of the influence of effluent discharges. Whilst this helped to alleviate 
many water supply problems, it largely ignored the critical issue of the flow and water quality 
requirements of the aquatic ecosystems. In addition to this, Swatuk (2005) points out that the 
absence of suitable institutional structures and the presence of an inequitable legal framework 
also prevented adequate involvement of the public in decisions around the wider socio-economic 
implications of development and resource management actions. In many cases the public were 
informed of impending management actions periodically only for specific purpose –that is on an 
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ad hoc basis, rather than participating in a management system based on shared responsibility 
and joint decision making (Pollard, 2000).  
 
In Pollard‟s opinion (2000), this lack of public participation was further accentuated in those 
situations where the general public either did not understand the issues at stake or were unable to 
participate properly, either because they were uncertain as to their roles and responsibilities or 
because they lacked appropriate information. Given this historic context, it is important to note 
that at the same time continued rapid, and uncontrolled urbanization and development coupled 
with inadequate provision of water supply and sanitation systems has led to over exploitation of 
the country‟s water resources. It can be concluded that the ICM approach to water resource 
management cannot be considered as having been successfully implemented in South Africa in 
the past prior to the democratically elected government in 1994.  
 
In keeping with global policy developments, DWAF as the custodian of the nation‟s water 
resources initiated a comprehensive overhaul of the water law which is embodied in the National 
Water Act of 1998. The Act provided a new set of imperatives, which focused on the protection 
of the river system and on the goods and services provided by that system (Barnard, et al., 2011).  
According to Pollard (2002), there are 3 key elements of the Act that reflect a fundamental 
departure from previous policies and recognition of the need for a more integrated approach to 
water resource management namely: a) The fact that there can be no private ownership of water 
b) the statutory provision for the Reserve, with protection conferred on the natural resource base 
and for water to meet basic human needs and c) the Act recognized catchments as the basic unit 
for water resource management and made provision for water resource management in terms of a 
Catchment Management Strategy (CMS). These 3 key elements encapsulate ICM and pave the 
way for its implementation.  
 
Rogers et al. (2000) suggest that whilst the policy environment may well have changed in South 
Africa, achieving an integrated approach to water resource management remains a challenge. In 
light of this view, Ashton‟s (1998) proposition that without the existence of suitable institutional 
and administrative, frameworks ICM will not succeed is noteworthy. Swatuk (2005) highlights 
the importance of institutions as being both barriers to and opportunities for ecologically 
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sustainable human development. They have the ability to empower human potential. It is on this 
basis of the hope of empowerment that suitable administrative structures were developed under 
the statutory umbrella of the National Water Act. The Act stipulates that nineteen Water 
Management Areas (WMAs) have been delineated across the country. One Catchment 
Management Agency (CMA) is to be formed in each WMA with responsibility for management 
of all aspects of water use and conservation within that WMA (RSA Act 36, 1998).  
 
Fourteen years down the line, from the time that the National Water Act was enacted in 1997, 
Pollard (2002) suggests that the success of these institutional structures can be seen as nominal. 
Having presented stakeholders with unique learning experiences, putting integration as it is 
understood in the context of ICM into practice has proved itself a complicated task. In a 1995 
publication on the discourse surrounding ICM in the Journal of Water Science and Technology 
the following is documented: “it is important to realize that this approach is in a development 
phase and still requires time and energy to become a meaningful management practice” (Van 
Zyl, 1995:29). Given the precondition of ICM still being in a developmental phase and the 
current situation with the success of local institutional structures being nominal, the question 
therefore becomes how long will it take and what kind of effort is required in order to make ICM 
a successful South African reality? This thesis seeks to provide a considerable answer to this 
question. 
 
2.6 The implementation experience in South Africa  
According to Pollard (2002), the lack of practical experiences of successful implementation of 
ICM makes it difficult to answer the question of what implementation requires. Improving the 
practice of ICM is frustrated because in terms of measuring success, most efforts are not well 
developed and there is little consistent documentation regarding their efficacy (Johnson et al., 
1996). This presents an apparent research gap which necessitates the need for studies into the 
dynamics of implementation such as is the nature of this study. Bellamy et al. (2001) state that 
evaluation is fundamental to successful implementation however, evaluation in natural resource 
management policy initiatives, such as ICM, has been neglected and a substantial gap is 
emerging between theory and practice. There often appears to be an absence of an over-arching 
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framework to guide the evaluation of ICM (Bellamy et al.2001) and this is the case in South 
Africa.  
 
Based on the experience of ICM implementation from an Australian perspective, as presented in 
the findings from a case study of ICM in Northern Australia by Johnson et al. (1996) all too 
often it is found that institutional arrangements are far from adequate for the tasks to be 
performed. In South Africa at present, there is much focus on the structure of Catchment 
Management Agencies and much less on how they should function (Pollard, 2002). In light of 
this situation Rogers et al. (2000) are of the opinion that form is preceding function in many 
instances when dealing with water resource management from a catchment perspectives and this 
could lead to a classic command-and-control management approach if not tempered with a more 
adaptive process. The same authors argue that whenever function is discussed it centers on how 
regulatory mechanisms and permit systems will keep resource use under control. The concern is 
seldom with how the ecosystem will be managed and this deviates from the very principles of 
ICM that call for an integrated perspective.  
 
According to Swatuk (2005), one of the greatest challenges in implementation of ICM in South 
Africa is that of effecting integration. Swatuk (2005) further suggests that the reason for this is 
because integration still relies heavily on principles espoused in the Constitution rather than in a 
truly integrative policy framework. Such a policy framework would require fluidity between the 
institutions for water resource management and land use management. In reality, DWAF as the 
national agency responsible for water resource management has little control over land use 
activities, with the exception of forestry, mining and solid waste disposal (Pollard, 2002). Pollard 
goes on to conclude that the notion of integration rests heavily on the principle of co-operative 
governance and stakeholder participation as elaborated in the Constitution of the Republic of 
South Africa. Despite considerable efforts towards achieving this, the South African context still 
leaves much to be desired. Finally, another key challenge in implementing ICM is in identifying 
future needs which in itself is not a simple task (Ashton, 1998). It is generally accepted that 
future generations are one of the key stakeholders in the arena of ICM and thus reaching a 
meeting point between short term objectives and long-term vision is crucial. Taking into account 
all of the discussed complexities in the implementation of ICM in South Africa, the perspective 
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that implementation of ICM is a challenge in South Africa is substantiated. This is an important 
deduction in relation to the current study as the study‟s aim has a focus on the implementation of 
ICM.  
 
2.7 Theoretical Underpinning of Integrated Catchment Management  
Macleaod et al. (2007) suggest that ICM requires integrating of different conceptualizations of 
catchment processes and that would necessitate the integration of natural and social science 
approaches to research within the field of catchment management. Haygarth et al. (2005) support 
this notion. According to them natural and social scientists are increasingly finding themselves 
working in interdisciplinary teams which often include both social and natural scientists from a 
range of disciplines to address natural resource policy questions. The need to work in larger 
interdisciplinary teams is in part due to the requirement to link the contributions from individual 
specialists to enable a better understanding of the system under study. The reason for this 
concerted, integrated approach to research in the field of ICM is based on the fact that socio-
environmental systems are dynamic and complex in nature (Holling, 2001).  
 
According to López-Ridaura et al. (2002) operationalizing sustainability, which has already been 
identified earlier in this chapter as a goal towards SD, is a leading target of scientific research 
and policy agenda. It requires new, qualitatively distinct, evaluation schemes that enable an 
integrated assessment of the ecological, social and economic features and implications of any 
given project through the use of appropriate indicators. Coming up with such evaluation schemes 
is a difficult thing to do. Rammel et al. (2007) suggest that one of the reasons for this inherent 
complexity is that natural and socio-economic systems are examples of evolving complex 
systems therefore sustainability cannot be a static objective. Sustainable development thus needs 
to be approached as an open, evolutionary process of improving the management of socio-
environmental systems through better understanding and knowledge (Rammel et al., 2007). One 
of the ways in which such systems can be understood that has been well established is within the 
framework of complex adaptive systems (CAS). There is an evident consensus amongst various 
academic commentators that an increasing awareness in natural and social sciences exist that 
ecological, physical and in the interest of the current study, socio-economic and environmental 
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systems share the characteristics of CAS (Holling, 2001; López- Ridaura et al., 2002 and 
Rammel et al. 2007).   
 
CAS are characterized by self-organizing and co-evolutionary dynamics. They express large 
macroscopic patterns which emerge out of local, small-scale interactions (Rammel et al., 2007). 
Potgieter and Bishop (2001:8) add to the understanding of the characteristic of CAS by stating 
that “in general CAS are based on “complex behavior that emerges as a result of interactions 
among system components (or agents) and the environment”. Finally, Holling (2001) explains 
that a CAS modifies its behavior to adapt to changes in its environment. In the context of ICM, 
the systems that are studied under the umbrella of this theme (namely natural resource 
management systems) are in essence socio-environmental systems as they have dimensions of 
both social interaction and environmental functioning. In light of the provided description of 
CAS, natural resource management systems like ICM can also be understood as CAS. The 
approach to evaluating ICM can therefore be embedded in the framework of dealing with CAS. 
This framework as indicated earlier by López Ridaura et al. (2000) fundamentally requires 
appropriate indicators in order to implement an integrated assessment of the ecological, social 
and economic features and implications of any given project. 
 
In the context of the current study the project in question is the initiative towards the 
implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos Catchment which is the main focus of investigation. This 
understanding of CAS as evolving complex systems and the unique open, evolutionary process 
approach that needs to be adopted in order to assess them, forms the theoretical framework in 
which this study has been guided. Figure 2.1 presents a schematic, conceptual illustration of this 
framework.  
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual model on which the study is based 
 
2.8 Conclusion 
The overview of literature discussed presents the following realities: Due to the dynamic and 
complex nature of the field of ICM, there are numerous inconsistencies that have arisen in the 
use and definition of the term.  ICM recognizes catchments as the most appropriate units for 
water resource management and also recognizes the inextricable link between land and water. 
The main goal of ICM is to be able to achieve a sustainable balance between utilization and 
protection of all environmental resources in a catchment, and to grow a sustainable society 
through stakeholder, community and government partnerships in a management process. In 
South Africa, despite the existence of highly progressive water policy that has set imperatives for 
the principles of ICM to be exercised within the country, implementation remains an ongoing 
challenge. The challenge of implementation in a South African context can be credited to a host 
of contributing factors. Natural resource management systems such as ICM need to be assessed 
within a framework of open-evolutionary systems that integrate ecological, social and economic 
features due to the fact that they are characterized as CAS. Such a framework is the only way in 
which these kinds of systems can be approached in order to accommodate the inherent 
complexity and continuous changes that they undergo. This is the framework that shapes the 
current study. 
 
  
Open-evolutionay, integrated assessment of 
ecological, social and economic featurs  
Complex adaptive systems 
ICM 
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Chapter Three 
Methodology 
 
3.1 Introduction  
In this chapter the methodological approach behind the study is discussed. It presents the 
conceptual model that has guided the direction of thought and analysis within the study. The 
chapter begins with an explanation of the broader research paradigm in which the study falls 
within, followed by an explanation of the associated methods of both data collection and analysis 
that are employed in the current study.  
 
3.2 Research Philosophy and Design  
According to Henning et al. (2004), methodology refers to the coherent group of methods that 
complement one another and that have the „goodness of fit‟ to deliver data and findings that will 
reflect the research question and suit the research purpose. Based on this understanding the same 
authors state that the group of methods of data collection and analysis will also be coherent 
because the researcher has philosophized in a certain way about them and has made sure that 
they are compatible. 
 
The main methodology adopted in the study is one that favors a humanistic geography approach 
which addresses geographic topics- that is, topics that relate to place and space, by way of human 
experience, awareness and knowledge (Tuan, 1976). This approach draws from both an idealist 
and phenomenological school of thought whereby an explanation of patterns of human behavior, 
in this case involvement in ICM, is gained through an understanding of the thoughts behind them 
and the meaning of phenomena without drawing upon supposed theories (Kitchin and Tate, 
2000).   
 
In general there are two accepted ways of viewing the process of scientific reasoning, namely 
deduction and induction. According to Rothchild (2006), generally the distinction between the 
two is based on the generation of knowledge from either general to specific or specific to general 
principles respectively. Theories and hypotheses are the central premises utilized in both social 
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and natural sciences to generate knowledge. Within the context of this understanding, Figure 3 
presents a schematic representation of the difference in the process of generation of knowledge 
between the inductive and deductive approaches respectively. Vickers (2006) explains that the 
inductive approach is considered to generate theory from observation and the deductive approach 
to test theory with observation. This point is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Table 3.1 serves to further 
highlight the differences in the two approaches that characterize their uniqueness. 
Conventionally the deductive approach has appealed more to scientists, as the risks associated 
with accepting a false hypothesis are considered less than those associated with the inductive 
approach (Harvey, 1969). In light of this perspective it is important to establish that it is not 
implied that induction is a flawed logic. Birkholz (2009) substantiates this by pointing out that 
there lies within inductive inferences a larger probability of accepting or generating a false 
hypothesis. This probability often accounts for the common preference of the deductive approach 
over the inductive amongst scientists. In the context of the current study, the researcher is not 
unmindful of this inherent risk associated with the inductive approach. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Conceptual framework of the inductive and deductive processes  
Source: Birkholz (2009)                 
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Table 3.1:  Differences in approach to the inductive and deductive processes 
Induction Deduction 
 
 Bottom-up approach 
 Starts with specific concepts and 
develops general conclusions 
 Open-ended and 
exploratory(especially when starting) 
 Starts with data collection, examines 
data for patterns and constructs a 
theory from these patterns   
 
 Top-down approach  
 Starts with general concepts and 
develops specific conclusions 
 More narrow in nature and is 
concerned with testing and 
confirming hypotheses  
 Starts with theory that is actively 
tested to confirm or disprove 
hypothesis.  
 
 
          Source: Birkholz (2009) 
 
The current study is an inductive study. Vickers (2006) explains that the inductive approach is 
essentially considered as being ampliative; what this means is that induction amplifies and 
generalizes our experience which broadens and deepens our empirical knowledge. As the aim of 
the study is such that seeks to identify challenges and opportunities in implementing ICM in the 
Gamtoos River Catchment that may be more broadly applicable, the choice of an inductive 
approach is best suited for the study. In light of this choice of approach, the study takes on an 
exploratory nature in that it seeks to establish probable hypotheses but it does not start by making 
one. Creswell (2009) identifies qualitative research as being exploratory. According to the same 
author, this kind of approach is useful when the researcher does not know the important variables 
to be examined. In attempting to explain instances in which an exploratory approach may be 
applicable Kitchin and Tate (2009:14)) state that “an exploratory approach may be needed 
because the topic is new, the topic has never been addressed with a certain sample or group of 
people and existing theories do not apply with the particular sample or group under study.” In 
the case of the current study, the variables to be examined were not known to the researcher at 
the start. These variables were only established after a preliminary inquiry. 
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Du Toit (2005:26) suggests that in order for the implementation of ICM to be a success, it is 
fundamental that any attempt towards assessment is cognizant of the following considerations: 
responses to any kind of initiative towards implementation need to be context specific, locally 
driven and reflect the socio-political and economic realities of a particular catchment. A case 
study approach was selected for the current study in light of the aforementioned criteria for 
assessment. This was done to allow the researcher to explore whether or not these criteria have 
been taken into consideration within the context of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. 
According to Creswell (2009) case studies are a strategy of inquiry in which the researcher 
explores in depth a program, event, activity, process, or one or more individuals. Henning et al. 
(2004) state that cases are bounded by time and activity, researchers collect detailed information 
using a variety of data collection procedures over a sustained period of time. Henning et al. 
further explain that any social entity that can be bounded by parameters and that shows a specific 
dynamic and relevance, revealing information that can be captured within these boundaries may 
be a case study. The concept of implementation of ICM, with its unique significance that has 
been established in the previous chapter has been identified as a parameter. This was explored 
within the context of the Gamtoos River Catchment. 
 
3.3 Choice of a qualitative method of inquiry  
The researcher has chosen to operate within the qualitative paradigm for the current study. 
According to Henning et al. (2004) the distinction between the qualitative and the better known 
quantitative paradigm lies in the quest for understanding and for in-depth inquiry. Kitchin and 
Tate (2000) explain that a qualitative study differs from a quantitative one due to the fact that the 
focus of the latter will be on the control of variables and how they are related. Variables are 
defined by the same authors as all components of the phenomenon that is being studied. In the 
case of a qualitative study, the variables are usually not controlled. Kitchen and Tate (2000) go 
on to suggest that the reason why variables are not controlled in a qualitative study is because it 
is exactly this freedom and natural development of action and representation that is sought after. 
Creswell (2009) explains that the aim of a qualitative study is to understand and also explain in 
argument, by using evidence from the data and from literature what the phenomenon or 
phenomena that are being studied are about. Qualitative research does not seek to place this 
understanding within the boundaries of an instrument that is designed beforehand because the 
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data will be limited to those very boundaries and thus understanding will be dependent on those 
boundaries. Henning et al. (2004) argue that it is the purpose of the research that will have the 
most influence on the use of certain methods of data collection and especially analysis. It is for 
this reason that studies that aim for depth of understanding are best suited as being qualitative 
studies. Since the aim of the current study is “to explore the theme of implementation of 
Integrated Catchment Management within the context of the Gamtoos River Catchment with a 
view toward identifying challenges and opportunities that may be more broadly applicable”, the 
researcher recognizes an evident need for an in-depth understanding of the case of the Gamtoos 
River Catchment which is the chosen area of study and thus the application of a qualitative 
enquiry.  
 
3.4 The methodological role of the Bellamy framework 
Natural resource management policy initiatives, of which the implementation of ICM forms part, 
are difficult to evaluate due to a host of reasons. Bellamy et al. (2001) identify some of the key 
challenges in doing so as the multi-dimensionality of the impacts that a single initiative can have, 
intangible objectives and outcomes, the fact that there is a continued evolution of the objectives 
and the issue of short term needs versus long-term impacts. The same authors suggest that the 
fundamental basis for evaluation is the establishment of practical criteria by which change can be 
monitored and assessed. Change necessitates an adaptive approach that is flexible enough to 
address the challenges that it presents and to enable progressive learning at all levels- that is, 
individual, community, institutional and policy levels. A reference to the establishment of 
„practical criteria‟ as Bellamy et al. suggest, should thus be  criteria that accommodates change 
and its requirements as it has been suggested. This will allow for the evaluation of progress and 
the impact of the policy initiative on the issue it was set up to address. The identified challenges 
in evaluation suggest that the scope for possible evaluation is very broad. Bellamy et al. (2001) 
suggest that because the evaluation of the impact of an initiative against a single criterion or a 
limited set of criteria may lead to significant consequences being unrecognized. Identifying 
evaluation criteria for a particular initiative therefore requires an iterative process of 
development to continually refine the criteria to a critical but manageable set. The most 
important argument presented by Bellamy et al. (2001) with regard to the evaluation of natural 
resource management policy initiatives, such ICM, is that these need to be evaluated as a system 
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that links the objectives and instrumental rationale of the policy or program to actual 
performance on the ground. They therefore support the value of a systems-based framework as a 
tool to guide and structure the evaluation of natural resource management policy initiatives. 
Given this viewpoint, which the researcher also supports, in attempting to evaluate the success of 
the implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment, it is believed that this kind of 
systems-based framework can be useful.   
 
In the context of the present study an iterative process of development for the selection of 
evaluation criteria as suggested by Bellamy et al. (2001) is used. This process of development 
was applied in a threefold process of exploration: 
 
 The first stage involved the exploration of existing objectives, programs and impacts 
through semi-structured interviews.  
 
 The second stage involved the establishment of suitable methods to explore the extent to 
which the initial findings are applicable within the context of the Gamtoos River 
Catchment.  
 
 The third stage involved the application of these selected methods to the study in order to 
develop recommendations.  
 
The study makes use of a framework similar to that employed by Bellamy et al. (2001) in order 
to generate the evaluation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. This framework has been 
adapted to suite the context of the present study. The focus of Bellamy et al‟s (2001) study was 
on assessing the social, economic and institutional factors influencing the success of a national 
ICM policy initiative in Queensland Australia. Bellamay et al‟s study was aimed at evaluating its 
impacts, and capturing lessons learnt to support on-going improvements in the way such 
initiatives contribute to change and improve resource use outcomes.  
 
There has been a considerable volume of published studies on ICM in Australia which can be 
identified as one of the pioneers of ICM research and development dating back to as early as 
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1988, three years prior to the 1992 World Summit in Rio (WWC, 2011). According to Mitchell 
and Hollick, (1993) ICM was introduced as state policy in 1988 to overcome land and water 
degradation in Western Australia. Wallis and Robinson (1991) identify the main areas of concern 
within this region as being the wide spread clearing of native bush for agriculture, eutrophication 
of water bodies, salinization of land and water, erosion and soil degradation as well as a 
continuous increase in human population which heightens the demand for the proper use and 
protection of natural resources. The socio-economic distinction between Australia and South 
Africa as developed and developing countries respectively alongside the context of its earlier 
exposure to ICM which has been highlighted would present Australia as having an upper hand 
with regard to advancements in the field of development in ICM research. These contributing 
factors make Australia an ideal example to draw lessons from in a South African context. It is for 
these reasons that the framework used by Bellamy et al. (2001) was selected to be adapted in this 
study. 
 
There is some overlap in the aim of the two studies thus employing a similar methodology in the 
study at hand becomes particularly useful. Both studies are aimed at to exploring the factors 
contributing to the success of ICM in the respective study areas- that is, investigating 
implementation, with a view towards identifying challenges and opportunities and the goal of 
optimizing outcomes as far as possible. Bellamy et al. (2001) make use of a framework which is 
characterized by a systematic structure and a set of steps for the evaluation process. This 
framework is used as a guiding tool in the current study. The structure of this framework is 
presented graphically in Figure 3.2 below. Each block in Figure 3.2 represents a step in the 
process of generating an evaluation of the implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment which was undertaken during the course of the present study in order to arrive at 
recommendations.  
 
Bellamy et al. (2001) suggest that it is the logical structure and set of steps for the evaluation that 
gives it the characteristic of being systems based. This systems view encourages a critical 
reflection on the implementation of ICM and should ideally influence the objectives of ICM 
themselves incorporating an effective process of continuing feedback and improvement to the 
implementation process as a whole. In this context of the dynamic nature of policy initiatives like 
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ICM Bellamy et al. (2001) emphasize the importance of evaluation objectives and related criteria 
being reviewed and refined regularly to ensure continuing relevance. It is thus imperative that the 
collective process of evaluation is as detailed as possible so as to make it robust and useful in 
continued monitoring efforts. This continuous refinery of evaluation criteria is typified in the 
iterative process that characterizes the steps in Figure 3.2.  
 
In considering the steps that make up the framework employed in generating the evaluation of 
ICM (see Figure 3.2) the inductive approach selected for the current study is somewhat evident. 
The evaluation moves from the premise of a specific concept, in this case the implementation of 
ICM, and progresses to develop more general conclusions, in this case recommendations that 
will inform both the current initiative and others. The evaluation is also to a great extent 
exploratory in that the methods to be applied are only decided upon after numerous preliminary 
steps of the process.  
 
Table 3.2 provides a more detailed explanation of the steps outlined in the framework used by 
Bellamy et al. (2001) which have been adapted to align with the aim and objectives of the study 
at hand. The steps involved in the framework illustrated in Figure 3.2 have been aligned to the 
specific methods that were utilized to accomplish what each step required. In essence, Table 3.2 
illustrates an application of the framework in the current study. 
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Characterize issue 
  
Assess the objective of ICM initiative 
  
Assess instrumental assumptions underpinning the initiative 
  
Assess potentially influential aspects of context 
  
Identify evaluative criteria 
  
Select set of methods for evaluation 
  
Apply methods 
  
Identify contextual influences 
  
Synthesis and assess results 
     
Inform initiative  Inform other initiatives 
 
Figure 3.2: Sequential steps characterizing the framework for the evaluation of ICM in the 
Gamtoos River Catchment (adapted from Bellamy et. al, 2001:414) 
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Table 3.2: Overview of the application of the framework for the process of evaluation employed in the current study 
Steps in the evaluation 
framework 
Important elements of the evaluation 
process and their explanation 
Method Outcomes 
Characterize Issue Issue characterization 
There is a need to explicitly characterize 
the nature of the issues that underlie the 
natural resource management initiative that 
is being evaluated. This includes policy, 
initiated programs, activities taking place, 
methods employed and the context in 
which these develop.  
Semi-structured interviews with key 
stakeholders to determine what the state of 
ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment is in 
as much detail as possible.  
 Knowledge of who is involved in 
management , how this is carried out, 
what policy informs it, at what spatial 
and temporal scales are the 
management objectives operating, 
what problems exist and how have 
these come about; how long have they 
been there.  
Assess objectives of ICM 
initiative 
Assessment of the objectives of ICM 
There is a need to clearly articulate what 
the intent of the initiative being evaluated 
is. This must include a statement of what 
the expected objectives are and who are 
the key stakeholders. 
Conduct a document audit- that is, review 
all available documentation on ICM in the 
catchment. 
A clear statement of the purpose of 
ICM in the area and the desired 
objectives. Acquire a knowledge of 
who the main stakeholders are and 
what role they play in the 
implementation of ICM in the 
Gamtoos River Catchment.  
Assess instrumental 
assumptions underpinning 
the initiative 
Assessment of instrumental assumptions 
Due to the fact that a policy initiative will 
always have some basis in theory which 
brings with it certain assumptions. It is 
important to know what these assumptions 
are and to understand the theoretical 
framework behind them. 
Identify the theory underpinning the 
implementation of ICM in the area by 
drawing from the information gathered in 
the first two steps, and literature on the 
broader theoretical support for ICM 
To have a detailed explanation of the 
rationale of the initiative and the 
implicitly held assumptions reflected 
in the identified goals of the particular 
ICM initiative which influence 
decision making. 
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Table 3.2 continued  
Assess potentially influential 
aspects of context 
Assessment of potentially influential 
aspects of context 
Because the world views of those who 
design, develop, implement and interpret 
the evaluation are reflected throughout the 
different stages of evaluation, there is a 
need to make values and instrumental 
assumptions explicit in theoretical 
frameworks, principles of inquiry and the 
evaluative methods adopted. The socio-
economic, political and environmental 
context in which ICM is implemented will 
inform the evaluation.  
Identify personal world view of the 
researcher and values which inform the 
methodological approach to evaluation. 
Ascertain all the important contextual 
factors of influence based on the identified 
world view and values. 
Based on the highlighted contextual 
aspects, present all factors that will 
potentially influence the evaluative 
methods adopted. These will be 
identified and discussed.  
Select a set of methods that 
can be applied in facilitating 
the evaluation 
Selection of methods for evaluation  
Based on the preceding considerations in 
the steps leading to the current one, the 
researcher must select suitable methods 
that will be used for the evaluation of ICM 
in the context of the chosen study area. 
Decide which methods will be best suited 
for the evaluation of ICM in the Gamtoos 
River Catchment based on the information 
gathered until thus far in the research 
process  
List the methods to be used and 
explain in detail how they are to be 
applied 
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Table 3.2 continued  
Apply Methods Application of methods 
One must bear in mind that the activities 
associated with a policy initiative like ICM 
such as planning, research, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation 
usually occur simultaneously rather than 
sequentially therefore the evaluation and 
the methods used need to consider all 
activities simultaneously.  
Apply the methods  that were selected in 
preceding step to the case study  
Use the chosen methods to evaluate 
the implementation of ICM in the 
Gamtoos River Catchment 
Identifying contextual issues Assessment of results 
The evaluation should allow for a critical 
reflection on the implementation of ICM 
and be directed towards influencing what 
emerges from the evaluation in a positive 
and constructive way. All potentially 
influential aspects of context must be 
identified in this regard. 
Use selected methods of analysis to gain 
an informed understanding of what the 
various findings suggest about ICM in the 
area. The methods of analysis are 
determined by the methodological 
approach employed for evaluation-that is, 
the methods that were selected for 
evaluation will inform the methods of 
analysis.    
A critical assessment of the findings 
based on the contextual issues that 
have been identified.  
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Table 3.2 continued  
Synthesis and assessment of 
results 
Synthesis and assessment of results 
Based on the discussion of the results that 
are gathered and a reconsideration of the 
initial theoretical underpinnings informing 
the evaluation, it is imperative to have a 
synthesis of what the results indicate so as 
to influence the objectives and to 
incorporate an effective process of 
continuing feedback and improvement to 
the ICM process as a whole  
Compose a detailed and critical discussion 
of the findings  
A detailed discussion of the state of 
ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment 
Inform initiative and other 
initiatives 
Inform initiative  
Based on the synthesis, produce a set of 
recommendations that can be used to 
review and refine existing objectives in 
order to ensure continued relevance of 
ICM initiatives in the area  
Inform the different key stakeholders 
influencing the initiative of the synthesis 
and recommendations that may have arisen 
from the previous step. 
A concise report of recommendations 
that is readily accessible to 
stakeholders upon request  
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3.5 Methods of data collection  
Until thus far, the framework employed for the current study has outlined some suggested 
methods (see Table 3.2) that can be used in accomplishing the steps that the framework requires. 
In satisfying the first step of characterizing the issue, which in this case is ICM in the Gamtoos 
River Catchment, this was to be achieved by conducting semi-structured interviews with key 
stakeholders. The following section will detail how this was carried out in the present study.  
 
3.5.1 Interviews with key informants 
 The standardized interview  
In order to meet the objectives of investigating what the current situation with regard to ICM in 
the Gamtoos River Catchment is, semi-structured interviews with key informants where used as 
a means of gathering information. According to Henning et al. (2004) the interview has been 
dominantly viewed as a mechanism or a technology that will yield information that represents 
reality more or less “as it is” through the response and filters of an interviewee. The conception 
of an interview in this light is grounded on the condition that the interview is used methodically 
according to strict principles of objectivity and neutrality (Kitchin and Tate, 2000). There is a 
myriad of kinds of interviews in existence of which the content will vary depending on the nature 
of the intended information. For example, a phenomenological interview as Flowerdew and 
Martin (2005) explain would be comprised of an individual‟s articulation of their lived 
experience or deeply felt emotions whereas a survey interview, which is based mostly on facts, 
would consist of a more or less open-ended oral questionnaire. Henning et. al (2004) are of the 
opinion that whatever the nature of the interview is, the data are regarded as credible and 
believable so long as the data were forthcoming without pollutants in a standardized procedure of 
non-interference from the interviewer. The only proviso to this being that the interviewer should 
guide the interview, should not ask leading questions, should prevent contamination of the data 
and should not force the interviewee into confessional mode if the person is not ready for it. The 
same authors term this conception of an interview as the standardized interview and this is the 
conception that has been adopted for the purpose of the current study amongst others. On the 
basis of this understanding of what a standardized interview is, the researcher has identified the 
semi-structured interviews employed as a method of data collection in the current study and 
detailed in the proceeding section as having the characteristic of being standardized interviews.  
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Semi-structured interviews  
Flowerdew and Martin (2005) define the semi-structured interview as a qualitative method of 
inquiry that combines a pre-determined set of open questions (questions that prompt discussion) 
with the opportunity for the interviewer to explore particular themes or responses further. This 
type of interview is used to understand how interventions work and how they could be improved 
while allowing respondents to discuss and raise issues that the researcher may not have 
considered (Kitchin and Tate, 2000). The advantages of semi-structured interviews in the context 
of the standardized interview as discussed above are that the interview does not limit the 
interviewee to a set of pre-determined answers such as in the case of a structured questionnaire. 
Henning et al. (2004) explain that the use of pre-determined questions provides uniformity and 
the responses given provide valuable information from the context of the stakeholder‟s 
experiences.   
 
In the context of the current study upon addressing the second objective which was outlined in 
chapter one as follows: to utilize available information on the Catchment in order to describe and 
develop both a holistic and contextual understanding of the research situation of the catchment, 
the work of the Gamtoos Irrigation Board (GIB) was identified as being instrumental in the 
management of the water resources in the catchment area. The GIB was thus selected as the first 
stakeholder to enquire from. The board has a website which details its activities and provides 
contact details of all board members. The contact details of the CEO of the board were sourced 
from the website and used to make an appointment for an interview with him. The interview date 
was scheduled to take place at the office of the GIB which is based in the town of Patensie in the 
Eastern Cape. Upon confirmation of the interview appointment, a set of questions were prepared 
to be used as a guide for the interview which can be seen in Appendix 1.Questions were phrased 
in a way that would require respondents to provide detailed answers rather than „yes‟ or „no‟ 
answers. Interview responses were recorded through taking notes. This method was selected over 
the choice to audio-record responses based on the advice provided by Flowerdew and Martin 
(2005). It is suggested by the sited authors that note taking can be viewed as more preferable to 
audio recording for the following reason: taking notes is generally seen as less threatening to 
audio-recording as one of the constraints of the latter is whether the respondent will feel at ease 
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answering questions whilst being recorded. Taking notes also allows the interviewer to highlight 
key points to probe further and may also make the production of the final notes and their 
evaluation quicker as there is no need to wade through large files of transcripts. The interview 
guide included a question that asked who the other stakeholders involved in the management of 
the catchment were and these were provided by the CEO of the GIB, thus a snowballing 
technique was used to identify all stakeholders involved in order to make further investigations. 
These key stakeholders were identified in the interview as follows:  
 
 The GIB 
 The Department of Water Affairs (DWA) 
 The Algoa Water Study Group 
 The Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality 
 The Farmers of the Gamtoos Valley  
 
The CEO of the GIB gave contact details of the appropriate individual to contact from the DWA. 
This was a representative who serves in the Directorate for Water Use Regulation. The offices of 
this directorate are situated in the town of Cradock in the Eastern Cape Province and the 
researcher was unable to conduct this follow up interview in person. The questions for the 
interview were therefore sent to the representative electronically via email and responses were 
emailed back to the researcher. Areas that required clarity or further explanation were followed 
up on telephonically. The representative from the DWA further recommended that another 
individual from the same department be approached in order to gather more in depth information 
from the perspective of the DWA as a stakeholder. The researcher was referred to a female 
representative from the Regional Directorate of Institutional Establishment which also serves as 
the office of the Regional Catchment Management Authority. The offices of this directorate are 
situated in city of East London in the Eastern Cape Province and due to the same reasons 
stipulated above; a physical interview was not possible therefore a similar approach as used in 
the interview with Mr Geldenhuys was utilized. A complementary template for responses 
Appendix 2 was designed in order to organize the information gathered in a more manageable 
way.  
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Based on the interview responses and insights obtained from the stakeholders thus far listed, it 
was found that the CEO of the GIB, also being a member of the Algoa study group was able to 
give details of the role of the group as a stakeholder and thus served as a representative of this 
particular stakeholder. Based on the referral of the CEO of the GIB, a representative from the 
Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality was also identified as an informant who could be approached 
for information on the role of Municipality as a stakeholder. An appointment was set for an 
interview at the office of the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality and the interview was carried 
out in the same way as detailed in the first interview with the CEO of the GIB.  
 
Finally, in order to gain insight from the perspective of the farmers of the Gamtoos valley, two 
farmers were identified through the referral of the CEO of the GIB, a dairy farmer and a citrus 
farmer who both own farms that operate within the Gamtoos Valley. Although visits to both 
farms were not possible due to time constraints, a brief visit to the farm of the dairy farmer was 
made and he was willing to provide a tour of the farm detailing its functionality and to also 
answer some questions regarding how he deals with water allocation and management. 
Information regarding the perspectives of other farmers in the region was sourced from the work 
of Jansen (2008) in a Land and Water resources assessment in the Baviaanskloof Mega Reserve. 
The researcher considered the large farming population in the Gamtoos Valley, approximately 
250 farms (WIN-SA, 2011) and noted that it would be difficult to come up with a suitable size 
that would be representative of the entire farming population. Given this regard, the CEO of the 
GIB affirmed that the work of Jansen (2008) and the information documented by (WIN-SA, 
2011) would be adequate secondary data to inform this area of required information. These were 
utilized by the researcher in order to inform findings. All other information obtained from 
interview responses and discussions was used as primary data. 
 
3.5.2 The use of scenarios in the current study 
With reference to the iterative process of development for the selection of evaluation criteria 
required by the framework employed in the present study, it was said that a threefold process of 
exploration would be employed. This process was outlined as involving three steps namely: 
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 the exploration of the existing situation, which was undertaken through the use of semi-
structured interviews as detailed in preceding section 
  the establishment of suitable methods to explore the extent to which the initial findings 
are applicable within the context of the Gamtoos River Catchment 
  the application of these selected methods to the study in order to come up with 
recommendations.  
 
At this point in the study after having gathered useful information on the existing situation in the 
Gamtoos River Catchment, the use of scenarios was identified and chosen as a suitable method 
to fulfill the requirements of the second step of exploration. Since scenarios depict possible 
futures but not specific strategies to deal with them (Schoemaker, 1995) in the context of the 
present study this creates an optimal environment in which to explore the extent to which current 
trends, as identified through the first stage of exploration by means of interviewing, are 
applicable in the Gamtoos Catchment. The use of scenarios in this manner also creates a premise 
from which the researcher can conduct a more in depth analysis. This allows the researcher to 
make more conclusive findings and recommendations from what is observed thus 
operationalizing the exploratory approach and fulfilling the following objective outlined for the 
study:  to determine whether or not implementation of ICM is a challenge in the Gamtoos River 
catchment and if so, to what extent is this the case. 
 
3.5.3 Understanding scenarios and their use   
Wollenberg et al. (2000) define scenarios as stories or „snapshots‟ of what might be. These are 
commonly used by decision makers as a tool for strategic planning making, it possible for 
decision makers to evaluate what to do now based on possible futures (Schoemaker, 1995).  
Wollenberg et al. (2000) explain that the options for the future reflect either an extrapolation of 
current trends or introduced changes, such as policies and management plans. Despite this 
common utility, scenarios have also been accepted as useful tools for research (Börjeson et al., 
2006). It is in this vain that scenarios have been selected for use in the current study. It is 
important to be able to make a distinction between scenarios and projections in seeking to 
understand what scenarios are. Unlike projections, Postma and Lieble (2005) explain that 
scenarios do not indicate what the future will look like, they instead stimulate creative ways of 
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thinking that help stakeholders break out of established patterns of assessing situations and 
planning actions so that they can better adapt to the future. Schoemaker (1995) highlights that 
“scenarios depict possible futures but not specific strategies to deal with them” thus necessitating 
the inclusion of outsiders into the process at a later stage such as regulators, consultants, 
academics etc. depending on the nature of the subject of the scenarios. Wollenberg et al. (2000) 
suggest that the strength of scenarios lies in their ability to overcome certain cognitive biases of 
which undervaluing that which is hard to remember or imagine, underestimating uncertainties, 
being overconfident about personal judgments and overestimating the probability of desirable 
events are highlighted amongst a list of others. In light of this given value of scenarios they can 
therefore be appreciated as a mechanism of learning and have thus been applied in the current 
study.  
 
Various approaches to constructing scenarios can be found in literature and will differ according 
to the aim which each approach seeks to accomplish. Based on the researcher‟s review of 
literature on scenarios and their varied applications (Schoemaker, 1995, Wollenberg et al.,2000, 
Postma and Liebl, 2005,Börjeson et al., 2006) it was seen that there is no standardized process to 
the development of scenarios and many differences can be observed between the various 
approaches. One can however observe some basic structure within individual approaches. The 
researcher selected the approach suggested by Schoemaker (1995) based on its relative simplicity 
and its appeal as being broadly applicable. This approach to developing scenarios is described as 
a process comprised of seven steps which are detailed in the proceeding section.  
 
3.5.4 The process of developing scenarios  
The researcher selected the seven step process to developing scenarios from Schoemaker (1995) 
as the approach used in the present study. The seven steps are explained and applied as follows:  
 
a) Define the scope 
This step involves setting the time frame and scope of analysis. In the case of the present study 
the time frame that has been considered is the water year of 1 July 2011- 30 June 2012. The 
scope of analysis has been identified as the implementation of ICM in the geographic area which 
is the catchment of the Gamtoos River.  
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b) Identify the Major stakeholders  
According to Schoemaker (1995) this involves deciding who will have an interest in these issues, 
who will be affected by them and who could influence them. The developer needs to identify 
their current roles, interests and power positions and ask how they have changed over time and 
why.  The stakeholders in the present study where identified through the interview process as 
follows: 
 
 The GIB - Monitoring and distributing of the allocation of water to the various users. 
Implementing agent for various government programs. 
 The DWA - The National custodian of the water resources in the catchment as 
stipulated in the National water Act of 1998. Responsible for doing the allocations of 
water for the various water users.  
 The Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality - Dependent on the water supply from the 
Kouga Dam for a percentage of the domestic water supply of the Nelson Mandela 
Bay Metropole.  
 The Algoa water study group - Advisory to the DWA on general water issues and for 
future action.  
 The Farmers of the Gamtoos Valley - Directly dependent on the water supply for the 
continuation of commercial agriculture taking place in the Gamtoos River Valley  
 The local residents of the towns of Hankey and Patensie - Directly dependent on the 
supply of water for domestic use. 
 
c) Identify Basic Trends  
This involves identifying what political, economic, societal, technological, legal and industrial 
trends are sure to affect the issues identified in step one. In the case of the present study this 
refers to the implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. Schoemaker (1995) 
recommends the designing of an influence diagram as being helpful in this step. An influence 
diagram is simply a list of each recognized factor that may impact on the issue at hand, on a chart 
in order to identify its impacts on the present issue as positive, negative or uncertain. The 
following were identified as factors that could potentially impact on the implementation of ICM 
in Gamtoos River Catchment based on a review of interview responses and discussions: the 
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occurrence of periodic floods and droughts, historical changes in legislation, changes in water 
allocations, increases in farming activities and a growth in environmental interest groups. The 
influence of these trends on the implementation of ICM have been summarized in Table 3.3 
below.  
 
Table 3.3: Influence of trends on the implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment 
Factor Nature of influence 
 Positive Negative Uncertain 
Droughts and Floods     
Change in legislation     
Change in water allocations     
Increase in farming activity     
Growth in environmental 
interest groups 
    
 
d) Identify Key Uncertainties  
At this stage the developer needs to identify what events, whose outcomes are uncertain, will 
significantly affect the issue that has been identified in the first step- that is, ICM in the Gamtoos 
River catchment. There is a need to consider economic, political, societal, technological, legal 
and industrial factors once again as was done in the third step- that is, identifying basic trends. In 
the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment, as outlined in Table 3.3, these uncertainties were 
singled out as follows: the effect that a major change in legislation may have and a change in the 
current allocations of water to different water users.  
 
e) Construct Initial Scenario themes  
Schoemaker (1995) is of the opinion that trends and uncertainties make up the main ingredients 
for scenario construction and having thus established them, the developer can use a simple 
approach to come up with themes. This suggested approach involves identifying extreme worlds 
by putting all positive elements in one and all negatives in another. This can also be 
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complimented by taking the top two uncertainties and weighing them against each other when it 
is evident that some uncertainties are more important than others. In the case of the Gamtoos 
River Catchment, the researcher began to establish themes based on all of the factors identified 
in Table 3.3 and the proposed influence that they may have on the implementation of ICM. This 
proved beneficial in the construction of the final scenarios used in the study.  
 
f) Check for consistency  
Schoemaker (1995) stresses that the „worlds‟ created in the preceding step are not yet fully-
fledged scenarios due to the fact that they probably have internal inconsistencies and a lack of a 
compelling story line. There is a need to test for internal inconsistency and plausibility. This 
involves considering whether or not the trends identified are compatible within the chosen time 
frame, if they are not then they should be removed. The outcomes of uncertainties also need to 
be considered, having done so, these uncertainties need to be grouped together realistically. 
Finally, the developer also needs to consider whether the major stakeholders have been placed in 
a position that can change as this means that a scenario can evolve into another one. If this is the 
case, it is best to choose to describe the latter scenario as it is the more stable. Only after having 
regarded consistency and plausibility can one then proceed to the seventh and final step.  
 
g) Develop learning scenarios  
By this stage, from the process of constructing simple scenarios and checking them for 
consistency, some general themes should emerge. After having reconsidered these themes with 
regard to implausibility, inconsistency and irrelevance the goal is to identify themes that are 
strategically relevant and then organize the possible outcomes and trends around them. 
Schoemaker (1995) points out that although the trends, by definition, appear in all the scenarios 
they can be given more or less weight or attention in different scenarios.  For instance, the 
growth in environmental interest groups which was identified as one of these factors impacting 
on the issue at hand-that is, a trend, in Table 3.3 may appear in one scenario as the central focus 
of the scenario upon which all other issues arise. On the other hand the same factor may appear 
merely as a contributing factor to some other factor that is given great emphasis. This variation 
in the presentation of different trends can be seen in the learning scenarios that were created for 
the present study. Schoemaker also suggests that naming the scenarios is important. The 
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reasoning for naming scenarios is thus, a scenario is a story, and by capturing its essence in a title 
you make the story easy to follow and remember.  
 
The decided names for the scenarios used in the present study were thus: 
 
 Scenario A: Optimal ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment 
 Scenario B: A level of success in efforts to implement ICM, with room for 
improvement  
 Scenario C: Failure to implement ICM.  
 
Schoemaker suggests that the scenarios that are created at this stage are deemed learning 
scenarios which are tools for research and study rather than for decision making. The titles and 
themes are focal points around which to develop and test the scenarios in order to make use of 
them for decision making purposes at a later stage. The seven steps provided by Schoemaker 
(1995) were followed in order to construct the three scenarios for ICM in the Gamtoos 
Catchment which are described in detail below in the proceeding section. These scenarios have 
been used by the researcher as tools for analysis in order to meet the following research 
objective: to determine whether or not implementation of ICM is a challenge in the Gamtoos 
River catchment and if so, to what extent is this the case.  
 
3.5.5 Learning Scenarios for ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment  
Scenario A: Optimal ICM in the Gamtoos Catchment  
Water is managed at a catchment scale. Water resources and the land that forms the catchment 
area are integrated and thus planning and management takes place in such a way that does not 
separate the two. Decision makers maintain high levels of transparency and accountability to 
water users and there are various open channels of communication which are bot accessible to 
the public and user friendly. Water users can thus have a say in the decisions made about the 
water that they use- that is, public participation exists. There have been no major drought or 
flood events and therefore the allocation of water to the various users is not compromised in any 
way and remains consistent allowing water users to plan strategically. The legislation that 
informs the use and management of the water resource is not subject to any significant changes 
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in the duration of the set time frame therefore the management practices of the past can still be 
applied by decision makers. The infrastructure that is used for the monitoring of the water 
resources in the catchment are maintained to a high standard through frequent checking of 
conditions and immediate response to any problems identified. There is also development of new 
technologies which are appropriate to the water management scheme in place; these are being 
utilized to optimize performance. The water management scheme is operating at a cost effective 
rate as there is an evident recovery of costs that exists and water losses through irrigation are 
minimized significantly. This is partly due to the aforementioned strict adherence to set water 
allocations and careful monitoring made possible by up to date infrastructure. Farmers, who 
make up a large percentage of the water users in the catchment due to the renowned agriculture 
that takes place in the valley, are encouraged to exercise good irrigation practices that will help 
minimize losses. There is a growth in interest from external environmental interest groups. This 
proves beneficial in encouraging on going awareness of the importance of good management of 
the water resources in the catchment in both water users and decision makers. There is 
commendable collaboration between all stakeholders and efforts to continually improve and 
optimize current management practices.  
 
Scenario B: A level of success in efforts to implement ICM, with room for improvement 
In this instance planning and management also considers the integration of water resources and 
activity taking place on the land that forms the catchment area. Since commercial agriculture is 
the most significant land activity taking place in the catchment, particularly in the Gamtoos 
valley, it is granted the most attention. Decision makers- that is, the DWA are in very close 
relation to the implementing agents namely the GIB. Maintenance of infrastructure associated 
with management of the water resources takes place on a regular basis however there is not a 
strong contractual agreement for the provision of maintenance between the GIB and the DWA 
therefore maintenance is occasionally compromised. There is a good level of transparency 
between the decision makers and the water users however transparency and accountability 
between decision makers and other important stakeholders such as the GIB and the NMBM is 
not as good. Inconsistencies exist between stakeholders in terms of the knowledge and 
understanding of roles and who can be approached for specific information. The participation of 
the public in the decision making process depends on the awareness of the public in light of 
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catchment related issues. There have been significant efforts to increase awareness through 
public campaigns however there is no follow through on such events and thus they end up being 
of little or no effect. The existence of environmental interest groups for example NGOs and 
research groups in the area have proved to be contentious as collaboration between such interest 
groups and other main stakeholders is strained. A lack of trust in the motives and methods of 
either stakeholder exists thus any efforts towards effective management proves to be 
counterproductive. There are no major droughts or flood events and there have been no major 
changes in legislation therefore current management trends are not compromised by external 
factors. Internal factors however, such as a lack of attendance to the maintenance of 
infrastructure for continued monitoring, the existence of poorly operating management structures 
and poor relations between well-established farmers and emerging ones can prove to be highly 
detrimental.  
 
Scenario C: Failure to implement ICM  
Due to the occurrence of a major event such as a flood or drought the existing allocations have 
had to be reconsidered and changed in order to meet new needs. Water restrictions have had to 
be implemented on water users as a precautionary measure and this has changed the entire course 
of catchment management. Management and planning is compartmentalized, dealing with land 
use and water resources as separate mutually exclusive entities. There is a change in legislation 
and policy which affects the trends of management in the past and calls for the introduction of 
new practices whose impact is yet unknown. There is an increase in farming activity in the 
catchment, particularly in the Gamtoos Valley, which calls for more attention to the irrigation 
practices in place as well as stricter measures on farmers which make up the largest percentage 
of water users. Increasing development and population in the City of Port Elizabeth also raises a 
new increased demand on the water resources from the catchment and the impact of this is 
unknown. There is a noteworthy decrease in environmental interest groups and a subsequent 
drop in the awareness of water users and decision makers alike on catchment issues that need 
attention. The roles of stakeholders are not well known and therefore collaboration between them 
is poor. Each stakeholder operates in a more individual capacity as opposed to a collective one. 
Public participation levels are resultantly low. There is no maintenance of the infrastructure used 
for the management of the scheme and the technologies used are old and out dated.   
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The three learning scenarios that have been developed are used as tools for evaluating the current 
state of ICM in the Gamtoos Catchment. In line with the methods employed by Schoemaker 
(1995) for the use of scenarios, certain categories are created which are then used to assess the 
current state of ICM in the Gamtoos Catchment. These categories are established from recurring 
themes that emerge in the scenarios which have been based on the main trends and uncertainties. 
The categories have then been used as part of an iterative process to development in order to 
construct theory that is applicable to the study; this is accomplished through a grounded theory 
method of analysis which is detailed in the proceeding section. 
 
Referring back to the Beallamy et al. (2001) framework, (see Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2), having 
now obtained data from the interviews that were conducted in order to inform the first four steps 
outlined in the framework, and constructed learning scenario thus fulfilling the requirement of 
the identifying evaluative criteria, it is possible to proceed to the next step.  This next step, as 
stipulated in the framework, is to select a set of methods to be applied for the evaluation of the 
implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. This is detailed in the following 
section.  
 
3.6 Methods of data analysis  
The triangulation of methods which is explained as the use of a variety of data and sources 
(Kitchin and Tate, 2000) has been applied in the current study. This is apparent as there is a 
single source of data, in this case the data obtained from interviews as well as secondary data 
informing the study, the data however has now been presented with a level of variance with the 
construction of learning scenarios. Henning et al. (2004) suggest that the triangulation of 
methods is not the only way in which the strength of an inquiry is built. The use of different 
approaches to analyzing the data will also serve beneficially to this end. This influenced the 
selection of analysis methods for the current study. According to Kitchin and Tate (2000), it is 
crucial to fit the analytical procedures with the methodological position of the study when 
analyzing data. It is equally crucial to consistently and coherently manage the analysis and 
interpretation process according to the principles of the study design. Given this regard, in the 
context of the current study the methodological position was stipulated earlier on in the chapter 
as induction. This approach is often viewed as being exploratory in nature (Birkholz, 2009). In 
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operating within an induction framework, the methods employed will be highly dependent on the 
nature of the data. This also influenced the selection of analysis methods for the current study.  
In light of this background, two methods of analysis have been utilized in order to analyze the 
available data so as to come up with findings that can respond to the aim of the research. These 
two methods are global analysis and grounded theory analysis both of which are explained in 
detail in the proceeding sections as they relate to the current study respectively.  
 
3.6.1 Global analysis: A methodological overview  
In the case of the present study, a global analysis method is used in order to analyze the 
interview data. This method is viewed as a tool for thematic and networked analysis thus also 
widely known as thematic networks analysis (Attride-Stirling, 2001). Henning et al. 2004 
explain that this kind of approach includes a whole range of analytic procedures, all of which 
share the common characteristic that the data is not disassembled and then re-assembled as is the 
case in other procedures like the qualitative content analysis for example. The global analysis 
method refers to an integrated view of the data and the way in which main themes are identified. 
According to Attride-Stirling (2001), applying thematic networks is simply a way of organizing a 
thematic analysis of qualitative data. The same author explains that thematic analyses seek to 
unearth the themes salient in a text at different levels and thematic networks aim to facilitate the 
structuring and depiction of these themes.  
 
Since the process of deriving themes from textual data and illustrating theses with some 
representational tool is well established in qualitative research, global analysis is not in any way 
a new method; it shares key features of any hermeneutic analysis (Stauss and Corbin, 1994). 
What makes this method unique is that it offers a web-like network as an organizing principle 
and a representational means and it makes explicit the procedures that may be employed in going 
from text to interpretation. In the present study the researcher has made use of a step-by step 
guide to the analytic process of using thematic networks that was adapted from Attride-Stirling 
(2001). Attride-Stirling explains that thematic networks systematize the extraction of: (a) lowest-
order premises evident in the text (Basic Themes); (b) categories of basic themes grouped 
together to summarize more abstract principles (Organizing Themes); and (c) super-ordinate 
themes encapsulating the principal metaphors in the text as a whole (Global Themes). These are 
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then represented as web-like maps depicting the salient themes at each of the three levels, and 
illustrating the relationships between them (see Figure 3.4). Morse (1994) provides a deeper 
understanding for the illustration in Figure 3.4 in the following explanation: A thematic network 
is developed starting from the Basic Themes and working inwards toward a Global Theme. Once 
a collection of Basic Themes has been derived, they are then classified according to the 
underlying story they are telling and these become the Organizing Themes. Organizing Themes 
are then reinterpreted in light of their Basic Themes, and are brought together to illustrate a 
single conclusion or super-ordinate theme that becomes the Global Theme.  
 
Thematic networks are presented graphically as web-like nets to remove any notion of hierarchy, 
giving fluidity to the themes and emphasizing the interconnectivity throughout the network. 
Importantly however, the networks are only a tool in analysis, not the analysis itself (Attride-
Stirling, 2001). According to Stauss and Corbin (1994), once a thematic network has been 
constructed, it will then serve as an organizing principle and an illustrative tool in the 
interpretation of the text, facilitating disclosure for the researcher and understanding for the 
reader. Henning et al. (2004) reiterate this by highlighting that the aim of this type of approach to 
analyzing the data is to organize the data into a pattern that might not be clear in the data 
presented in its raw state but that comes to life because of the interpretation and organization of 
the researcher. The methodological approach to analysis is thus inductive, which, in the case of 
the current study fits the methodological position of the study- that is, induction 
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Figure 3.3: Structure of a thematic network 
 
In working through the interview data gathered during field work, which was in the form of hand 
written notes, using a global analysis method the following steps suggested by Attride- Stirling 
(2001) were employed: 
 
 Step one (coding the material) 
The data was first reduced by dissecting the text into manageable and meaningful text segments 
using a coding framework (see Table 3.3). Twenty codes were derived on the basis of two foci 
namely specific theoretical interests guiding the research aim and recurrent, pertinent issues 
arising in the discussions with interviewees regarding the implementation of ICM in the 
Gamtoos River Catchment. Interview responses were then dissected, classified and organized 
according to these codes. For example the code „perceptions‟ included text segments such as 
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“there is no such management taking place”. The code „priorities‟ included text segments such 
as “water quality; reduction of losses; control abstraction” etcetera.  
 
 Step two (identifying themes)  
Once all the interview responses- that is, the text, had been coded, themes were abstracted from 
the coded text segments. These themes were established by re-reading the text segments within 
the context of the codes under which they have been classified and extracting the salient, 
common and significant themes in the coded text segments. The themes were then further refined 
into themes that are specific enough to be discrete (non-repetitive) and broad enough to 
encapsulate a set of ideas contained in numerous text segments. The 20 codes were grouped into 
eight clusters (grouped according to relatedness of codes) which ultimately produced the decided 
themes. Table 3.3 incorporates steps one and two and gives a detailed illustration of how the 
researcher moved from codes to themes  
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Table 3. 4: Moving from codes to themes 
Clusters Codes (step 1) 
Issues discussed with 
interviewees 
Themes identified (step2) 
1 
Needs 
Water quality, reduction of losses, 
eradication of AIPs, measurement 
of water, control abstraction 
1.There are multiple objectives to 
ICM 
Priorities 
2.Intrinsic contextual needs will 
motivate objectives 
Concerns 
2 
Attitudes 
No such management, poor 
understanding, good management, 
poor understanding, sustainability, 
efficiency 
3.There is no ICM taking place in 
the catchment 
Interest 
4.The kind of management that 
exists leaves much to be desired 
Perceptions  
5.A varied understanding of ICM 
exists 
3 Time frame 
Learning from history, on-going 
endeavour.no time frame exists 
6.ICM is viewed as an on-going 
venture  
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Table 3. 4  Continued  
4 
National policy 
Local level legislation 
Policy framework 
NWA of 1998, environmental 
legislation 
7.The NWA is the main policy 
document that informs ICM in the 
catchment 
5 
Stakeholders 
Involvement 
Roles 
DWA, GIB, NMBM, Farmers, 
Algoa water study group, WfW, 
Hanky  and Patensie  
8.There are numerous 
stakeholders whose bearing on the 
catchment and its management 
differ 
6 
Setbacks 
Limitations 
Problems 
Issues 
Contractual agreements between 
the GIB and the DWA, 
measurement of abstraction, 
meeting water needs, lack of 
professional service providers for 
validation of water use 
9. The challenges to 
implementation of ICM are 
context specific 
10. There is a need for better 
organization 
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Table 3. 4  Continued  
7 
Future 
 
Converting the GIB into a WUA 
11.Creating a WUA in accordance 
with the NWA of 1998 
8 
Planning 
Establishment of CMAs 
12.The department is in a process 
of managing water resources at a 
catchment scale (establishing 
CMAs) 
Vision 
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 Step three (constructing the networks) 
Based on context and in some instances theoretical grounds, themes were grouped into similar, 
coherent groupings which later became thematic networks. In accordance with Attride-Stirling‟s 
(2001) guideline which was outlined earlier (refer to Fig 3.3), basic themes were selected, then 
rearranged into organising themes and finally a global theme was deduced. This was achieved by 
first re-naming the original set of themes derived from the text as basic themes then creating 
clusters of basic themes centred on larger shared issues to make organising themes. Finally, the 
main claim, argument, assertion or assumption that the organizing themes are about was 
summarized in order to come up with the global theme. This process is depicted in Table 3.5 
below. In linking the preceding Table- that is, Table 3. 4 to Table 3.5, it is evident that the 12 
points that were made up of the identified themes (step 2) are what have now become the Basic 
Themes.  
 
 Step four (describing and explaining the thematic networks)   
Here the researcher explored the themes that emerged from the global analysis by identifying the 
patterns that underlie the thematic networks. This was done by returning to the original text and 
interpreting it with the aid of networks. The thematic networks that were established made it 
possible to re-read the text through the global themes as opposed to a linear manner. By taking 
each network in turn and describing its contents, descriptions were thus woven which were 
supported with text. These were also often illustrated in concept diagrams.   
 
 Step five (summarizing the thematic networks and interpreting patterns) 
Once a network was described and explored in full, a summary of the main themes and patterns 
characterizing it was made. The aim of this was to make explicit the patterns that emerged in the 
exploration. Finally, the deduction in the summaries of all the networks were brought together in 
connection with relevant theory to explore significant themes, concepts and structures that arose 
in the text. The aim of this final step was to return to the original research aim and the theoretical 
interests underpinning it and address this with arguments grounded on the patterns that emerged 
in the exploration of the text.  
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Table 3.5:  From Basic to Organizing to Global themes 
Themes as Basic themes Organising themes Global themes 
1. There are multiple objectives to 
ICM in the catchment 
Multiplicity of objectives Objectives 
2. Intrinsic contextual needs will 
motivate objectives 
3.There is no ICM taking place in 
the catchment 
Different understanding 
amongst stakeholders 
Stakeholder perspectives 
4.The kind of management that 
exists leaves much to be desired 
5.A varied understanding of ICM 
exists 
6.Management is viewed as an on-
going venture 
No specific time frame set Time frame 
7.The NWA of 1998 is the main 
policy document that frames the 
kind of management taking place 
Policy framework Policy 
8.There are numerous stakeholders 
whose bearing on the catchment 
and its management differ 
Numerous stakeholders Stakeholder involvement 
9.The challenges to 
implementation of ICM are context 
specific Diversity of challenges Challenges 
10.There is a need for better 
organization 
11.The department is in the process 
of managing the water resources at 
a catchment level (establish 
CMAs) 
Long term plans Vision for the future 
12.Creating a WUA in accordance 
with the NWA of 1998 
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3.6.2 Grounded theory analysis  
This kind methodology is used as a tool for constructing substantive theories. According to 
Kitchin and Tate (2000), the grounded theory method consists of flexible strategies for focusing 
and expediting qualitative data collection and analysis. Henning et al. (2004:115) share a similar 
understanding and further suggest that “these strategies provide a set of inductive steps that lead 
the researcher from studying concrete realities to rendering a conceptual understanding of 
them.” It is in this process of converting „concrete realities‟ to „conceptual understandings of 
them‟ that the analyst in grounded theory tradition works. According to Charmaz (2002) put 
simply, grounded theorists theorize reality according to a set of empirically organized categories. 
Grounded theorists do not only intend to conceptualize qualitative data but to also demonstrate 
relations between conceptual categories. They also intend to specify the conditions under which 
theoretical relationships emerge, change, or are maintained. The theories that emerge are thus 
grounded in the researched reality, meaning the researcher achieved the theory from their own 
theoretical position and existing knowledge- that is, the data. 
 
In the case of the present study, a process of inductive refinement of categories- that is, the 
learning scenarios, into more abstract levels was undertaken. The researcher sought out 
relationships between the different scenarios and themes and fit them logically into patterns. The 
content in the patterns was then continually re-arranged, always relying on data to substantiate 
theorizing, until it became in the context of the research. Ultimately a theory emerged which 
integrated and connected categories in a theoretical framework as conceived by the researcher 
through the analysis process. The framework includes causes, conditions and consequences of 
the studied phenomena all of which Henning et al. (2004) highlight as being important.  
 
According to Strauss and Corbin (1994) grounded theories are very fluid because they embrace 
the interaction of multiple actors and they emphasis temporality and process. They call for 
exploration of each new situation to see if they fit, how they fit and how they may not fit. For 
that reason such theories are thus systematic statements of plausible relationships. This 
characteristic of grounded theories is best suited for the purpose of addressing the latter part of 
the third objective for the study which is “to identify what are the main problems influencing 
implementation in the area and what extent these problems exist”. In making use of the 
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aforementioned global analysis method in working through the interview data, challenges were 
identified. The same interview data was used to construct scenarios and the grounded theory 
analysis applied at this stage made it possible to explore the extent to which these challenges 
exist. The theory deduced from this process of inductive refinement is also more broadly 
applicable.  
 
3.7 Conclusion  
The chapter has highlighted that the study has been carried out within the context of a qualitative 
paradigm. The study adopts an inductive strategy to the connection between theory and practice 
in which the theoretical propositions that form the conclusions to the study have been generated 
from the data as opposed to pre-existing theory as Flowerdew and Martin (2005) explain. This 
inductive framework is also deemed as being exploratory seeing as the important variables to be 
examined are not known from the onset; these are only established after a preliminary inquiry. 
The study makes use of a framework employed in a case study conducted by Bellamy et al. 
(2001) in Queensland Australia in order to establish evaluation criteria and thus generate the 
evaluation of the implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. The adaptation of 
this framework is outlined in Fig 3.2. The process of development is achieved through a three 
step process of exploration in the current study which involves a) the exploration of existing 
objectives, programs and impacts through semi-structured interviews b) the establishment of 
suitable methods to explore the extent to which the initial findings are applicable within the 
context of the Gamtoos River Valley; which was achieved through the decision to use learning 
scenarios as a tool for exploration and c) the application of these selected methods to the study in 
order to develop recommendations which involves the assessing of findings from the preliminary 
interview inquiry against the three scenarios that were developed in the second step. 
 
The details of the outcomes of implementing the third and final step are documented in the 
proceeding chapter. Triangulation is applied in the choice of methods of analysis of data in order 
to build the strength of the inquiry. This involves the use of more than one method, namely 
global analysis which was applied to analyzing the interview data and grounded theory analysis 
which was applied in making sense of the learning scenarios that were constructed using the 
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interview data. The proceeding chapter details the findings from the application of the outlined 
methods in this chapter.   
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Chapter Four 
Research Results and Discussion 
 
4.1 Introduction  
The inductive framework which characterizes the study creates an attribute of complexity in 
presenting the findings in a well-structured manner that is clearly within the context of the 
structure of the methodology, that addresses the aim and objectives of the study and that is 
logical. In an attempt to simplify this task a conceptual framework has been drawn (Figure 4.1) 
as a guideline to understanding the process of presenting findings as they are documented in this 
chapter. The conceptual framework also helps to reveal the direction of thought of the researcher 
in working through the data. The results of the field work conducted have been detailed in 
relation to the research objectives outlined in chapter 1 and the methods outlined in chapter 3 
under three broad themes in this chapter; namely the status quo regarding ICM in the Gamtoos 
River Catchment, challenges to implementation and addressing challenges.  
 
4.2 Aligning the Bellamy framework to the research results 
A framework by Bellamy et al. (2001) for the evaluation of natural resource management 
initiatives was used throughout the course of the study as a tool to structure the research design. 
The natural resource management initiative being evaluated in the case of the current study is the 
implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. This section presents a description of 
how the framework has been applied in the present study as it relates to the findings presented in 
this chapter. It is necessary to align the framework with the discussion of results so as to show 
how the research design, as described in chapter 3, has been adhered to. In reference to the 
Bellamy framework detailed in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2 in chapter 2, each of the steps 
prescribed by the framework was achieved in the following way: 
 
 Characterize the issue 
The outcomes for this step were to obtained knowledge of who is involved in management of 
water resources, how management is carried out, what policy informs it, what problems exist and 
how these problems came to exist. This information was gathered by conducting key informant 
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Implementation of Integrated Catchment 
Management in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment: Challenges  
  
    
Determining the status quo regarding ICM 
in the Gamtoos River Catchment 
  
    
ICM status quo formulated and presented 
via the establishment of core themes 
   
 
Theme 1: Stakeholder involvement 
Theme 2: Stakeholder perspectives (Attitudes towards ICM) 
Theme 3: Objectives 
Theme 4: Policy 
Theme 5: Timeframe 
Theme 6: Challenges 
Theme 7: Vision for the future 
   
Seven core themes 
 
 
   
Core themes analyzed via global analysis 
 
 
    
Global analysis produces challenges 
  
    
Challenges subjected to learning scenarios 
that were constructed in Chapter Three 
 
 
 
    
Produces ways in which to address 
challenges 
  
    
New theory about approach ICM 
implementation produced 
  
 
Figure 4.1 Conceptual framework of chapter layout 
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interviews. It is presented in the current chapter under the heading status quo regarding ICM in 
the Gamtoos River Catchment.  
 
  
 
 Assess objectives of ICM initiative 
This step requires the individual conducting the evaluation, in this case the researcher, to 
determine what the objectives of the initiative being evaluated are. The outcomes of this must be 
a description and explanation of the objectives. This was also gathered from interview data and is 
contained in the same description of the status quo.  
 
 Assess instrumental assumptions underpinning the initiative 
This step requires a detailed explanation of the rational and theory underpinning the natural 
resource management initiative which in this instance refers to implementation of ICM. In 
fulfilling this requirement, the discussion surrounding the concept of ICM and its 
implementation found in chapter 2 of this thesis serves as information that informs the study in 
light of this step in the framework.  
 
 Assess potentially influential aspects of context 
This step highlights the importance of considering context and its influence on the choice of 
evaluation methods. Context in this instance refers to the world view of the researcher and the 
socio-economic, political and environmental context in which ICM is being implemented. In 
achieving this step, the researcher clearly states that the study and its methodological design is 
one that draws from an idealist and phenomenological school of thought. This favors a 
humanistic geography approach. These perspectives reflect the epistemological viewpoint of the 
researcher. This information is contained in chapter 3 and informs the choice of methods 
employed. Semi-structured interviews were seen as being best suited for this kind of context. 
With regard to the other aspects of context that this step includes, namely socio-economic, 
political and environmental, these were determined by way of discussion in chapter 2 as well as 
exploring the content of interview responses. The results of this step are thus also partly 
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presented as the status quo regarding ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment in the current 
chapter.  
 
 Select set of methods to apply to the evaluation 
This step requires the researcher to decide which methods will be best suited to carry out the 
evaluation and to list them. These selected methods are global analysis, the construction of 
learning scenarios and grounded theory analysis. The description of how each of these methods 
is designed is captured in chapter 3.  
 
 Analysis of methods  
This step requires the selected methods to be used in evaluating the implementation of ICM in 
the Gamtoos River Catchment. The application of these methods has been detailed in the present 
chapter in presenting the study findings.  
 
 Identify contextual issues  
Once again the contextual issues impacting on the implementation of ICM need to be taken into 
consideration once the methods have been selected and applied. This is necessary in order to gain 
an informed understanding of what the various finding suggest about ICM in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment. This has been addressed by way of discussion in the current chapter. These issues are 
more detailed under the heading challenges in the current chapter.  
 
 Synthesis and assessment of results  
This step requires a detailed discussion of the state of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment as 
its outcome. The current chapter is such that addresses this step throughout the course of its 
presentation under its main headings. 
 
 Inform initiative and other initiatives 
This step requires the production of recommendations that can be used by decision makers to 
inform future decision making. Chapter 6 of this thesis and in essence the entire thesis itself 
serves to meet this requirement.  
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4.3 The status quo regarding Integrated Catchment Management in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment  
In reviewing the interview data obtained from key informants using a global analysis method, 
seven global themes were identified relating to the investigation of the current situation 
regarding the implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. These can be seen in 
Figure 4.2 below and are listed as stakeholder perspectives, stakeholder involvement, objectives, 
policy, time frame, challenges and vision for the future. In order to establish a contextual 
understanding of each of the emergent themes each theme was then linked to text segments from 
the information provided by different respondents relevant to the newly identified themes. These 
links are individually detailed and discussed as follows: 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Core themes surrounding ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment arising from 
interview responses 
 
4.3.1 Stakeholder involvement  
Based in the interviews with the CEO of the GIB and officials from the DWA who in the view of 
the researcher are positioned higher up the hierarchy of stakeholders on the basis of their 
functionality, the various stakeholders associated with the management of the catchment are as 
follows: The Department of Water Affairs (DWA), the Gamtoos Irrigation Board (GIB), the 
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Department of Agriculture (DA), the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality (NMBM), the Algoa 
Water Study Group, Working for Water (WfW), the Department of Land Affairs (DLA), the 
farmers of the Gamtoos valley and residents of the towns of Hankey and Patensie which fall 
under the Kouga local municipality. Each stakeholder plays a different role and is associated to 
the water resources in the catchment in a different way. This is detailed in Table 4.1. It is 
apparent from the table that some of the stakeholders‟ roles are more involving than others. The 
DWA for instance is responsible for multiple functions directly relating to the water resource 
while the residents of the towns of Hankey and Patensie are end users whose impact on the water 
resource may only be instated through the channel of their district municipality (Cacadu district 
municipality) and whose water allocation is a small percentage (2%) are far less significant in 
comparison. This discrepancy is justified in light of the role of government in the management of 
the water resource as stipulated in the national water act of 1998. The National Water Act of 
1998 states that “national government is the public trustee of the nation‟s water resources” 
(RSA Act 36 of 1998:13). 
 
 Some of the stakeholders, namely the DWA, DLA, WfW and the GIB take on a more active role 
in management of the water resources. These are linked to practices that hold a direct bearing on 
the water and land resources that make up the catchment. Other stakeholders take on a more 
proactive role, such as is the case with the Algoa Water Study Group and the DA, these serve an 
advisory function to other key stakeholders with the intention of meeting the overarching 
objective of optimizing management in the catchment. Finally, the water users who are also 
identified as stakeholders take on a more associative role as their interaction with the land and 
water resources that make up the catchment will ultimately impact on the resources themselves. 
Their significance can therefore not be taken lightly. Take for instance the water quotas for the 
municipalities of Patensie and Hankey which according to Jansen (2008) is 87 8000 m
3
. The 
actual water use is approximately 44 1400 m
3
, hence there are no shortages expected in the near 
future. The main user of domestic water however is the NMBM. Its present quota is documented 
by Jansen (2008) as 23 million m
3
per annum. Jansen (2008) further states that the actual delivery 
of water to the NMBM was on average 20.2 million m
3
 per year (22.5 million m
3
 in 1999/2000) 
and it is expected that presently the entire quota is being used. At present the Kouga Dam 
supplies approximately 38% of the requirements by the NMBM (Joubert, 2012). The population 
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of the metropolis is however expected to increase, some sources report a 100% increase in the 
next 10 years (Jansen, 2008), which will thus put an additional claim on the water resources. The 
NMBM will certainly have an economic interest to get more water from the Gamtoos River 
Catchment area and this can have various implications on the water resources in the catchment 
and the way in which the catchment is managed.   
 
Table 4.1: Breakdown of the roles and functions of the various stakeholders involved in ICM 
in the Gamtoos 
Stakeholder 
Role in ICM in the Gamtoos 
catchment 
Functionality 
DWA Government department. 
Licensing and abstracting control, water 
quality control and water allocation 
GIB Private organization 
Distribution of water, maintenance and 
operation of the Kouga dam and main 
siphons  
DA Government department 
The promotion of good agricultural 
practices 
NMBM Water user 
Allocated 28% of water for urban use 
which is channeled from the Loerie dam 
(a holding dam of the Kouga dam) 
WfW 
Government administered 
program 
The eradication of AIPs 
Algoa Water Study Group Private, collaborative organization Advisory to the DWA on water issues 
Farmers of the Gatoos 
Valley 
Water users Use water for irrigation and farming 
The towns of Hankey and 
Patensie 
Water users 
Allocated 2% of water from the 
catchment for domestic use 
DLA Government department 
Land allocation to farmers in the 
catchment area  
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4.3.1.1 The role of the Gamtoos Irrigation Board  
A site visit to the Gamtoos Valley in the Kouga Municipality yielded various discoveries which 
included achievements, opportunities and challenges for the GIB. Provided the large amount of 
information obtained about the GIB from the consultative interview that was undertaken with the 
CEO, a variety of secondary data sources and the consistent reference to the work of the board 
by other stakeholders the researcher saw it fit to provide a detailed account and discussion of the 
role of the GIB in ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment as it has been identified as such a 
crucial stakeholder. It is for this reason that the board has been singled out and discussed in detail 
in the following section.  
 
The GIB, established in 1992, is an entirely private institution in accordance with the water act of 
1998. Upon its establishment it entered into an agreement with the then Department of Water 
Affairs and Forestry for the maintenance and operation of the Gomtoos Government Water 
Scheme. It has now entered into a new agreement with the government for the maintenance of 
the Kouga Dam and main siphons. The GIB provides water to approximately 7440 ha of 
farmlands in the Eastern Cape Province which translate to approximately 250 farms. The board‟s 
area of jurisdiction is delineated as the land between the Kouga dam and the sea which is 
inclusive of all the irrigation that takes place along the banks of the Gamtoos River and the 
Indian Ocean. In addition to the irrigation water supplied to farmers the board also supplies water 
to the municipal areas of Hankey, Patensie and Port Elizabeth (PE). According to the CEO of the 
board, the core function of the board is the distribution of water which is allocated by the DWA 
as follows: 70% to the farmers, 28% of its water allocation is supplied to the NMBM and 2% to 
the municipalities of the towns of Hankey and Patensie. The quotas for the various water users 
are as follows:  
 
Irrigation: 59.3 million m
3
  
NMBM 23 million m
3
 
Patensie 428 000 m
3
 
Hankey 480 00m
3 
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Water is carried from the Kouga dam via a main canal and is channelled through to other 
locations by tunnels and siphons. This is how farmers receive their irrigation water. The Loerie 
dam serves as a storage dam for water from the Kouga dam. It has a storage capacity of 
3.4million m
3
 and supplies PE with some of its water (WIN-SA, 2011). The board sets the 
irrigation fee and this is where its main funding income comes from. The DWA sets the fee for 
the other water users. According to the CEO of the GIB, the rates charged to the NMBM are 
much higher than any other of the water users.   
 
The GIB has an efficient management structure which consists of a head, an official from the 
DWA, an official from the NMBM, 6 farmers and a head water control officer. It has eleven 
people working from the head office. 28 water control officers work for the board and do the 
work of going into the field, checking for leaks in the pipes, doing water readings and general 
maintenance activities. Water quality is assessed weekly by employees of the board and this 
includes tests for salts, herbicides, pesticides, pH, nitrates, phosphates etcetera. The GIB attends 
the monthly meeting of the farmers‟ association in order to gain awareness of the farmers‟ main 
concerns regarding water availability and use. This serves as a means of stakeholder participation 
and co-operation. The board also performs the work of an implementing agent for various 
government projects such as WfW, Working for Wetlands and Working for Roads. The board 
works hand in hand with these organisations in projects such as building of weirs and gabians in 
order to improve the water filtration process, rehabilitate wetlands and the removal of alien 
invasive plants.  
 
The board accounts for its involvement in a total of 25 social development programs which are in 
essence poverty relief programs designed to uplift, educate and generate employment in the EC. 
These projects are achieved through a community and landowner-driven approach. This holistic 
approach and generation of social upliftment is believed to favourably bolster the successes of 
water conservation and water demand management initiatives in the Gamtoos River Catchment. 
The projects total more than R65 million in value and it is apparent that due to the GIB‟s 
meticulous implementation of these projects the number of projects awarded to it is increasing. 
The profits made from these projects assist the board in the maintenance of the scheme‟s 
infrastructure as well as subsidising farmer‟s levies to keep water costs down.  
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 Meeting irrigation needs  
The GIB promotes various practices to ensure water conservation and demand management 
measures. It is instantly noticeable that the GIB upholds very strict operating rules and will not 
allocate water over and above the allocations set at the beginning of the water year (a water year 
runs from the 1
st
 of June to the 30
th
 of July). Seeing as the same amount of water is allocated to 
all farmers regardless of the kind of farming that is practised, there is a need for farmers to be 
well acquainted with their irrigation requirements for their fields and to use the most efficient 
irrigation systems best suited for their specific agricultural practises. This is also very important 
because when farmers go beyond the scheduled quota on a year basis, the GIB „closes the 
water‟-that is, the amount per hectare (Joubert, 2012). When a user‟s gate valve/s has to be 
closed as a result of non-payment of the water resource management levy (a monthly levy that 
every farmer is expected to pa) the board charges a fee of R630 to restore the supply after 
payment has been made. In the event of farmers running out of or poorly managing their 
allocation, a portion of a farmer‟s water allocation may be transferred to another farmer if excess 
water is available. A handling fee of 10% of the allocation cost however is charged to 
redistribute the allocation and to discourage this practice and ultimately compel farmers to plan 
more efficiently. Based on periodic statements of water use from the GIB, farmers use these to 
plan their cropping cycle for the next season based on water availability (Haigh, 2006). 
 
Most of the farmers base their irrigation requirements on experience as many of the farms have 
been operating for generations. Farmers have land that they use during winter and summer 
seasons while some land is left fallow for some months of the year as a means of laying it over in 
order to allow for the cultivation of certain other crops in other months of the year. Some of the 
farmers make use of consultants for information on how to schedule their water supply to meet 
their irrigation requirements. Tensiometers are used to measure soil moisture in order to aid in 
determining water requirements. The most predominant irrigation methods visible in the valley 
are centre pivots, mostly used in the vegetable pastures, drip and micro irrigation methods, 
mostly used for citrus farming, and permanent sprinklers used in the dairy pastures. According to 
Haigh (2006), farmers also utilise part borehole water besides the water from the Kouga dam. 
Canal water is mixed with borehole water at a ratio of 1:3 in order to reduce the salt level. In 
some instances, water is also abstracted from the tributaries into off channel storage dams.  
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At the establishment of the board in 1992, water distribution losses were at 22-23%. These losses 
have been reduced to 7.9% to date (WIN-SA, 2011). The GIB recently implemented water 
allocation cuts due to the extreme drought conditions that were experienced in the EC. In 2010 
water allocations were cut by 30% and in 2011 this figure was increased to 60% (Joubert, 2012). 
These cuts have had a notable impact on farmers in the area in the form of job and financial 
losses. Strict water conservation and demand management practices have subsequently been 
implemented.  
 
 Communication  
The GIB aims to have an open, approachable and transparent communication system with its 
stakeholders. According to Joubert (2012) the following methods are utilized by the board to 
maintain communication with water users (farmers):  
 
 Monthly breakdown of water use- that is, how much water they have used and how much 
of their allocation they have left  
 Newsletters and circulars with advice and tips on water management and planning 
 Personal phone calls 
 Farm visits and extension services  
 Bi-monthly meetings with farmers at the Gamtoos Agricultural Association. This is made 
up of the famers, a representative from the metro and a representative from the DWA. It 
is from these meetings that the management board is elected. 
 Annual general meeting for farmers  
 
An important communication tool currently being developed is the GIB interactive website 
where farmers will be able to access their information at any point in time, check their allocation 
status, real-time volumes and allocation pattern. The GIB is also developing a cell phone text 
message system to notify water users of this information, and additional information such as 
weather alerts.  
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 Budget expenditure  
The main objective of the GIB is to operate an efficient scheme limiting the total costs to the 
farmer (WIN-SA, 2011). From 1998 to date all water users are required to pay a water resource 
management levy as per the water act. One of the ways in which the board has managed its 
finances is by making use of services from the DWA as per agreement and levies. The GIB is 
required to pay a monthly consumptive levy to the DWA for the maintenance of the Kouga Dam 
and the main siphons in the irrigation scheme. In 2000 the board appointed consultants to 
conduct an infrastructural audit of the condition of the main canal, including siphons, tunnels and 
balancing dams, as well as the branch canals to the cost of R80 000. The GIB presented the 
findings of the audit to the DWA and as a result the DWA upgraded infrastructure to the value of 
R200 million.  One other means of managing finances that the GIB employs is to procure 
additional funding through external projects of which it is an implementing agent. Effective 
project management has ensured success and project proficiency thereby generating profits. The 
profit is distributed between future requirements, infrastructure maintenance and the 
subsidisation of levies charged to farmers. The board is able to currently subsidise 24% of the 
tariffs charged to farmers. These tariffs are raised in line with the needs of the scheme. Lastly the 
board ensures that an appropriate budget is made for operation and maintenance.  
 
Research Focus  
The GIB is also involved in a number of projects that have a strong research element. The board 
involves knowledgeable and trained professionals to carry out research in the catchment area 
which usually operate as trans-disciplinary teams. The teams are dynamic and flexible in 
developing innovative ways in which to implement projects. One example of such a team can be 
seen in the work of the Subtropical Thicket Rehabilitation Project (STRP) which is being carried 
out in conjunction with the Living Lands programme that is funded by the Dutch government. 
Living lands is a South African based NGO collaboratively working on creating living 
landscapes- that is, landscapes from which nature and people benefit (Munnink and de Vries, 
2011).  
 
The living lands programme is a subsector of the Dutch Presence Group (WIN-SA, 2011. 
PRESENCE which stands for Participatory Restoration of Ecosystem Services and Natural 
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Capital in the Eastern Cape is an international multi-stakeholder networking initiative (Munnink 
and de Vries, 2011). PRESENCE is active in forming mutually beneficial and synergistic 
partnerships for enabling landscape restoration in South Africa.  In the case of the STRP, the 
GIB has assisted in the planting of large areas of Spekboom.
 
Spekboom is known to have the 
ability to sequester large
 
amounts of carbon in the soil and thus the project looks at the feasibility 
of Spekboom restoration earning income via the carbon economy. This is aimed at rehabilitating 
the thicket that has been degraded through farming or over-grazing. The STRP has developed 
300 experimental plots in order to test best practices for growing and nurturing Spekboom 
thicket. The GIB involves itself in a number of these projects and as a result of the research 
carried out it is highly beneficial to the board in developing knowledge and expertise in the area. 
 
 4.3.1.2 Positioning the Gamtoos Irrigation Board in a framework of Integrated Catchment   
Management  
Given the background of the role of the GIB in the Gamtoos River Catchment it is evident that 
the board performs multiple functions and is a key stakeholder when relating these functions in 
the context of ICM. Although ICM does not appear in the Natianl Water Act, it is closely related 
to it by virtue of its connection to IWRM. ICM has been defined as “a management strategy that 
seeks to implement the principles of IWRM” (Pollard and du Toit, 2008: 672). IWRM is now the 
dominant paradigm for water management in both developed and developing countries. The 
DWA defines IWRM as being “ a process and a management strategy to achieve sustainable 
use of resources by all stakeholders at catchment, regional, national and international levels, 
while maintaining the characteristics and integrity of water resources at the catchment scale 
within agreed limits” (DWAF, 2003:4). The National Water Act of 1998 outlines the 
fundamental principle that underpins the notion of IWRM as being that of striking the balance 
between the management of the water resource so as to meet environmental, social and economic 
needs (DWAF, 2003). In light of this understanding, the following section will explore the role 
of the GIB in meeting environmental, social and economic needs in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment respectively. This will be considered within the context of managing the water 
resources in the catchment. 
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Environmental needs raise concern about the protection of the water resource in order to achieve 
sustainability and the GIB appears to be actively involved in attempts driven towards meeting 
this goal of sustainability. This can be concluded upon consideration of the way in which the 
GIB addresses the main catchment issues that affect the water resource. According to the CEO of 
the GIB, these have been identified as the practise of poor farming methods, the presence of 
algae in the water, water losses from the canal through leakage and the presence of black fly. The 
GIB attends the monthly farmer‟s association meeting which provides a platform to 
communicate, share and educate about better farming practices. An innovative pricing and 
allocation strategy has been developed such that inefficient water use can be punished. This 
provides an incentive for conservation. The introduction of larvae into the water as a means of 
biological control to do away with the black fly problem is another active step towards the 
protection of the resource as well as the work of the water control officers who periodically 
check for leaks so that they can be fixed. 
 
In terms of economic needs, the issue of efficiency is often taken into consideration and in a 
similar manner as discussed above, the GIB has shown much active engagement in achieving 
this goal as well as a proactive approach towards attaining maximum efficiency. This is evident 
as the irrigation scheme is documented as being 85% efficient (Haigh, 2006). Water losses which 
includes loss through irrigation, farming and evaporation, have reduced from 18% to 4% in the 
last year (Joubert, 2012). The cause of this past rate has been attributed to the use of meters that 
produce inaccurate readings. Every three years the GIB tests meters for accuracy and new pipes 
have been placed which are approximately 2.2m below the ground and thus allow for more 
accurate readings. Joubert also reported that cleaning of canals from the build-up of sediment 
takes place every 2 weeks in an attempt towards making the system more efficient and new pipes 
now have a 40 year guarantee.  
 
Finally, social needs include the need for equitable distribution of the resource, public 
participation and the involvement of all stakeholders as well as transparency in the sharing of 
information. With regard to equity, the GIB appears to be achieving this goal to a lesser extent 
than it is the others. The fact that the board sets the irrigation fee and that all farmers are 
allocated the same amount of water for irrigation all year round sets the dairy farmers at task as 
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operating a dairy farm has greater water requirements that may exceed that of vegetable and 
citrus farming. Seeing as water is not only needed to irrigate pastures so that cattle can graze, but 
cattle also need water for drinking, approximately 200l of water per cattle per day, and an 
additional amount of water is needed for cleaning and washing, this can easily come up to 
roughly 1200m
3
 of water per hectare for a year (Gerber, 2012). In addition to this, the irrigation 
scheme which is now managed by the GIB was not based on sound financial principles when it 
began under the governance of the old apartheid government but rather on political and other 
considerations (Haigh, 2006). This is evident in the water pricing structure which is based only 
on covering the operational costs and no capital investment. According to Haigh (2006:9), “the 
cost of scheme construction has never been transferred back to the farmers who reap economic 
benefit from the initial government investment”. With regard to public participation and 
information sharing, some effort has been made by the board as there is regular contact with the 
farmers who are the chief water users in the area. There appears however to be room for 
improvement as there has been less of a focus on forums which include water users outside of 
the farming community such as the towns of Hankey and Patensie. 
 
In essence ICM seeks to take on a holistic view of how land use will affect the water resource in 
terms of both quantity and quality. The GIB fulfils the role of an agency for ICM in a prominent 
way as it works hand in hand with WfW and other government programs of which it plays the 
role of an implementing agent. It has worked to achieve a number of success stories within the 
region relating to wetland restoration and the clearing of alien invasive plant species. Since 
issues such as these pose a threat to both the quantity and quality of the water resource within the 
catchment, any attempts to manage them can be viewed as a step towards achieving ICM. 
Interestingly, the projects that the GIB has been involved with WfW in are aimed at creating jobs 
for the poorest of the poor (Joubert, 2012) as well as raising awareness and educating. Each of 
these aims is linked to public participation which is one of the goals of ICM.  
 
Drawing conclusions from the consultation made during the course of the site visit to the 
Gamtoos Valley, the GIB can be viewed as a progressive agent for ICM due to its involvement 
with other water management institutions as well as its proactive approach towards dealing with 
the main issues that affect the water resource within the catchment. It is a multi-functional 
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institution that has achieved a number of commendable successes in the protection of the water 
resources in the catchment, the efficient use of them and the involvement of different 
stakeholders which are all means by which the principles of ICM can be met.  
 
4.3.2 Stakeholder perspectives (Attitudes towards ICM)  
When asked to describe the management of the catchment the varying responses of interviewees 
suggests that each stakeholder holds a unique interpretation of what ICM is and this translates to 
their perceptions on the status quo regarding ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. The single 
most striking observation to emerge from the data comparison was the varying responses of the 
two most important stakeholders namely the DWA and the GIB. The first response of the CEO 
of the GIB was that “this kind of management does not exist in the catchment”. The interviewee 
went on to explain that the DWA is responsible for water resource management. This implicitly 
suggests that the conceptualization of ICM for the GIB is one that exclusively involves water. 
When a follow up question about what is understood by the phrase ICM was asked, it became 
apparent that the concept comes across as being very abstract. Though much of the work of the 
GIB which has already been detailed is to a great extent in line with the principles that frame 
ICM as a concept, it is evident that this particular stakeholder may not be cognizant of it.  
 
The response of the DWA to the question of catchment management on the other hand also 
reflected some variance. Two officials from two different directorates of the department were 
asked the same question and based on the answers provided it could be seen that even at a 
government level, the vagueness of the concept of ICM is a reality. The official from the 
directorate of water use regulation was of the opinion that the management of the water 
resources in the catchment was very good and commendable while the official from the 
directorate of institutional establishment stated that “due to the fact that there are water losses 
and there is no validation and verification of water use the current management situation is not 
so good and one cannot say that the catchment is being managed well. We still have a long way 
to go to get to that kind of management.”  This suggests that there is a gap in terms of 
understanding what ICM is.  
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The official from the NMBM who was interviewed alluded to the national water act of 1998 as 
being the backdrop for any kind of management of water resources and that it is necessary to 
comprehend what the Act stipulates in order to makes sense of the state of management in any 
catchment. According to the same source, ICM can therefore only be understood within this 
context. 
 
Finally the attitude of the farmers towards the notion of ICM is one that relates to their personal 
experiences in managing the water allocated to them to meet their farming needs. Whether the 
farmer practices dairy farming, as is the case of the farmer whose farm was visited during the site 
visit, or cash crop farming which is dominant in the Gamtoos Valley (52% of the farmland in the 
Gamtoos Valley consists of cash crops according to WIN-SA 2011), it is the farmers‟ 
responsibility to develop more efficient methods for the use of water. To the farmer, this is ICM. 
The fact that different stakeholders move from a different premise of understanding towards 
decision making and action creates an environment where it is possible that ideals will ultimately 
not be met. Though it may be argued that a diversity of perceptions may foster creativity in 
approaches to addressing catchment management issues however the need for uniformity in 
fundamental understanding amongst all stakeholders can aid in fostering collaboration which in 
itself is necessary for ICM.  
 
4.3.3 Objectives  
Using the global analysis method employed for the current study, it was discovered that 
numerous objectives for ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment exist. These objectives 
correspond to the different perceptions of ICM reflected by the different stakeholders thus far 
identified and discussed. The thematic network depicted in Figure 4.3 is used to illustrate the key 
themes in which the main objectives of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment are anchored.  The 
Organizing Theme multiplicity of objectives pertains to the fundamental reality of the status quo 
regarding ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment as characterized by interview participants and 
these are linked to a host of Basic Themes that are in essence the objectives themselves. 
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Figure 4.3: Thematic network for objectives of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment 
 
Seeing as the GIB has been identified as an implementing agent of ICM in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment it is logical to address the main objectives of the board as objectives for ICM. 
According to WIN-SA (2011) the main objective of the board is to operate an efficient scheme 
that limits the total costs to the farmers. One of the ways in which this is accomplished is through 
measuring the water. According to the CEO of the GIB, the distinguishing characteristic of the 
GIB which has also characterized its relatively better success rate in comparison to other similar 
structures elsewhere in the country is its commitment to measuring water. This is evidently an 
important function to execute as it allows for decision makers and water users alike to have a 
better grasp on how to best manage the water resources in the catchment. In the CEO‟s own 
words “if you do not measure the water, how can you determine your losses”? The GIB has been 
able to reduce water distribution losses to 7.9% to date from a documented 22-23% at the time of 
the establishment of the board in 1992 (WIN-SA, 2011). 
 
Du Toit (2005) suggests that in order for the implementation of ICM to be a success it is 
fundamental that responses to any kind of initiative be context specific, locally driven and reflect 
the environmental, socio-political and economic realities of a particular catchment. This provides 
somewhat of a framework in which the implementation of ICM in any catchment can be 
explored. In the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment, it is interesting to note that the issue of 
objectives for management as discussed with key stakeholders were all related to the challenges 
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that exist in the catchment. Respondents approached the question of what the main objectives of 
ICM are in a similar manner. Challenges were identified first and then objectives were discussed 
which suggests that the intrinsic contextual needs will motivate objectives.   
 
The DWA identified the main objective of ICM in the catchment as follows: “to stabilize the 
yield of the Kouga Dam and to even improve it where possible” seeing as the Kouga Dam and its 
main canal supply water for irrigation in the catchment area as well as for domestic and 
industrial use for the NMBM and the towns of Hankey and Pantensie (Kama, 2012). With the 
catchment area‟s history of periodic flood events, it is necessary to keep the dam at a level that 
minimizes overflow after rainfall as water is lost downstream. Beside this main objective, there 
were three other specific objectives that were raised by the officials of the DWA namely: a) 
proper control of water abstraction b) to sustain good water quality by proper management of 
effluent and c) the eradication of alien invasive plant species to improve water quantity, base 
flow and water quality.  According to the GIB, the main challenges impacting the catchment at 
this point in time are severe drought and the accompanying water restrictions and alien invasive 
species in the Gamtoos River. These challenges have diffused into the objectives of management 
for the board.  
 
4.3.3.1 Meeting Objectives  
In response to the challenges raised and their accompanying objectives the following 
collaborative efforts have been employed in order to address the current situation in the 
catchment.  
 
 Stabilizing the yield of the Kouga Dam  
This is accomplished through controlling the level at which the dam is kept full considering the 
impact that periodic flood events can have. The same practice is employed for the associated 
Loerie holding dam. The Loerie Dam which supplies PE with its water allocation currently has a 
40% restriction. In previous years the dam, at the request of the city of PE and the DWA, was 
kept at about 70% full however heavy rainfall would cause the dam to overflow and lose water 
downstream. The GIB now retains the Loerie Dam at 40-45% which ensures water does not 
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overflow. Since the initiation of this system in 2009 approximately 2 million m
3
 of water has 
been retained. That is over 10% of PE‟s current water allocation (Joubert, 2012).   
 
 Proper control of water abstraction 
The role of the GIB in measuring water has already been mentioned and this can be viewed as a 
means to meeting this all important objective.  One of the ways in which the board has worked to 
ensure that all water abstracted from the scheme is properly accounted for is through the removal 
of separate domestic points. According to WIN-SA (2011) until about 5 years ago the GIB had 
many domestic points on the scheme. The DWA has specifications for standard supply points for 
domestic or animal consumption. This water was not metered and there was also a high instance 
of water wastage along with general reluctance to repair leaks. The GIB has since phased these 
domestic points out by instructing farmers to utilize some of their irrigation water for domestic 
needs. By doing this, the board has saved an estimated 1 million m
3 
per annum. According to the 
CEO of the GIB it is likely that there are hundreds or perhaps thousands of these unmetered 
domestic points on other schemes.  
 
 Good management of effluent into rivers  
The National Water Act of 1998 states that the protection of the quality of water resources is 
necessary to ensure sustainability of the nation‟s water resources in the interest of all water users. 
The act further states that, the purpose of the resource quality objectives is to establish clear 
goals relating to the quality of the relevant water resources (NWA, 1998:24). In determining 
resource quality objectives a balance must be sought between the need to protect and sustain 
water resources on the one hand and the need to develop and use them on the other. In the case 
of the Gamtoos River Catchment the DWA delegates the management of effluent to the local 
municipalities (Kama, 2012). There was no detail provided as to how this responsibility is 
followed through at a municipal level and what methods are employed in doing so. Water quality 
is assessed weekly by employees of the board and this includes tests for salts, herbicides, 
pesticides, pH, nitrates, phosphates etc. (Joubert, 2012). According to the GIB the water that is 
distributed to the NMBM (28%) is raw water of which the municipality is responsible for 
purification (WIN-SA, 2011).  
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 Eradication of Alien Invasive Plant Species  
AIPs jeopardise water quality and quantity as well as base flow. Through Expanded Public 
Works Programs (EPWP) the GIB has managed to combat the issue of AIPs in the catchment 
through their removal in collaboration with Working for Water (WIN-SA, 2011). Not only do 
these programs directly address the objective of eradicating AIPs but they also play an active 
role in social development as they are designed to uplift, educate and generate employment for 
the poorest of the poor (Joubert, 2012).  
 
4.3.4 Policy  
In all the interviews conducted with stakeholders it was reiterated that the National Water Act 
(NWA) of 1998 is the main policy document that informs any kind of management, use, 
development and protection of water resources in the catchment area. The NWA of 1998 is 
widely considered to be one of the world‟s most progressive water policies on paper (Motteux 
and Pollard, 2001; Francis, 2005; Du toit, 2005) and is the principle legal instrument relating to 
water resources which has fundamentally transformed the nature of water management in the 
country. The reason for the Act‟s renowned progressiveness can be accounted to the conditions 
under which it came to be. According to Francis (2005) the newly elected democratic 
government of 1994 identified a critical need to expand water access to the masses in order to 
improve the socioeconomic conditions of the population, and in recognition that existing water 
laws were incapable of permitting such change. The government passed a series of statutes that 
radically restructured the underlying legal framework for access to water in South Africa. The 
purpose of the NWA reflects the human rights principles embedded in the country‟s Constitution  
including “meeting the basic human needs of present and future generations”, “promoting 
equitable access to water” and “redressing the results of past discrimination” (NWA, 1998:15).  
The reformation of the nation‟s water laws which took place around the time period after the 
year 1994 to the year 1998 coincided with a period of time when globally there was a move 
towards implementing more sustainable approaches to management of water resources as an 
outcome of the monumental Earth Summit in Rio de Janerio in 1992. The Earth Summit 
identified the emerging global water resources problems and called for fundamental new 
approaches to the assessment, development and management of freshwater resources (INPIM, 
2011). One of the resolutions from the conference was that these approaches can be brought 
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about through involvement from the highest levels of government to the smallest communities. 
According to the INPIM (2011) substantial legislative and institutional changes are an avenue 
through which this involvement needs to be backed. The NWA was therefore formulated at an 
advantageous and opportune time in the context of a globally water resource management 
conscious environment. 
 
In the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment, the interplay between the NWA and the 
management that is taking place on the ground can be seen in various ways. The work of the GIB 
as an implementing agent is one of the ways in which this is evident. The act recognises the need 
for the integrated management of all aspects of water resources and, where appropriate, the 
delegation of management functions to a regional or catchment level so as to enable everyone to 
participate (NWA, 1998). The GIB is aware that according to the NWA all irrigation boards 
must be transformed into water user associations (WUAs) and has identified this as a 
responsibility of the DWA to facilitate (WIN-SA, 2011). According to the GIB, the DWA “is 
only getting it right now” (Joubert, 2012) referring to the process of converting the GIB into a 
WUA, suggesting that this has been a long standing and on-going effort which may not have 
achieved success in the past. One other way in which the suggested interplay is evident is in the 
identification of the need to address the management of effluent in river water as highlighted by 
an official of the DWA in the interview process. Although the strategy that has been employed at 
a catchment level directed at addressing this was not disclosed in much detail, the fact that it is 
recognized as necessary links directly to the value of water quality which is embedded in the 
NWA. The NWA recognises the protection of the quality of water resources as necessary to 
ensure sustainability of the nation‟s water resources in the interest of all water users (NWA, 
1998). Lastly the NWA recognises a single national water right, called the Reserve, which is 
designed to satisfy the constitutional mandate to protect basic human needs and the environment 
by setting aside enough water to sustain functioning ecosystems and to provide each person with 
sufficient water for drinking, food preparation, and personal hygiene, which has subsequently 
been quantified as a minimum of 25 l of water per day (NWA, 1998). At the moment the GIB 
does not address the Reserve but has intensions to in the near future, this is currently seen as the 
duty of the DWA (Joubert, 2012).  
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4.3.5 Timeframe  
The overall response from the various stakeholders interviewed regarding the question of 
timeframe in which current ICM is operating, was that there is no set timeframe. Management 
objectives are seemingly on going with no particular time goal in place in which to accomplish 
them. Since it has been established that the intrinsic contextual needs of the catchment will 
determine the management objectives, this creates a situation where the responses to needs and 
their corresponding urgency will arise as the needs are individually identified. The timeframe for 
the implementation of ICM is therefore context specific. The unique situation of the Gamtoos 
catchment which is characterised by periodic drought and flood events has often necessitated 
immediate, management approaches. The implementation of water restrictions, such as those 
implemented during the drought period of the year 2010 had implications for all the water end 
users and serves as an example to illustrate how the above concept of contextual management 
responses is put to practise. In this instance, the timeframe was specified based on the drought 
and projections for its duration.  
 
4.3.6 Challenges  
Using a global analysis method, the following thematic network (Fig 4.4) was developed 
bringing to light a host of challenges to implementation that are realities of the Gamtoos River 
Catchment. The two main Organising Themes namely “challenges are context specific” and 
“diversity of challenges” reflect the two abiding themes that pertain to the challenges that exist 
in the catchment and how they are identified. The issue of context specific challenges is one that 
has been previously discussed in brief as it relates to context specific objectives. It was observed 
that responses to challenges are what inform objectives and that the challenges that exist are ones 
that are characterised by the unique geographical, socio-economic and environmental situation 
that is within the boundaries of the delineated catchment area. These challenges all ultimately 
have an impact on the implementation of ICM in the catchment. 
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Figure 4.4: Thematic network for challenges to implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment  
 
The Basic Themes associated with the two umbrella Organising Themes were established mainly 
with the aid of text segments from interview data as well as secondary sources of information 
made available from the GIB in the form of the Water Information Network of South Africa‟s 
(WIN-SA) lesson series publication on the GIB. These themes represent the main challenges that 
are particular to the Gamtoos River Catchment and are listed as follows: appointing professional 
service providers for verification of water use, measuring abstraction in a sustainable way, 
uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas, bad agricultural practices, alien invasive plants in the 
Gamtoos River, severe drought accompanied by water restrictions, converting the GIB into a 
WUA and establishing a CMA, contractual agreements between the DWA and the GIB for the 
maintenance of infrastructure and meeting water needs in an equitable manner.  
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 Lack of professional service providers for the validation and verification of water use 
According to the DWA this is currently the biggest challenge to achieving the objectives of ICM 
in the catchment (Kama, 2012). The department recognises that it is their responsibility to ensure 
that all abstraction of water is measured in a sustainable way. This is important as the 
measurement of abstraction is what will make it possible to know what losses have been incurred 
and therefore what efforts need to be administered in order to mitigate the effects and improve 
overall management. The long standing arrangement of the past has been that water allocations 
are done by the DWA and distribution by the GIB (Joubert, 2012). The DWA appear to be 
experiencing difficulties in doing this effectively as it was highlighted by both key stakeholders 
that there is a significant insufficient abstraction control on the part of the DWA. According to 
the deputy director from the directorate of institutional establishment “the DWA is in the process 
of appointing consultants to verify water registrations” (Kama, 2012). This is a problem that 
necessitates communication and collaboration with the GIB as the board can be instrumental in 
mitigating the problem and its effects.  
 
There is a need to maintain infrastructure used for abstraction, addressing issues of leaks and 
other damages which can compromise the proper measurement of abstraction and result in some 
of the water losses being unaccounted for. The GIB displays its instrumentality in this regard by 
way of its approach to infrastructural maintenance which is a major priority for the board. 
According to WIN-SA (2011) when planning budget expenditure the GIB maintains a strong 
focus on operation and maintenance aspects.  
 
Experience on the part of the GIB has shown the leaks and damages left unattended are 
ultimately more costly and difficult to repair, increasing the cost to the farmer. In worse case 
scenarios other schemes neglected maintenance to such a degree that they are unable afford 
refurbishment. This ultimately puts the responsibility on government who then have to rescue 
schemes, incurring great costs and over extension of budgets (Du toit, 2005). Firm contractual 
agreements should be in place between the GIB and the DWA to enable the department to guide 
and monitor budgets for effective maintenance of infrastructure. It is therefore imperative that 
sufficient budgeting is put in place for the maintenance of infrastructure. Tariffs should be raised 
accordingly with the demands of the maintenance costs, at a minimum with inflation.  
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 Uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas and bad agricultural practices  
As it has been described the Gamtoos Valley, which falls within the catchment area, is largely 
associated with commercial agriculture. According to WIN-SA (2011) 38% of farmland in the 
Gamtoos Valley consists of citrus, 52% consists of cash crops and  a mere 10% consists of maize 
and lucerne as it is generally discouraged due to high water consumption. In interviews 
conducted with officials from the DWA the department accounts the challenge of insufficient 
abstraction control discussed above to the uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas and bad 
agricultural practices over a period of many years. According to Raymer (2008) irrigation in the 
Gamtoos Valley started around the 1840‟s. The systems were very complex and a large amount 
of water was wasted with temporary dams frequently being damaged during floods. Due to the 
precarious conditions in the Gamtoos Valley with regard to water availability, farmers have 
developed more water efficient methods for irrigation over the years. This has been 
accomplished with the aid of the GIB and advice from the Department of Agriculture (DA). One 
of the methods employed has been the predominant replacement of flood irrigation with drip 
irrigation which has resulted in substantial water savings per hectare and farmers utilizing their 
water allocations more efficiently. Irrigation specialists, either private or from the DA, are 
consulted by the farmers in order to determine and implement only the best suited irrigation 
practices for maximum water conservation and demand management. Some of the methods used 
by farmers to promote this include drip lines, probes and repeaters, micro-irrigation, intensive 
monitoring (daily checks, consultant services and online monitoring), organic material used on 
soil under trees, pruning, crop rotation, removal of wind breaks, intensive maintenance (flushing 
of drip lines) and optimal placement of irrigation outlets (WIN-SA, 2011).  
 
 Emerging Farmers  
It has come to the attention of the DWA and the GIB in recent years that many of the resource–
poor farmers have failed to manage and pay for their water allocations and this will have 
implications on the overall status quo for ICM. There is therefore a need to investigate the 
reasons for this failure so as to explore ways to change the situation. According to WIN-SA 
(2011) a meeting was held on the 31
st
 of March 2011 with small emerging farmers, also known 
as land reform farmers, and the DWA at a Community Hall in Hankey, Eastern Cape to discuss 
the issues being experienced by the farmers and the role of the GIB. Farmers in the workshop 
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were all given the opportunity to give their overall experiences of farming to date, and what 
particular challenges they face being a small farmer in the Gamtoos Valley. Through various 
discussions it became apparent that many of the issues relate to lack of coordination between 
government departments, namely the DWA, the Eastern Cape DA, and the Eastern Cape 
Department of Rural Development and Agrarian Reform. According to the DWA problems 
concerning water have to do with either the slow backlog of water licenses being issued from 
DWA or that the land provided to small emerging farmers has no water allocation and often a 
multitude of other leasing issues (Kama, 2012). Another factor brought up in the meeting was 
that various applications for funding grants for machinery have also not been awarded and 
although it is unclear as to how viable these claims are, what remains evident is that there is not 
enough feedback and clarity from government and a general lack of interaction between farmers 
and government departments. The general sentiment is that small/emerging farmers feel that they 
are being neglected and the meeting made it apparent that various problems need to be addressed 
by government departments together and not in isolation.  
 
 Alien Invasive Plant Species in the Gamtoos River  
The presence of AIPs in the Gamtoos River has been identified by the key stakeholders amongst 
the biggest problems that the catchment is facing. This is not an unfamiliar problem in South 
African catchments, as South Africa has one of the biggest problems with alien plant invasions 
of any country in the world (Richardson and Van Wilgen, 2004). AIPs will compromise the 
quantity and quality of the water resource as they have the ability to transform ecosystems. 
Richardson and Van Wilgen (2004) explain that the altering of ecosystems by AIPs can take 
place by either one or a combination of the following ways: by using excessive amounts of 
resources (notably water, light and oxygen), by adding resources (notably nitrogen), by 
promoting or suppressing fire, by stabilizing sand movement and/or promoting erosion by 
accumulating litter or by accumulating or redistributing salt. Such changes potentially alter the 
flow, availability or quality of nutrient resources in biogeochemical cycles and they alter 
physical resources such as habitat, sediment, light and water.  If overlooked the existence and 
increase of AIPs in the water system can have detrimental implications on the water resource 
which can subsequently create a situation where management becomes difficult. It is therefore 
necessary to address this issue with urgency and tact. The GIB has played a visible role in doing 
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so through the collaborative efforts with WfW to remove AIPs. The eradication of alien and 
other unwanted water-thirsty vegetation in the environment through the WfW program has 
proven to save approximately 25% to 30% of the run off in catchments in South Africa 
(Pansegrouew, 2005).  The GIB reports that the Gamtoos River bed is kept continuously clear of 
alien vegetation using ex-WfW contractors at a cost of R180 000 per annum (Joubert, 2012).  
 
 Severe drought episodes  
The Gamtoos River Catchment is known to experience severe drought periods which have 
implications on the water resource and often necessitate water restrictions. One example of this 
can be taken from the implemented water allocation cuts due to the extreme drought conditions 
that were recently experienced in the Eastern Cape. In 2010 water allocations were cut by 30% 
and in 2011 this figure was increased to 60% in response to the severity of the drought 
conditions. The cuts have had a notable impact on farmers in the area (Joubert, 2012). These 
require the implementation of strict water conservation and demand management practices 
(WIN-SA, 2012) which prompt all water users to consider the new ways of using their water 
allocations to meet their needs. According to the official from the NMBM these water 
restrictions also impact the residents of the city of PE as they extend to the metro as well. The 
year 2010 saw PE having to introduce water restriction practices to its residence so as to adapt to 
the prevalent drought conditions. This was an endeavour that “is easier said than done” 
(Gronewald, 2012). According to the CEO of the GIB the Algoa Water Study Group, comprised 
of himself, a representative from the metro and consultants from the DWA, has been functioning 
for the past 6 years and serves the purpose of advising the minister of water affairs on the state of 
water in the region and to recommend future actions. It is from this advisory body that the 
guidelines for restrictions are first suggested before being officiated by the government through 
the DWA.  
 
 Converting the GIB into a Water User Association and establishing a CMA 
In interviewing the CEO of the GIB the issue of the interplay between the NWA with reference 
to Water User Associations (WUAs) and the work of the GIB was discussed. The GIB 
recognises that according to the act all irrigation boards must be transformed into WUAs and this 
is something that has not yet been implemented in the case of the GIB. It was apparent through 
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the course of discussion in the interview that this is an on-going undertaking of which attempts 
have been made. The CEO expressed the opinion that as this is a venture that the DWA needs to 
facilitate and that despite concerted efforts in the past “they are only getting it right now”.  The 
CEO further explained that what will characterise the main difference between the GIB and the 
future WUA will be in the constitution of the board which should ideally include women, 
resources poor/emerging farmers and other previously disenfranchised members of the 
catchment community. The composition of the management board would therefore be the main 
area of change whereas the functionality of the board would carry on as it has been up until now. 
According to the DWA an interim committee has been elected from the community to come up 
with a constitution that will govern the future WUA, however details of when the actual 
conversion is to take place where not provided as no such date has been agreed upon yet.  
Interview responses from the officials of the DWA gave evidence to suggest that this is generally 
viewed as a process which can only be achieved through sequential steps and that the ultimate 
goal of having a WUA for the Gamtoos River Catchment is currently still far from being 
reached. The move towards the conversion of the GIB into a WAU is backed by the NWA of 
1998. According to the act “existing irrigation boards, subterranean water control boards and 
water boards established for stock watering purposes will continue in operation until they are 
restructured as WUAs” (NWA, 1998:50). 
 
The Act describes the function of a WUA as follows: “Although water user associations are 
water management institutions their primary purpose, unlike catchment management agencies, is 
not water management. They operate at a restricted localised level, and are in effect co-operative 
associations of individual water users who wish to undertake water related activities for their 
mutual benefit. A water user association may exercise management powers and duties only if 
and to the extent these have been assigned or delegated to it” (NWA, 1998:72). Finally the Act 
states that the functions of a WUA depend on its approved constitution, which can be expected to 
conform to a large extent to the model constitution in Schedule 5 of the same Act which makes 
detailed provisions for the management and operation of WUAs. This qualifies the current 
activity involving the interim committee that is presently formulating a constitution.  According 
to the  NWA WUAs  must operate within the  broader framework of national policy and 
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standards, particularly the National Water Resource Strategy (NWRS) and it is thus crucial that 
this is considered upon the formulation of  the constitution.  
 
 Meeting water needs  
The challenge of meeting water needs is encapsulated in the goal of meeting social needs as one 
of the principles of ICM. Social needs include the need for equitable distribution of the water 
resource to users amongst other things. In the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment, achieving 
this ideal has not been without its unique challenges. The GIB maintains a very strict adherence 
to set allocations. The same amount of water for irrigation all year round is allocated to all 
farmers and as previously mentioned this becomes a challenge for farmers who practises dairy 
farming in the catchment. It was discovered that due to the water needs of cattle a dairy farm has 
greater water requirements than that of a vegetable or citrus farm. This means that dairy farmers 
have to explore various means of meeting their water requirements to keep their farms running. 
As much as the strict water allocations may cause an inconvenience to some farmers, there are 
potentially far greater repercussions to the adjustment of set allocations that would render the 
management situation somewhat unmanageable.  
 
4.3.7 Vision for the future  
The GIB is of the opinion that “the catchment needs to be better organised and that there is still 
room for improvement on what has already been implemented. There is an evident gap between 
the ideals of ICM as stipulated in theory and policy and what is being practiced on the ground. 
The government needs to push towards bridging this gap” (Joubert, 2012). A similar view was 
reflected by a significant statement made by one of the DWA officials interviewed that “the 
department is preparing a process of managing water resources at a catchment level” (Kama, 
2012). This statement suggests that the said process of managing water resources at a catchment 
level is not currently in place. This raises a question as to how best the current management 
situation can be described given regard to the various management practices that have been 
discussed in this section. In terms of the vision for the future of the catchment as seen in the light 
of the stakeholders interviewed a unanimous desire to see the conversion of the GIB into a WUA 
coming into fruition was expressed. This is seen as a long term goal. Apart from this, the DWA 
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would also like to see establishment of Catchment Management Agencies (CMAs) for the 
catchment as explained in the NWA of 1998 (Kama, 2012).  
According to the NWA the purpose of establishing these agencies is to delegate water resource 
management to the regional or catchment level and to involve local communities, within the 
framework of the NWRS. Whilst the ultimate aim is to establish CMAs for all water 
management areas in the country, the Minister acts as the CMA where one has not been 
established (NWA, 1998:44). The Act further states that “a CMA may be established for a 
specific water management area, after public consultation, on the initiative of the community 
and stakeholders concerned” (NWA, 1998:44). It is interesting to note that the act also includes 
a proviso which illuminates the current case of the Gamtoos River Catchment. According to the 
NWA where the necessary capacity does not exist to establish a CMA, an advisory committee 
may be appointed to develop the necessary capacity as a first step towards establishing an 
agency. The existence of the Algoa Water Study Group serve as valid representation of the kind 
of advisory committee stipulated in the act and thus suggests that there is some progress with 
regard to achieving the future goals for the catchment.  
 
4.4 Challenges to implementation  
Until thus far in the discourse of this chapter the unique challenges to the implementation of ICM 
in the Gamtoos River Catchment have been identified as a component of the status quo for ICM 
in the catchment. In achieving this, the following objective for the current study has been met: to 
identify and explore existing management practices and trends. The next objective of the study is 
twofold, it seeks first to “identify what are the main problems influencing implementation in the 
area” and secondly to find out “to what extent these problems exist”. The work of analysis using 
a global analysis method has identified all of the challenges that exist and the researcher has 
attempted to explain the nature of these challenges. In order to respond to the second part of the 
objective- that is, to determine to what extent these challenges exist, the learning scenarios 
generated from the interview data and theory were consulted. Each individual challenge was 
revisited and assessed within the framework of the three learning scenarios for ICM in the 
Gamtoos River Catchment as part of the grounded theory analysis process in order to ultimately 
arrive at emergent theories. This was an inductive process. The researcher‟s main focus was on 
highlighting the causes, conditions and consequences of each of the challenges to 
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implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment as components of the theoretical 
framework that was developed from the process. The main aim of this process of grounded 
theory analysis was as Henning et al. (2004) explain to convert concrete realities into conceptual 
understandings of them. Constant reference is made to the three learning scenarios described in 
chapter 3 as part of the iterative process of development which is characteristic of the Bellamy 
framework utilized in the study. The main challenges in the Gamtoos River Catchment have now 
been refined into five all-encompassing categories which are individually explored according to 
the above described method-that is, the application of learning scenarios, and detailed in the 
proceeding section in no specific order of significance. The reason why challenges have been 
singled out from the status quo regarding ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment is because the 
main aim of the study is said to explore implementation with a view towards challenges.  
 
4.4.1 Control of water abstraction and meeting water needs  
The issue of sufficiently controlling the amount of water that is abstracted from the Kouga Dam 
is one that boils down to the measurement of water. It is of utmost importance that the water 
involved is measured so that the subsequent allocation and distribution is best suited to meet the 
various demands on the water supply. In order to meet the water needs of all users, water must 
first be measured so that each drop can be accounted for and overall losses are minimised. 
Measuring of the water, which should be a responsibility of the DWA is carried out by the GIB 
who have achieved noteworthy success in doing so over time. On the one hand the DWA is 
reported to be struggling with the appointment of a professional service provider to do validation 
and verification of water use in order to ensure that all abstraction is measured in a sustainable 
way and this has been a long standing problem. On the other hand the GIB has achieved success 
in measuring water so as to reduce losses (from 23% in 1992 to 7.9% to date) through its strong 
commitment to maintenance of infrastructure. There is a strong focus on operation and 
maintenance in planning budget expenditure and infrastructural maintenance is a major priority 
for the GIB. The reason for this focus is based on past experiences where it was seen that when 
damages and leaks in the system are left unattended they eventually become more costly and 
difficult to repair which results in the cost to the end users being increased.  
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The DWA can therefore make the initiative to enter into contractual agreements with the GIB in 
order to guide and monitor budgets for effective maintenance of infrastructure. In so doing the 
department will ultimately arrive at better control of abstraction as they will be able to measure 
water and losses more efficiently and as a result determine allocations in such a way that the 
needs of all users are met. This necessitates continuous and transparent communication between 
the DWA and the GIB which relates to one of the principles of ICM. The GWP states that 
“transparency and accountability in water management decision-making are necessary features 
of sound water resource planning and management and therefore cannot be overlooked” 
(UNDP/GWP, 2004).  In the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment transparency would refer to 
the open and clearly specified agreement for the maintenance of infrastructure between the DWA 
and the GIB while accountability would refer to an understanding of roles of each of the 
stakeholders and a corresponding commitment to them.  
 
The three boxes in Figure 4.5 below present a ten point summary for each of the three developed 
learning scenarios for the Gamtoos River Catchment. The summaries provide a useful recap of 
the main elements that characterize each of the scenarios as a point of reference in the process of 
developing theory. In order to determine the extent to which the challenge of controlling 
abstraction and meeting the water needs of users is a reality in the Gamtoos River Catchment, it 
is assessed on the basis of which of the three scenarios it most closely resembles. In order to do 
this the causes, conditions and consequences of the challenge must be taken into consideration 
before being subsequently evaluated. In the case of the current challenge, using Table 4.3 to aid 
in visualizing links, it is evident that the challenge in consideration corresponds more closely to 
scenario 2 namely level of success with room for improvement as most of the main components 
of this challenge match the main elements of the selected scenario.  
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Scenario 1 (Optimal ICM): 
 Management at a catchment 
scale 
 High levels of transparency 
and accountability between 
decision makers 
 Good public participation 
 No drought or flood events 
 Legislation remains the 
same 
 High level of commitment to 
operation and infrastructural 
maintenance  
 Minimum water losses 
 Recovery of costs 
 Good irrigation and farming 
practices by farmers 
 Collaboration with external 
environmental groups 
Scenario 2 (Level of success 
with room for improvement): 
 Management at a 
catchment scale 
 Maintenance is 
compromised due to 
lack of firm contractual 
agreements between the 
DWA and the GIB 
 Transparency between 
decision makers and 
water users is poor 
 Poor knowledge and 
understanding of roles 
 Public participation 
depends on the public‟s 
awareness of catchment 
related issues  
Scenario 3 (Failure to 
implement ICM): 
 Major drought or flood 
events 
 Adjustment of allocations 
 Management is not as a 
catchment scale 
 Policy changes 
 Increases in farming activity 
 Increase in demand on the 
water supply 
 Lack of awareness of 
catchment related issues 
amongst water users 
 No public participation 
 No collaboration between 
stakeholders 
 No maintenance of 
infrastructure  
 
Figure 4.5: Summary of key elements of the three learning scenarios for the Gamtoos River 
Catchment 
 
Challenge: Controlling abstraction and meeting water needs                                                                 
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Table 4.2:  Breakdown of the challenge of controlling abstraction and meeting water needs   illustrating 
the link to scenario two 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4.2 Drought and accompanying water restrictions 
The problem of periodic, severe droughts in the region has historically had negative implications 
on all end users of the water resource, however more profoundly on the farmers of the Gamtoos 
Valley who need the water to meet their irrigation and farming needs. The fact that major flood 
and drought events cannot be avoided and their prediction is difficult means that the only way to 
deal with them is to mitigate their effects. The occurrence of severe droughts has been 
particularly singled out by majority of the stakeholders as a major problem within the catchment. 
The problem of droughts is not unique to the Gamtoos River Catchment as the entire Sub-
Saharan Africa, of which the catchment falls within, is a water stressed area prone to the 
experience of regular droughts and water shortages. This is backed by the UN, it is reported that 
 
Challenge : Controlling abstraction and 
meeting water needs   
Corresponding 
scenario 
Causes 
Difficulty in appointing professional service 
providers on behalf of the DWA  
Lack of firm contractual agreements between 
the DWA and the GIB for the maintenance of 
infrastructure 
Scenario 1 
Conditions 
The GIB direct a major focus on operational 
and infrastructural maintenance so as to reduce 
losses and cost incurred to end users           
An environment of continuous transparency 
and accountability and an understanding of 
individual roles still needs to be nurtured. 
Scenario 2 
Consequences 
The department can incur even greater losses if 
maintenance is overlooked as it may have to 
over-extend its budgets in future in order to 
rescue the board if the board is no longer able 
to afford maintenance and refurbishment. 
Scenario 3 
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Sub-Saharan Africa has the largest number of water stressed countries of any region in the world 
of which South Africa is one of them (UN-Water, 2007). Despite this context, the effect of the 
droughts in the Gamtoos River Catchment has unique, far reaching repercussions as there are 
multiple demands on the water supply as has already been highlighted throughout the discourse 
of the current study.  
 
The GIB has been known to take on an active role in addressing this challenge by tackling it 
head on through multiple water conservation and demand management initiatives. These 
initiatives involve collaborative efforts with various stakeholders such as researchers, NGOs 
such as Living Lands, government departments like the DA and the department of environmental 
affairs and the farmers of the Gamtoos valley. Many of these initiatives have an environmental 
focus, such as the previously metioned STRP, aimed at assisting the rehabilitation and 
development of ecosystems which incorporates a holistic viewpoint that “a healthy ecosystem 
means a healthy water system” (WIN-SA, 2011:10). Given the drought conditions, water 
restrictions have in the past been instigated, by the DWA, to deal with the situation. A 
noteworthy example of these restrictions is the recent cuts of the year 2011. According to the 
GIB, water allocations were cut by 60% in 2011 in response to the extreme drought conditions 
that were being experienced in the Eastern Cape (Joubert, 2012). The main users affected by 
these restrictions become the farmers as this has direct implications on their irrigation needs 
which translate to job losses and implications for retailers on a broader scale. Farmers in the 
Gamtoos Valley, through the guidance of the GIB, have resultantly employed a host of simple 
yet effective methods to manage their water in accordance to the availability of water which is 
highly restricted. These methods have been developed out of necessity and a proactive attitude 
that has been generated amongst the famers of the valley.   
 
In linking the challenge of droughts and their accompanying water restrictions to one of the three 
learning scenarios for the Gamtoos catchment it can be seen that unlike the former challenge of 
measuring abstraction, this challenge corresponds most closely to scenario 1. Upon consideration 
of the causes and conditions in which this challenge arises and the consequences that it entails 
(See Table 4.3) it is noteworthy that despite the fact that this challenge involves one of the main 
elements of the third scenario, namely the occurrence of a major event which in this case refers 
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to the prevalent droughts, it does not correspond to any of the other key characteristics of this 
scenario.  On the contrary, the case of the drought challenge in the Gamtoos River Catchment 
has a number of matching elements that are characteristic of the first scenario, namely optimal 
ICM. The fact that the responsive water conservation and demand management initiatives 
practiced are highly collaborative efforts reflects good stakeholder engagement. The 
collaborative efforts include initiatives with research groups, government departments and NGOs 
which can be viewed as secondary, environmental interest groups. The collective inputs allow 
for the farmers to implement good irrigation and farming practices which is also characteristic of 
the first scenario. Finally the involvement of the GIB has prompted a proactive attitude amongst 
the farmers of the valley which translates to good public participation. The holistic viewpoint to 
management which is inspired by an environmental focus inspires a management approach that 
is catchment centred all of which are also characteristic of scenario one. 
 
Table 4.3: Breakdown of the challenge of drought and accompanying water restrictions 
 
Challenge: Severe droughts and 
accompanying water restrictions 
Corresponding scenario 
Causes 
Unpredictable climatic conditions 
and weather patterns 
Scenario 1 
Conditions 
Restricted allocation of water 
The need for farming methods that 
promote water conservation 
And demand management 
Scenario 2 
Consequences 
Job losses for farm workers 
employed in the catchment 
Reduced yields and a significant 
disruption in the supply chain to 
retailers 
Scenario 3 
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4.4.3 Alien Invasive Plant Species  
The presence of AIPs in the Gamtoos River has been a marked problem that both the DWA and 
the GIB have identified as being highly significant to the catchment at large. The reason for this 
being that AIPs compromise on both the quantity and quality of water as well as base flow and 
therefore if not appropriately managed can have greater implications on all users. Given the 
multiple demands on the water supply in an already water stressed environment, reduced water 
availability due to AIPs will not create favourable conditions for management as water 
allocations can and may be affected. The GIB has strived to maintain strict operating rules and is 
known for its stringent adherence to set water allocations. This has prompted a sense of 
responsibility and commitment to efficient water management methods by the farmers of the 
valley who are the largest water users. In response to this challenge of AIPs in the Gamtoos 
River, which the GIB views as one of its main challenges (Joubert, 2012) the board has worked  
in collaboration with Working for Water (WfW) for their removal.  
 
The AIP eradication initiatives carried out in catchment area are aimed at tackling the problem so 
as to have a positive influence on the environment while creating jobs for local people in the 
process. This has been effective in the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment, as there has been 
reported decrease in AIPs in the Gamtoos River in the past four years (Joubert, 2012). 
Sustainability of such projects often comes as a great challenge and in the case of the Gamtoos 
River Catchment the GIB has adopted a particular focus on developing job sustainability in the 
region of its jurisdiction. An example of how this is implemented can be seen in the St Francis 
Bay Thatch Project where community members were involved in removing alien invasive 
vegetation on old, stabilised sand dunes which were replaced with Albertina thatch plants (WIN-
SA, 2011). Those employed for the project can now continue to generate an income from the 
thatch after project completion thus creating a means for them to be self-sufficient and fulfilling 
the end result of sustainability.  
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Table 4.4: Challenge of AIPs in the Gamtoos River illustrating link to scenario one 
Causes 
Limited control over growth and expansion 
of AIPs 
Scenario 1 
Conditions 
Can have detrimental impacts on the quality 
and quantity of water 
Altered ecosystems  
Creates a platform for job creation through 
their removal 
Scenario 2 
Consequences 
Difficulty in managing water resources if 
not dealt with in time  
New jobs for local community members 
Scenario 3 
 
Table 4.4 links the challenge of AIPs in the Gamtoos River to scenario 1 of the learning 
scenarios for the Gamtoos River Catchment. This is based on the fact that the collaboration 
between the GIB and WfW serves as an example of collaboration with external environmental 
commitment groups and good public participation which are both characteristic of scenario 1. 
The creation of jobs for locals also raises their awareness of catchment related issues and 
encourages a care for the environment while the commitment to job sustainability aids in 
uplifting the lives of the unemployed. These factors will have a positive influence on the 
approach to management as they are characteristic of one of the most important principles of 
ICM, namely public participation. According to the UNDP/GWP (2004) Public participation is 
necessary for effective water resource decision-making. It requires good public awareness and 
understanding so that participation is informed participation. This is because water is managed 
for the sole purpose of providing water to the people and the environment in which they live.  
 
4.4.4 Uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas and bad agricultural practices  
The DWA identified the issue of uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas over an extended 
period of time as a serious problem which has influenced management (Kama, 2012). According 
to Raymer (2008) irrigation slowly expanded between the year 1843 when farming first started to 
1957 when government first approved the Gamtoos River Government Water Scheme. This has 
since expanded to an even bigger irrigation area comprised of 250 farms to date(WIN-SA, 
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2011).Some of the farms are owned by emerging farmers, also sometimes referred to as land 
reform farmers. These farmers, usually resource poor, have been allocated land by the 
government through the Department of Land Affairs (DLA) in recent years (Joubert, 2012). 
Responses from field work raised attention to the plight of emerging farmers in the Gamtoos 
Valley and the strained relations between these farmers and the DWA. Through a recent meeting 
that was held with the emerging farmers and the department in the year 2011 it became evident 
that there is not enough feedback and clarity from government. A general lack of interaction 
between farmers and government department exists. The general sentiment of small, emerging 
farmers is that they are being neglected and due to the lack of assistance from the government, 
they are unable to exercise good irrigation practices and to manage their water in the most 
efficient of ways. WIN-SA (2011) has reported that there are some examples of successful 
partnerships between large commercial farmers in the valley and emerging ones. This needs to 
be explored to see how partnerships can be applied to other small emerging farmers. It is also 
reported by the same source that the GIB have assisted the emerging farmers on a number of 
occasions in laying pipelines, digging furrows, soil analysis and loaning tractors and pumping 
equipment free of charge. The GIB is willing to act as a mediator between the emerging farmers 
and the government departments. 
 
The GIB have made allowances for emerging farmers with various issues in order to alleviate the 
financial pressure that they often find themselves under. For example, when the gate valve/s of a 
farmer have to be closed as a result of non-payment, the GIB charges a fee of R630 to restore the 
supply after payment has been made. This does not however apply to emerging farmers. 
Likewise when farmers purchase water from another farmer‟s allocation, the GIB charges a 10% 
handling fee, this no longer applies to emerging farmers (Joubert, 2012). There is a clear need for 
the DWA to step in and push towards better collaboration with emerging farmers in order to 
optimise the general management of water resources in the catchment. If needs of emerging 
farmers are met, they too will be able to practice good water conservation and demand 
management practises that are generally typical of the farmers in the valley as has already been 
discussed.  
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There are a number of factors to this challenge that identify with scenario 2 of the learning 
scenarios for the Gamtoos River Catchment. According to this scenario public participation will 
depend on the public‟s awareness of catchment related issues and in the case of the Gamtoos 
River Catchment there appears to be a disparity between the involvement of well-established 
farmers and emerging farmers. Well established farmers practice good farming practices based 
on the necessity created by restrictions, the guidance and encouragement of the GIB and an 
increased awareness and understanding of catchment related issues while emerging farmers 
appear to be disadvantaged by the poor feedback from government. This brings to light the poor 
transparency between decision makers and water users which is a distinguishing element of 
scenario 2. Although it has been mentioned that a few examples exist of successful partnerships 
between well-established farmers and merging farmers, this is not the experience of all farmers 
and thus it can be concluded that there is room for improvement in this regard. Based on this 
reality it can be assumed that the poor relations between well-established and emerging farmers, 
which is an element of scenario 2, is a more accurate representation of the general catchment 
situation. The response to the challenge of uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas and bad 
agricultural practices in the Gamtoos River Catchment has therefore been tied to scenario 2 
(level of success with room for improvement) as is illustrated in Table 4.5 below.  
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Table 4.5: Breakdown of the challenge of uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas and bad 
agricultural practices illustrating the link to scenario 2 
 
 
It is important to note the role of government (in the capacity of the DLA) in the cause of the 
problem as presented in Table 4.5. The allocation of land to farmers in a catchment area that 
already has multiple demands on the water supply and a history of large scale farming that 
demands irrigation raises questions as to whether the different government departments, in this 
case the DWA and DLA, have good collaboration when it comes to addressing catchment 
management issues. The farmers of the Gamtoos Valley are the largest water users in the 
catchment (a 70% water allocation) and therefore any interaction with them and responses from 
their side are of a high significance. If agricultural practices are not sensitive to the goals of 
water conservation and demand management there can be greater implications on ICM. This 
highlights the necessity of management which incorporates the land use in the catchment area 
with water resource management as can be found in the guiding principles of ICM. According to 
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the UNDP/GWP (2004) water resources and the land that forms the catchment area must be 
integrated, in other words, planned and managed together. 
 
4.4.5 Converting the Gamtoos Irrigation Board into a WUA and establishing a CMA 
This challenge, as it has already been indicated in earlier discussion is not unique to the Gamtoos 
River Catchment alone. The NWA of 1998 requires all irrigation boards to be converted into 
WUAs and that CMAs be established in all of the nineteen water management areas that have 
been delineated for the country. According to the act one CMA is to be formed in each WMA 
with the responsibility for management of all aspects of water use and conservation within that 
WMA (RSA Act 36, 1998). In the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment, the GIB has been 
operating as an irrigation board since 1992 and has been carrying out multiple functions which 
relate to management of all aspects of water use and conservation. The board comes highly 
commended for the success that it has achieved in this regard. The DWA has identified the need 
to establish a CMA as one of its chief goals for the future of the catchment and interview 
responses suggest that the existence and functioning of a WUA as stipulated in the act is viewed 
as a step that should precede this. 
 
In the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment steps have been made towards accomplishing this 
task as an interim committee comprised of member elected from the community has been 
recently appointed to come up with a constitution for the future WUA. It has been noted that the 
fundamental difference between the current GIB and the anticipated WUA will be in the 
constitution of the management board. CMAs will have to ensure that equity and social justice 
are achieved within ecological limits if they are to meet the full requirements of the NWA 
(Redgers et al., 200). In the case of the Gamtoos this translates to the inclusion of women and 
resource poor farmers amongst other key stakeholders (Joubert, 2012). Interview responses did 
not provide a set time goal by which this objective is to be accomplished; rather they suggested 
that this has been an initiative that has taken time to getting around to due to slowness in action 
on the part of the government. The DWA is meant to facilitate this transition and despite the fact 
that efforts have been made towards achieving this end, there is evident room for more effort and 
well set goals. According to Rodgers et al. (2000) the challenge in establishing CMAs is 
widespread in the country and there is a tradition of prolonged delay in making the transition that 
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the act requires. This is due to the complexity of evolving and adapting in the context of 
changing business, social and natural environments.  One could argue that the progressive work 
of the GIB has rendered the DWA somewhat indolent as the board has actively assumed its 
function as an implementing agent for many government initiatives. This should not cause the 
department to slack, but rather approach the management of the catchment with an equal level of 
energy so as to capitalize on positive outcomes of collaboration.  
 
Table 4.6 provides a breakdown of the challenge of converting the GIB into a WUA based on the 
causes, conditions and consequences in which this challenge exists. The table presents a link of 
the characteristics of this challenge to those of scenario 1 and scenario 2. In the unique case of 
this challenge, there is only one key element that corresponds to those of scenario 2 and that 
being the poor knowledge and understanding of roles. Although the roles of each of the key 
stakeholders are reasonably defined in the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment, it is apparent 
that some of these roles are not being followed through to the best possible degree. 
Accountability on the part of the DWA with regard to taking responsibility for the facilitation of 
the transition of the GIB to a WUA is poor. 
 
Table 4.6: Breakdown of the challenge of converting the GIB into a WUA and establishing a 
CMA 
Causes 
Prolonged delay in initiating  
Slack on the part of the DWA in assuming its 
role of facilitating the transition due to the 
progressive work of the GIB as an 
implementing agent. 
Lack of set time goal 
Scenario 1 
Conditions 
Adapting to dynamic business, social and 
natural environments 
Scenario 2 
Consequences Arriving at this goal is taking a long time Scenario 3 
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The fact that the members involved in the development of the constitution for the WUA are 
community appointed reflects a good effort towards public participation, which is characteristic 
of the first scenario (optimal ICM). This is the only element of the first scenario which is 
representative of the current challenge. The response to the challenge of converting the GIB into 
a WUA therefore lies between the reality of scenario 1 and scenario 2. 
 
4.5 Addressing Challenges  
Much has been said about how the stakeholders involved have endeavoured to deal with the 
challenges to implementing ICM that exist in the Gamtoos River Catchment. This serves the 
function of meeting the final objective for the current study, namely to “establish how these 
factors are being addressed if they are at all in order to identify successes-that is, opportunities 
that may serve as lessons in a broader context”. In an additional response to this objective the 
current section seeks to explore the way in which challenges are being addressed in the context 
of the theoretical underpinning of the study. The theoretical underpinning refers to that of 
complex adaptive systems (CAS) and the integrated assessment of ecological, social and 
economic features.  Based on the links that have been highlighted between learning scenarios 
and challenges thus far in the discourse, the researcher is able to establish trends that aid in the 
development of theory. As described by Henning et al. (2004) this process of grounded theory 
analysis which was used extensively in the establishing of links, allows one to move from 
concrete realities to conceptual understandings of them. The researcher has come up with a 
theory that applies to the implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment based on 
responses to challenges and the three learning scenarios. Table 4.7 recaps the five main 
categories of challenges and their corresponding scenarios. 
 
It is evident from the table that the most fitting descriptions for the state of ICM in the Gamtoos 
River Catchment lie between those contained in scenario 1 and scenario 2 as there is an even 
split between the links made to both scenarios. These scenarios are a) optimal ICM for the 
Gamtoos River Catchment and b) level of success with room for improvement. It is thus 
necessary to explore the responses to challenges in the catchment area in relation to the main 
characteristics of the learning scenarios that they resemble in order to develop a theory that 
applies to ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. 
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Table 4.7: Summary of challenges and their corresponding scenarios 
Challenge Scenario 
1. Control of water abstraction and meeting water needs Scenario 2 
2. Drought and accompanying water restrictions Scenario 1 
3. AIPs in the Gamtoos River Scenario 1 
4. Uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas and bad 
agricultural practices 
Scenario 2 
5. Converting the GIB into a WUS and establishing a CMA Scenario 1 and 2 
 
The most prominent, frequently recurring responses to challenges in the two scenarios are as 
follows: transparency and accountability between decision makers, good irrigation and farming 
practices, a level of public participation exists but is largely dependent on the public‟s awareness 
of catchment related issues, maintenance of infrastructure for monitoring, poor contractual 
agreements between the DWA and the GIB for maintenance, transparency between decision 
makers and water users exists but can be improved and collaboration with other environmental 
interest groups. It is highly important to note that both scenarios involve management which is 
carried out at a catchment scale. This speaks to the fundamental element that distinguishes ICM 
from other water resource management approaches- that is, the recognition of the catchment as 
the basic unit of analysis and management. Of the responses listed, each one is in agreement with 
one or more of the principles of ICM used as guidelines for the study, stipulated by the 
UNDP/GWP (2004).  
 
According to these principles, the catchment is the correct unit for managing water resources and 
it is necessary for water resources and the land that forms the catchment area to be integrated- 
that is, planned and managed together. This can be seen as a practical reality to the Gamtoos 
River Catchment as decision makers are aware of the highly significant presence of farmers in 
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the catchment, mainly in the Gamtoos Valley. The activity of the farmers will have a direct 
bearing on the water resources and thus the concerted interest in irrigation and farming practices.  
Another principle of ICM states that social, economic and environmental factors must be 
integrated within water resources planning and management (UNDP/GWP, 2004). This has 
influenced the design of many of the projects taking place in the catchment facilitated by the 
GIB. Almost all of these projects have a strong community upliftment focus and are labour 
intensive. The GIB supervises the selection and training of community member for each project 
and has adopted a focus on developing sustainability. According to Joubert (2012) training is 
said to include additional components such as numeracy, literacy and AIDS education thus 
aimed at upskilling of previously disadvantaged individuals that also make up a significant 
percentage of the population of the catchment area. Job creation promotes public awareness of 
catchment related issues amongst members of the community. The strong environmental focus, 
accompanied by the collaboration with environmental interest groups, of many of the catchment 
projects also shows how this principle of ICM has been integrated into the water resources 
management taking place in the catchment.  
 
Transparency and accountability are also identified as principles of ICM and are both necessary 
features of sound water resource planning and management. According to the UNDP/GWP 
(2004) transparency means that people need to be informed about the options in water 
management to be able to respond to decisions made about their water. Accountability means the 
public has the right to question and complain to responsible organizations and those 
organizations need to answer their clients- that is, the public. Transparency and accountability 
therefore promotes public participation. In the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment, the GIB 
has made commendable efforts to engage with water users, particularly the farmers, through 
various tools of communication, for example newsletters and circulars, phone calls and bi-
monthly meetings with farmers at the Gamtoos Agricultural Association. This creates a platform 
for farmers to engage with the GIB and respond to decisions made about the water that is 
allocated to them. At the same time it is evident that this is not the experience of all the farmers 
in the Valley. Emerging farmers feel that they have been neglected by the DWA in terms of 
assisting them to make the most of their water allocations so as to optimize their water use. This 
is seen through concerns that were raised in a recent meeting with emerging farmers where 
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issues such as not being allocated water and the slow backlog of water licenses being issued from 
the DWA were brought to light. Although the GIB has been noted for assisting emerging farmers 
to enable them to exercise good farming practices in various ways, it appears that the DWA is to 
be blamed for poor accountability with regard to their responsibility to these farmers. Emerging 
farmers are unable to contribute positively to overall water conservation and demand 
management due to the way in which they have been disadvantaged by the department.  
 
The DWA also delegates responsibility for the purification and management of the water that is 
supplied to them to the local municipality of the cities and towns that water is allocated to. These 
refer to the city of PE which falls within the NMBM and the towns of Hankey and Pantensie. 
This is the experience of the NMBM that receives 28% of the water from the Kouga dam as its 
allocation. The collaboration between the DWA and the local municipalities is one that can also 
be improved as it became apparent through interview discussions that more work is done with 
regard to the goal of managing water resources, as separate entities as opposed to a collective, 
multi-stakeholder approach. The NMBM approaches the management of its water supply in its 
own unique way, with little involvement of the DWA. This situation suggests that there is still 
room for much improvement in terms of understanding roles and fostering collaboration and 
participation between stakeholders and the public (water users).  
 
Finally, the GIB can be commended for the work that it is doing in the catchment. Noteworthy, 
tangible impacts include the significant reduction in water losses from 23% to 8%, the success 
achieved in the collaboration with the WfW project for the clearing of AIPs and the high 
commitment to maintenance of infrastructure. The GIB has received numerous awards over the 
years for their efforts and successes in the work that they do. Some of these awards include the 
award of best performing implementing agent within natural resource management programmes 
for WfW in 2011 and being the provincial award winner for best implementing agent for WfW, 
Working for Wetlands and Working for woodlands projects by the DWA in 2008. The board 
takes on a stakeholder driven approach to their service delivery as can be seen by their open 
communication strategy. Its involvement as an implementing agent for government projects and 
various other research projects takes the board a step further, above other key stakeholders, in 
stakeholder engagement as well as environmental development and investment. It is evident that 
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the GIB appears to strike a balance between public and private interest with high outputs. This 
proves that the functioning of a well-managed irrigation board (ideally WUA) can be 
instrumental in implementing ICM in any catchment as has been the case of the Gamtoos River 
Catchment.   
 
Now that the links between responses to challenges and the principles that govern the 
characteristics of scenarios 1 and 2 have been explored, a foundation has been created for the 
development of a theory. It is important to outline at this point that utilizing scenarios as any sort 
of definitive assessment variables will be somewhat incomplete. Social and environmental 
systems are complex (Rammel, et al. 2007) and the components that make them up even more 
so. Given this regard, scenarios used in the current study are seen largely as guides to the 
preliminary or baseline understanding of the situation in the catchment. The implementation of 
ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment can be described through the use of the learning scenarios 
as follows: the implementation experience lies between that which is characterised by a level of 
success with room for improvement and optimal ICM. Having thus far identified and described 
variables influencing the implementation of ICM one needs to respond to the question of how 
these assist in better understanding the status quo for ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment. The 
researcher suggests that they serve the following purposes: 
 
 They can indicate the potential for active and interested involvement of stakeholders 
in ICM 
 They point to the fundamental values influencing the perspectives and opinions of 
stakeholders around water resource management 
 They can provide an indication of dynamics around water use in a catchment 
 They can reveal potentially disruptive factors connected with water management  
 They provide insight into the progress made by ICM initiatives-that is, they act as 
monitoring variables.  
 
The conceptual model on which the study is based regards natural resource management 
initiatives such as ICM as CAS. According to Holling (2001), CASs need to be assessed in a 
manner that integrates ecological, social and economic features and approached as open-
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evolutionary systems. Upon consideration of this framework, the following conclusion can be 
made with regard to ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment: due to the fact that the challenges to 
implementation are comprised of a combination of internal and external factors, they are 
continuously undergoing change. This is typical of any CAS which according to Rammel et al. 
(2007) are characterised by a high level of complexity and shaped by unpredictable external and 
internal changes. The approach to assessment needs to cognizant of this intrinsic complexity and 
as a result, highly adaptive to change. According to Walker et al. (2001), when integrating 
research results into decision making about natural resource management at a catchment scale, 
from a pragmatic and theoretical perspective, approaches to integrated resource use and 
management might best be considered from the perspective of activities with specific 
characteristics. This is the general premise of understanding that the theory for the current study 
has developed from as the variables that influence the implementation of ICM in the catchment 
can be summarised into three main categories namely, resource use, resource management and 
natural resource planning. Figure 4.6 below presents a conceptual model of the theory which has 
been developed in the current study. Finally, in response to the main aim of the study which 
sought to explore the implementation of ICM in the Gmatoos River Catchment with a view 
towards identifying and addressing challenges the following conclusion, informed by theory, can 
be applied: 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Conceptual diagram of the theory for implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos 
River Catchment developed in the current study 
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The main challenge to the implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment is that the 
systems involved are CAS subject to unpredictable external and internal changes that will impact 
resource use, resource management and natural resource planning. The current status quo for 
ICM is one that reflects a combination of significant efforts to manage as well as optimal ICM in 
terms of the main principles of ICM. These conditions however are subject to change due to their 
complex nature. The best suited approaches to addressing these systems will therefore be 
approaches that are adaptive to change. 
 
4.6 Summary  
The results of the application of a global analysis method in analyzing the interview data 
revealed that in the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment seven global themes relating to the 
status quo for ICM in the catchment can be identified. These themes are namely, stakeholder 
involvement, stakeholder perspectives, objectives, policy, time frame, challenges and vision for 
the future. Nine stakeholders were identified, namely the DWA, the GIB, the DA, the NMBM, 
the WfW project, the Algoa Water Study Group, the farmers of the Gamtoos Valley and the 
residents of the towns of Hankey and Pantenie. Each stakeholder functions in its own unique 
capacity. Of this list of stakeholders the GIB was identified as a progressive agent for the 
implementation of  ICM due to its involvement with other water management institutions and its 
proactive approach towards dealing with the main issues that affect the water resources within 
the catchment.  
 
The perceptions of ICM amongst the various stakeholders revealed the lack of a common and 
agreed theoretical basis. This has a bearing on the multiplicity of objectives as objectives 
appeared to correspond to the different perceptions of ICM held by different stakeholders. A 
recurring trend was that objectives were defined by and identified in response to what are viewed 
as the main challenges in the catchment. These are namely: stabilizing the yield of the Kouga 
Dam, proper control of water abstraction, good management of effluent into rivers and the 
eradication of AIPs.  
 
The NWA of 1998 forms the main policy document that informs any kind of management, use, 
development and protection of water resources in the catchment. There is no set time frame in 
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which the current management objectives are operating. The main challenges to the 
implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment are characterized by the unique 
geographical, socio-economic and environmental situation that is within the boundaries of the 
catchment area. These were summarized into five broad categories namely, control of water 
abstraction and meeting water needs, drought and accompanying water restrictions,  AIPs in the 
Gamtoos River , uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas and bad agricultural practices and 
converting the GIB into a WUA and establishing a CMA. The main vision for the future for the 
catchment is to establish a CMA and to convert the GIB into a WUA.  
 
Using a grounded theory analysis method linking responses to challenges with the three learning 
scenarios for the Gamtoos River Catchment variables to describe the case of implementation of 
ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment were established. These variables can be summarized in 
terms of three main activities namely resource use, resource planning and natural resource 
management. These variables correspond to the principles of ICM and reflect a condition 
characterized by a level of success with room for improvement to a state of optimal ICM in the 
Gamtoos River Catchment. Due to the complex nature of social and environmental systems of 
which catchments serve as an example, they can be classified as CAS. The nature of their 
complexity necessitates approaches to assessing them that are adaptive to change. 
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Chapter Five 
Synthesis 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview of the findings of the study and their implications. The 
chapter includes a review of findings and theory, a review of the inferred implications that the 
thesis findings and theory will have on ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment, a look at possible 
research arising from the study, limitations to the study, recommendations and finally the 
conclusion of the thesis.  
 
5.2 Significant findings 
The current study has utilized a global analysis method and grounded theory approach to explore 
the case of the implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment, what the challenges to 
implementation of ICM are and to what extent they exist in the catchment. The following section 
lists and summarizes the significant findings of the study as follows: 
 
5.2.1 The status quo for Integrated Catchment Management in the Gamtoos River Catchment  
Seven core themes were identified relating to the current situation with ICM in the catchment. 
Each of these themes help to provide a detailed, contextual understanding of what is taking place 
with regard to the implementation of ICM in the catchment. These themes are listed as: 
stakeholder involvement, stakeholder perspectives, objectives, policy, time frame, challenges and 
vision for the future. The single key finding under each of these themes has been highlighted 
below:  
 
Stakeholder Involvement: 
 
 There are over nine stakeholders involved in water use, planning and management of 
which the GIB which operates as a multi-functional, implementing agent of ICM was 
seen as the most influential. The farmers of the Gamtoos Valley are the largest water 
users with a water allocation of 70%. 
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Stakeholder perspectives: 
  
 Various perceptions of what ICM is exist amongst the different stakeholders which 
revealed a gap in terms of a common theoretical basis of understanding.  
 
Objectives: 
  
 The objectives for ICM were a reflection of the different perceptions of ICM held by the 
different stakeholders. These objectives would often correspond in response to what are 
regarded as the main challenges.  
 
Policy: 
 
 The NWA is the main policy document that informs ICM in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment.  
 
Time frame:  
 
 No set time frame was mentioned amongst any of the stakeholders interviewed. 
 
Vision for the future: 
 
 The main vision for the future of the catchment according to the DWA is to establish a 
CMA so that management of the catchment can be carried out at a catchment scale.  
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5.2.2 Challenges 
Findings identified a host of challenges experienced in the Gamtoos River Catchment in terms of 
implementing ICM. These challenges are listed below along with the main feature that 
characterises each of them. 
 
Lack of professional service providers for the validation and verification of water use: 
 
 In terms of maintenance, a stronger contractual agreement for the provision of 
maintenance between water boards and the DWA could be of benefit to all stakeholders. 
The DWA should ideally have service level agreements with water boards and should 
approve the annual maintenance budgets which should be in line with set benchmarks 
based upon condition, type and value of the infrastructure. This would empower the 
DWA to ensure that proper maintenance of their assets is being carried out and not run 
into the ground as is often the case in other catchments. Continuous and transparent 
communication between the DWA and the water supply agency is essential.   
 
Uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas and bad agricultural practices: 
  
 This challenge has developed over an extended period of time and appears to be most 
influenced by the failure of small, emerging farmers to manage and pay for their water 
allocations. Neglect on the part of the DWA to assist these farmers reflects poor 
accountability and subsequent public participation on the part of emerging farmers.  
 
AIPs in the Gamtoos River: 
 
 This has been tackled quite determinedly with great success through the collaboration of 
the GIB with programs like WfW which have a duel objective of creating healthier 
ecosystems and creating jobs for the poorest of the poor. This also helps to raise 
awareness of environmental issues concerning the catchment amongst local community 
members and therefore the catchment stakeholders can be commended for their work in 
addressing this challenge.  
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Severe drought episodes: 
 
 This challenge is largely unpredictable and therefore can only be addressed by way of 
mitigating effects. This has been accomplished through various initiatives geared towards 
water conservation and demand management such as the instigation of water restrictions 
and the promotion of conservation friendly irrigation practices amongst farmers.  
 
Converting the Gamtoos Irrigation Board into a WUA and establishing a CMA: 
 
 This is a mandate of the NWA of 1998 which informs management in the catchment. An 
interim committee elected from the community is currently in the process of developing a 
constitution for the future WUA. The main difference in the WUA to be established will 
be in the constitution of the management board which should ideally include emerging 
farmers and women amongst its members. This is a process that the DWA should 
facilitate and is only getting around to now (the committee was elected in 2011). The 
process is seen as on-going and to date has no set time frame within which goals are set.  
 
Meeting water needs: 
  
 Different farmers have different water needs (the needs of dairy farmers differ from those 
of vegetable or citrus farmers). Also, the population of the city of PE is projected to 
increase with development over time therefore creating greater demands on the water 
supply. The stakeholders in charge of allocations, namely the DWA, need to carefully 
consider the allocation of water to various users in future.  
 
A more in depth, grounded theory analysis summarized the main challenges to implementation 
into five broad categories namely control of water abstraction and meeting water needs, drought 
and accompanying water restrictions, AIPs, uncontrolled expansion of irrigated areas and bad 
agricultural practices, converting the GIB into a WUA and establishing a CMA. Based on this 
analysis method and the application of the three learning scenarios for the Gamtoos River 
Catchment, the extent to which these challenges exist was discovered and the state of ICM in the 
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Gamtoos River Catchment was classified as falling between a condition of a level of success in 
implementation with room for improvement to a condition of optimal ICM. 
 
5.3 Significant theory  
Now that a review of the significant findings of this thesis has been presented, a review of the 
theory generated concerning the implementation of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment will 
be discussed.  
 
5.3.1 Variables influencing our understanding of the state of ICM in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment 
It was highlighted that due to the inherent complexity of social and environmental systems and 
the components that make them up, the learning scenarios used in the process of grounded theory 
analysis cannot be used as any sort of definitive assessment but merely as guides to the baseline 
understanding of the situation in the catchment. It was proposed that these variables serve 
multiple functions in aiding our understanding of the case of ICM in the Gamtoos River 
Catchment. These functions are listed in chapter four under section 4.4. Based on the shared 
position with Rammel et al. (2007) that approaches to resource use and management are best 
considered from the perspective of activities with specific characteristics, the variables that 
influence the state of  ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment can be summarized into three main 
categories namely resource use, resource planning and natural resource management.  
 
5.3.2 Placing the case of ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment in a framework of Complex 
Adaptive Systems 
With reference to the main theoretical model that pins the current study (see Fig 2, page 31). It 
was concluded that the main challenge to implementation in the Gamtoos River Catchment is 
that the systems involved- that is, social, economic and environmental systems are CAS. These 
systems are subject to unpredictable external and internal changes as can be seen in the example 
of periodic floods and the introduction of emerging farmers in the valley who are additional 
water users. These changes will impact resource use, resource planning and natural resource 
management. As much as the current state of ICM is one that reflects a level of success with 
room for improvement to a state of optimal ICM, these conditions are subject to change due to 
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their aforementioned CAS characteristic. As a result the best suited approaches to addressing 
these systems and their challenges are ones that are adaptive to change.                   
 
5.4 Implications of thesis findings and theory for Integrated Catchment Management  
The fact that a level of vagueness is evident in the understanding of ICM amongst various 
stakeholders revealed an influence on individual conceptualizations of goals for management. 
This can be either progressive or detrimental. This verifies the standpoint of Görges et al. (1998) 
that the dynamic and complex nature of the field of ICM has resulted in inconsistencies in the 
use and definition of the term. The current study therefore provides evidence that more work 
needs to be done to educate people about what ICM is and how it is to be understood.  
 
Ashton (1998) suggests that one of the ways in which ICM can be viewed is as an environmental 
management goal. In understanding ICM as a goal there are many realities in the case of the 
Gamtoos River Catchment that speak to the complexity that theory raises in doing so. 
Falkenmark (2004) states that in order to manage water resources effectively, it is necessary to 
achieve a balance between the legitimate, competing demands placed on the resources. The 
author goes on to emphasise that although being able to achieve this sort of balance is relatively 
simple in concept it is far more difficult to achieve this balance in practice. The case of the 
Gamtoos River Catchment with its multiple demands on the water resource illuminates this 
perfectly too.  
 
Finally, within a South African context, one of the elements of the NWA of 1998 is the statutory 
provision for the Reserve, with protection conferred on the natural resource and for water to meet 
basic human needs. In the case of the Gamtoos River Catchment, very little has been discovered 
about how the key stakeholders incorporate this into management or else seek to if it is not the 
case. Despite commendable efforts and success in some respects, the study reveals how the 
interplays between policy and practice somewhat lack follow through in practice.  
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5.5 Future research  
It is the nature of an inductive study to end up with potentially more questions than answers 
(Henning et al. 2004) and therefore the need for more research. In considering the theory that 
was generated in the study which ultimately calls for approaches to addressing ICM (an example 
of a CAS) in a manner that is adaptive to change, a characteristic of inductive approaches can be 
recognized. The researcher suggests that the proposed theory still needs to be developed further 
or tested using deductive methods. Two of the areas where further development of the ideas 
presented in the study are:  
 
a) Since there is no set time frame that was identified within which the current ICM goals 
for the Gamtoos River Catchment are set, it would be interesting to investigate what 
would be the impact of setting time goals in light of the CAS nature of ICM. 
 
b) The management structure is undergoing change as was seen through the work of the 
interim committee to develop a new constitution for the future WUA. This is the case in 
many ICM initiatives throughout South Africa. Therefore in many regards much more 
research into the specific relationships between ICM theory and implementation needs to 
be undertaken. Lack of this knowledge makes it difficult to forecast management 
scenarios and adequately assess the implications of current management trends  
 
5.6 Limitations to the study 
The present study has been limited by time constraints. Ideally the researcher wanted to be able 
to spend a more lengthy time at the study area in order to engage with the farmers at a depth that 
would enable the researcher to gain insight into the perceptions of ICM that are held by these all 
important water users in the catchment.  
 
The researcher is aware that a great deal of the interview data is comprised of that obtained from 
DWA officials, the GIB and to a lesser degree the NMBM. Although this constitutes significant 
information as the stakeholders listed are identified as key stakeholders, the study would have 
benefited from the richness of equal input from other stakeholders whose roles are of no less 
importance.  
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5.7 Recommendations 
Key recommendations proposed by the study are as follows:  
 
 The only principle of ICM provided by the UNDP/GWP (2004) that was not explored in 
the current study is the one that states that surface water and ground water and the 
ecosystems through which they flow must be integrated within water resources planning 
and management. In future studies this principle, with particular emphasis on ground 
water, can and should be investigated.  
 
 Since it was discovered that some examples of successful partnerships between large 
commercial farmers in the valley and small emerging farmers exist, this can be explored 
to see how partnerships can be applied to other emerging farmers in order to achieve 
success in future.  
 
 A stronger contractual agreement for the provision of maintenance between water boards 
and the DWA could be of benefit to all stakeholders. This should by all means be 
encouraged and acted upon.  
 
 Lastly, as it has been highlighted from the emergent theory, it is necessary to approach 
the assessment of ICM in the context of CAS and approaches should be adaptive to 
change. Exploring this further would go beyond the scope of the current study but can be 
appreciated as a proviso when dealing with natural resource management systems such as 
ICM.  
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5.8 Conclusion 
This study has used an inductive approach to examine the reality of implementation of ICM from 
a South African perspective, namely that of the Gamtoos River Catchment. Specifically it has 
explored what the main challenges to implementation are and to what extent these exist in the 
context of the catchment area.  
 
The Gamtoos River Catchment case study has shown that despite the existence of numerous 
challenges, the response to challenges reveals a state of success in implementing ICM with room 
for improvement which borders on optimal ICM. This was achieved through an iterative process, 
making links between key features of responses to challenges and characteristics of learning 
scenarios developed for ICM in the Gamtoos River Catchment.  
 
Findings reveal that the variables that aid in our understanding of the state of ICM in the 
Gamtoos River Catchment can be summarized into three categories namely resource use, 
resource planning and natural resource management. These are all subject to change due to the 
nature of the systems that they represent being CAS. In evaluating these systems, they need to be 
approached within the framework of CAS- that is, they need to be adaptive to change.  
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Appendices 
 Appendix 1  
     
Questions for interview 
1. Would you say that the catchment is being managed well? 
2. How would you describe the management of water resources in the catchment in terms of 
efficiency? 
3.  How would you describe the management of water resources in the catchment in terms of 
sustainability? 
4. Who is involved in the management of the catchment? Please list all the stakeholders 
5. Please explain the role of each of these stakeholders 
6. What national policy/legislation informs the way the catchment is managed?  
7. What provincial policy/legislation informs the way the catchment is managed? 
8. What local policy/legislation informs the way the catchment is managed?  
9. What is the aim of integrated catchment management (ICM) in the catchment? 
10. What are the specific objectives of ICM in the catchment? Please list  
11. Over what period of time are these objectives intended to be achieved? 
12. What challenges exist in achieving each of these objectives in the catchment if any? 
13. How did each of these challenges come about?  
14. How long have each of these challenges existed? 
15. Are these challenges being addressed at the moment?  
16. If so, what specific methods are being used to address the different challenges? Please relate 
each method to a specific challenge)  
17. Is there a vision for improvement on current management?  
18. Is there a subsequent plan in place to make this vision possible? 
19. If so, what is the plan?  
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Appendix 2: Template for interview guide  
 
Guide for response to interview 
 
Name of person interviewed: 
Position held: 
Date: 
 
Question 2 
Efficiency: “Working productively with no waste of money or time” so in the context of the 
catchment, how is the management that is taking place working in such a way that it is using 
money as effectively as possible?  
 
Question 3 
Brundtland report definition: “Meeting the need of the present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own needs”.  
 
Question 4 and 5 
Stakeholder Role 
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Question 6, 7, 8 Policy/Legislation 
National Provincial Local 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
Question 8 
Aim: Overriding goal/intension 
 
Question 9  
Objectives:  
 
Question 10,11,12,1,3,14 
Objectives Timeframe Challenges Cause Timeframe 
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Question 15 and 16 
Challenge Method of addressing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
